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GE Response
Enclosure 2 contains a revised Section 21 of the ESBWR PRA. This section includes
independent reviews, reviewer's comments, and resolution of these comments.
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21.0 SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

Executive Summary

With a Core Damage Frequency (CDF) of -10-8 per year, no water on the Lower Drywell
(LDW) floor at the time of vessel breech in all but -1% of this CDF, melt release at low
RPV pressure in all but -1% of this rate, and an inerted containment atmosphere, the central
concern of Severe Accident Management (SAM) in ESBWR that had to be addressed was
in-containment stabilization of melt progression, and coolability of the resulting core debris
in a manner convenient to post accident recovery. This concern we addressed by inventing,
designing, and incorporating the Basemat- Internal Melt Arrest and Coolability (BiMAC)
device. In Section 21.5 we present activation and functional requirements of this device,
and show that it would robustly intervene in all risk-significant Severe Accident (SA)
sequences to present a melt-containing, impenetrable boundary, thus assuring long-term
coolability, and absence of melt-concrete interactions and Basemat Melt Penetration
(BMP).

The BiMAC device consists of a liner-like arrangement of a series of steel pipes that cover
the LDW floor and side walls to a height of -2 m. Flow inside these pipes is gravity-driven
from the GDCS pools and it is established initially by activation of several LDW deluge
lines, and by natural circulation once the water level in the LDW has risen to a height of -2
m (-3 min). The activation requirement is that deluge line valves meet a 0.999 reliability
criterion both in opening up on demand (immediately following vessel breach), and against
opening up prematurely (prior to vessel breech). In addition there will be a diverse/passive
deluge system. Functional requirements of BiMAC are that local Burnout (due to the
thermal load exceeding the Critical Heat Flux, or CHF) as well as global flow conditions
that lead to local dry-outs (due to flow instability) are avoided with great margins. While
optimization of the design parameters is yet to be performed, we are able to show that the
concept is in principle sound, and such margins will be possible to verify at a high level of
confidence. Furthermore, the design includes a 20 cm thick, (sacrificial) refractory layer
which we show to effectively protect the BiMAC pipes under all conceivable conditions of
melt release from the reactor pressure vessel. Parameter optimization and confirmatory
experiments will be provided by the COL Applicant.

Not withstanding their marginal (or even minimal) risk significance, in this document we
also treat (by analysis) Direct Containment Heating (DCH), due to melt dispersal from RPV
failure at high pressure (the Class III, or HP scenarios), and Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions
(EVE). For the former we examine energetic DW over-pressurization as well as the
thermally stressed UDW liner, and we find that containment failure in both cases is
physically unreasonable. For the latter we find, in a conservative treatment, that (a) fuel-
coolant interactions in shallow, saturated water pools would be of no structural concern,
and (b) the potential pulses from explosions in deep (> 1.5 in), subcooled water pools,
receiving melt pours in the typical range of 100's of kg/s, could exceed the structural
capacity of both the reactor pedestal wall, as well as that of the BiMAC. These outcomes
we assume to constitute containment failure.

This work was performed under the overall philosophy of the Risk Oriented Accident
Analysis Methodology (ROAAM), and it has benefited from prior work on SAM carried
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out for the US NRC (on SA issue resolution for existing plants), and US DOE (on the
AP600, and AP 1000).

This section consists of two introductory sections on ESBWR design and methodology of
SAM, and three main sections addressing DCH, EVE, and BMP (BiMAC) respectively.
There is also an addendum with the reviewer reports and our responses.
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21.1 OVERVIEW OF ESBWR DESIGN FEATURES TO ELIMINATE
HYPOTHETICAL SEVERE ACCIDENT THREATS TO CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY

The results of Level 1 PRA (GE-NE, 2005a) show that core damage events (Severe
Accidents) in ESBWR are remote and speculative (CDF-10-8 ). Still efforts have been
made, and design features and procedures have been included that provide an additional
(diverse and redundant) layer of defense against all threats to containment integrity that
such hypothetical events may conceivably entail.

Given a severe accident, threats to containment integrity may be enumerated as follows:

a. Prompt, Energetic Loading: Explosive fuel-coolant interactions, high-pressure
melt ejection leading to direct containment heating (and pressurization);

b. Late, Gradual Loading: Melt ablation and penetration of the containment basemat,
pressurization of containment atmosphere by steam and/or non-condensable gases,
and;

c. Isolation Failure: Errors or malfunctions that leave existing flow paths open to the
outside, activation of the containment overpressure protection system.

In this report we will deal with the phenomenological (physics) components of these
threats; namely, Ex-vessel Steam Explosions (EVE), Direct Containment Heating (DCH),
and Basemat Melt Penetration (BMP). Our treatment of the BMP will also provide the
principal phenomenological input needed to assess Containment Over-pressurization,
which, being a systems-driven event, is treated in the Level 2 PRA (GE-NE, 2005a). This is
the-case for Isolation Failure as well.

From a top level perspective a principal strategic decision we had to make for Severe
Accident Management (SAM) in the ESBWR was in regards to arresting the melt
propagation process and ensuring long term coolability within the containment boundary.
As one potential option we examined the applicability and effectiveness of In-Vessel
Retention (IVR)-an internationally pursued severe accident management approach,
already developed and utilized for the passive PWR designs in the USA (Theofanous et al,
1996). We concluded that this could be a highly effective approach for the ESBWR as well,
however, only if all equipment found hanging from the lower head penetrations were to be
supported from the outside so as to maintain the melt-containing capacity of the lower head.
This proved unworkable from the operational perspective, and the option was rejected by
the design managers. On the other hand, we determined that the coolability question could
be addressed ex-vessel and with a high degree of certainty. Thus ex-vessel behavior is the
principal focus of our treatment in this report. More specifically, we are to address
manifestations of the above noted threats to containment integrity in a manner that is
inclusive of all possible ex-vessel evolutions. Our approach is comprehensive and founded
on the basic physics that underlie these evolutions.

As in the most recent ABWR design, the ESBWR features: an inert containment
atmosphere to prevent deflagration or detonation of combustible mixtures; a Containment
Over-pressurization Protection System (COPS) (but here it is manually operated-MCOPS)
to guard against slow buildup of pressure due to non-condensable gas generation and/or
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heat-up of the suppression pool water; and a drywell spray system in support of accident
recovery operations. Unlike the ABWR, or any other previous GE BWR, the ESBWR
containment design includes the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS), to remove
decay heat from the containment, and the (also passive) Basemat-Internal Melt Arrest and
Coolability (BiMAC) device (invented in the course of this work- Theofanous and Dinh,
2005), to essentially eliminate the possibility of extended corium-melt interactions, non-
condensable gas generation, and base-mat penetration. In addition the ESBWR is equipped
with the Isolation Condensors (IC's), a system for ensuring decay heat removal from the
RPV in sequences where the reactor is at high pressure. This is an improved version of
system employed in some of the earlier BWR designs.

An overall illustration that summarizes all these systems in the framework of the ESBWR
containment can be found in Figure 21.1-1. Detailed descriptions, and performance
assessments under severe accident conditions are provided in Sections 21.3 through 21.5.
Containment Phenomena Event Trees (CPETs) provide for all necessary links to the
relevant/consistent sets of Plant Damage States (PDSs) through the Level 1 PRA (GE-NE,
2005a), and to Containment Systems Event Trees (CSETs) and potential release categories
as employed in Levels 2 and 3 PRA (GE-NE, 2005a). The overall assessment methodology
is summarized in the next Section.

21.1-4
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Figure 21.1-1. ESBWR design features for severe accident conditions.
The design features are aimed for ensuring containment integrity under severe
accident conditions. From top down: (i) PCCS pool and heat exchangers, operated
on DW-to-WW pressure difference provide passive containment cooling, (ii) IC pool
and heat exchangers provide decay heat removal from RPV; (iii) GDCS (three pools,
four divisions) with ADS (DPV, SRV) make up the ECCS; LDW deluge lines feeding
off the GDCS supply the BiMAC for long-term coolability; (iv) Manual COPS
(MCOPS) provides venting from wetwell, through 2" and 12" vents, in a controlled
manner; (v) Basemat-Internal Melt Arrest and Coolability (BiMAC) device (shown
in the bottom insert). It is initially fed by water flow from squib-valve-operated
(along with some other type of valve for diversity-not shown in the figure) LDW
deluge lines, while in the long term it is supplied by natural circulation, through
downcomers (at the edges of LDW, not shown in the insert).
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21.2 ROAAM-BASED TREATMENT OF CONTAINMENT THREATS;
INTERFACES TO LEVELS 1&2 PRA

The Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology (ROAAM) was developed for the
purpose of resolving "issues" that proved hard to address in a purely probabilistic (PRA)
framework (Theofanous, 1996). This purpose was met mainly due to a methodological
emphasis on deterministic principles (key physics) along with an overall conservative
mentality of treatment. Accordingly, principal ingredients of ROAAM include: (a)
identification, separate treatment, and maintenance of this separation (to the end results), of
Aleatory and Epistemic uncertainties; (b) identification and bounding/conservative
treatment of Intangibles and Splinters; that is of epistemic uncertainties (in parameters and
scenarios respectively) that are beyond the reach of any reasonably verifiable
quantification; and (c) the use of external experts in a review, rather than in a primary
quantification capacity (Theofanous, 2003).

Under the auspices of the US NRC, so-resolved issues include: "Mark-I Liner Attack"
(Theofanous et al, 1991), "Direct Containment Heating for PWRs" (Pilch, Yan and
Theofanous, 1994), and, in a preliminary rendition, "Alpha Mode Failure for PWRs"
(Theofanous et al, 1987). Under support from the US DOE's ARSAP program, the
innovative In-Vessel Retention (IVR) technology for Westinghouse's AP600 and AP1000
designs was developed and assessed (Theofanous et al 1996; Theofanous et al., 1998;
Scobel, Theofanous and Sorrell, 1998), as was an early version of severe accident treatment
for GE's SBWR (Theofanous, 1993). The present treatment for ESBWR is based on the
same philosophy of approach, same overall methodology, and it is leveraged on ideas, data,
and tools developed during all this past work.

The principal consideration in addressing ex-vessel behavior is whether the lower head fails
with the RPV being at high or low pressure (HP vs. LP). The demarcation is defined by the
capacity of the resulting (superheated steam) blowdown to disperse previously ejected
debris into the upper drywell (UDW), and conservatively we will take this here to be at I
MPa (see Section 1). Thus, as a simplified overview, we have the frame in which two
potential containment threatening events will manifest themselves: direct containment
heating (DCH) for HP scenarios, and ex-vessel explosions (EVE) for LP sequences. Since
both cases lead to large quantities of core debris relocated on the LDW floor, corium-
concrete interactions, non-condensable gas generation, and base-mat melt penetration
(BMP); that is, long term coolability is an all-pervasive issue.

A quantitative perspective on these matters, as derived from the Level 1 PRA, is shown in
Figure 21.2-1. The intent is to illustrate how the CDF is attributed to various kinds of SA
sequences, along with the kind of containment integrity considerations appropriate to each
case. First we note that, by far, the main contributors to CDF are the Class I (LP) accidents.
Class II represents accidents in which core damage could occur in the very long term (>72
hours), and are recoverable by manual actions. These accidents are treated in Level-2/3
PRA. In Class IV we have ATWS scenarios, 71% of which are recoverable at a point of
core damage that is small enough to be stabilizable inside the RPV, 27% revert to LP with
low water level in the LDW, 1% to HP with spray available, and another 1% lead to
Containment Bypass (Class V) scenarios. The latter along with the Class-V-initiated
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scenarios (< 1%), and the 71% of ATWS, lead to systems-dependent source terms, and as
such they are addressed in the Level-2/3 PRA.

Now turning to the related containment threats, we see that DCH is only relevant to Class
III accidents, while EVE pertains only to Class I. Of the HP sequences, 78% have no sprays
available. This (-1% of the CDF) will constitute the limiting condition for potential
violation of UDW liner leak tightness under DCH (thermal loads). Of the LP sequences
only -1% have sufficient water in the LDW to be of concern for EVE. This (-1% of the
CDF) will constitute the limiting condition for pedestal, and BiMAC failure under steam
explosion loads. Finally, and as illustrated in the figure, the BMP is an all-encompassing
issue; accordingly it is central to our severe accident management strategy (Theofanous and
Dinh, 2005).

We will show that under conditions consistent with In-Vessel accident evolutions and Level
1 results, the margins to containment failure by all three mechanisms are very comfortable.
In particular, we can expect no corium-concrete interactions, and thus we have no risk-
significant concerns for long-term pressurization of the containment atmosphere due to
non-condensable gas generation. With the PCCS working, similarly, there are no risk-
significant concerns for containment over-pressurization and development of leakage flow
paths.

On the other hand containment isolation failure must be addressed, and in addition as noted
above, we must address the impact of PCCS and the IC systems failure (to remove decay
heat) on containment integrity. These are systems-effects driven (i.e. they depend on the
long term availability of water to replenish that lost to vaporization) and as such they are
treated in the Level 2 PRA.

An overall framing of issues considered here in terms of Containment Phenomena Event
Trees (CPETs) is given in Figures 21.2-2 and 21.2-3. Quantification of these trees, on the
basis of results found in Sections 1-3, is summarized in Section 4, which then feeds to the
Level 2 PRA (GE-NE, 2005a).

The following remarks on these trees provide some pertinent clarifications.

(1) As noted already ex-vessel explosions in the ESBWR are only relevant to LP
scenarios. The potential severity of the EVEs is parameterized by the depth of the
water pool in the LDW, and the probability split among the three classes of events
shown in the CPET is obtained from Level 1 results. In the low water case the
questions of pedestal, and BiMAC, damage do not arise. For melt release into deep
water pools the uncertainties are too great for a ROAAM quantification, thus both are
assumed to fail (see Sections 21.4 and 21.6).

(2) Natural depressurization can occur due to thermal loading of the MSL/SRV lines, in
which case we transfer to the LP tree as indicated. As discussed in Section 1
uncertainties do not allow for a reliable quantification, thus this node of the tree is
taken to be a splinter.

(3) Except for the energetic containment failure events by EVE, or DCH, all other
outcomes transfer to the CSETs of the Level 2 PRA addressing long-term
containment over-pressurization by loss of decay heat removal.
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(4) Debris coolability is addressed in both the LP and HP trees. Success criteria is
decomposed into BiMAC supply, a systems question, and BiMAC function, a physics
question. Due to the outstanding importance of ensuring LDW flooding soon after the
melt exits the RPV, the systems question is addressed in two diverse ways: (a) an
active system whose overall unreliability is set to less than 1 0-3 and (b) a passive
deluge system operated by means of releasing bottled-nitrogen pressure by a melt-
induced mechanism that responds to a high LDW temperature environment.

In each case, in addressing a failure, the ROAAM treatment consists of five basic steps:

a. Identification of the Key Physics. This includes the definition of all principal
mechanisms, their potential interactions, and order of magnitude estimations that
we use in defining an optimal approach for quantifying how loads (thermal and/or
mechanical) compare to fragilities (failure behaviors).

b. Definition of a Probabilistic Framework. This is to define the model(s) for the
overall mechanics of quantifying loads, fragilities, and probabilities of failure. In
particular this shows the types of uncertainties involved and the manner in which
these uncertainties are bounded in the quantification.

c. Quantification of Loads. This goes into the technical details of quantifying loads
with the intent of enveloping uncertainties. Also covered are the bases for the
models used, and evidence of their verification/validation status.

d. Quantification of Fragilities. This addresses failure criteria, and in particular the
intent is to provide a solid quantification of failure incipience (conservatively),
and at the other end, of gross failure.

e. Quantification of Failure Probabilities. Here we transpose loads against
fragilities and we evaluate potential for failure.

Finally, according to established ROAAM procedures, GE contracted 2 SA experts to
conduct an independent review of the work reported herein. In addition, and according to
own procedures, GE received 4 internal "verification" reports. These reports and the
author's responses are reproduced in the Addendum.
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US Late Melt, Sprays Available
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Figure 21.2-1. The complexion of severe accidents in ESBWR.
Class II can be ignored-these sequences do not fail the core until after 72
hours and are recoverable with manual actions. L, M and H denote low,
medium and high water levels in Lower Drywell, as they are of importance
for EVE treatment. See also Figures 21.2-.2 and 21.2-3. The EVE is not
applicable to Class III because the LDW has only a small amount of
condensate in all such sequences. The DCH is not applicable to Class I. The
BMP is of concern to all severe accident sequences.
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Figure 21.2-2. CPET 1, Key events in ex-vessel high-pressure sequences.

Figure 21.2-3. CPET 2, Key events in ex-vessel low-pressure sequences.
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21.3 CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE AGAINST DIRECT CONTAINMENT
HEATING (DCH)

21.3.1 Overall Considerations

The set of potential accidents that lead to DCH consists of those involving core degradation
and vessel failure at high primary system pressure. A necessary condition for this is that a
minimum of 2 out the 4 isolation condensers have failed due to either water depletion on
the secondary side, or due to failure to open the condensate return valves that keep these
IC's isolated during normal operation. In addition, all 8 of the squib activated, reactor
depressurization valves, the DPVs, and all 10 of the Safety Relief Valves, the ADS SRVs,
must fail to operate. The probability of such combinations of events is assessed at -2.8 10-9
per year, and accordingly, for the ESBWR, such events must be thought of as remote and
speculative; that is, they could, withoutfurther ado, be left in the category of residual risks
(Theofanous, 1996, Scobel, Theofanous, and Sorrell, 1998). This is also reflected by the
Level-I PRA results that show HP accidents to constitute -1% of the CDF. Moreover, as in
PWR HP scenarios (Pilch, Yan, and Theofanous, 1994), natural convection, and forced
flow due to SRV lifting, could be sufficient to thermally load the relief lines to failure, thus
producing "natural depressurization", and transition to Low Pressure (LP) scenario (prior to
lower head breech by the relocated molten core debris). Still, due to its potentially severe
consequences, we chose to examine the likelihood for energetic containment failure due to
DCH, and we will show that such a failure is physically unreasonable.

The key ingredient towards such a conclusion is that -14 m2 of vent area, connecting to the
enormous condensation potential of the suppression pool, makes it virtually impossible to
pressurize the drywell volume. Just as in a LOCA-action of this venting, the timing of "vent
clearing" is of essence, and we will pay special attention to modeling it with a high degree
of fidelity.

Further, we also examine the potential for liner failure due to the associated high
temperatures in the drywell. For the UDW liner this type of failure too was found to be
physically unreasonable, while for the LDW, due to the immediate proximity and contact
with large quantities of melt (given a HPME), local failures, although highly unlikely,
cannot be excluded. As explained in the next section, the consequences of such a possibility
would be limited due to a standard design feature which compartmentalizes the liner and
isolates the gap space of the LDW from that of the UDW so as to clearly eliminate any flow
paths to the outside.

21.3.2 ESBWR Design

An overall illustration of the ESBWR drywell, with highlights on features that impact DCH
loading is given in Figure 21.3.2-1. Detailed representations are also provided as follows:
(a) the lower drywell geometry, in Figure 21.3.2-2, (b) the vent geometry, in Figure 21.3.2-
3, (c) the pathway around the RPV including reflective insulation, in Figure 21.3.2-4, (d)
the BiMAC device, in Figure 21.3.2-5. The RPV itself is shown in Figures 21.3.2-6 and
21.3.2-7, which also contain the key details of interest here, including the penetration welds
on the lower head (Figure 21.3.2-6), and the MSL, SRV, DPV, and IC lines connecting off
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the RPV upper plenum (Figure 21.3.2-7). The relevance of each of these features can be
summarized as follows:

a. Initially the vents are covered with water, so the DW volume must be considered
closed for as long as it would take to force this water out under the action of DCH
(addition of gaseous mass and energy) on the UDW atmosphere. For
pressurization levels of interest to DW integrity, this vent-clearing time is
something under 1 s. As described in Section 3.4.1, and Appendix B, LOCA being
a design-basis event, the data, models and prediction of vent-clearing are on the
firmest of grounds.

b. The pathway that connects the LDW to the UDW is an annular space around the
RPV with a characteristic dimension of 2 m. As illustrated, in the LDW region
this path is partially occupied by the reflective insulation that surrounds the RPV.
Assuming that this rather weak structure will provide minimal resistance to the
flow, we will, conservatively, ignore its presence. In the UDW region, the path is
between the shield wall and the suppression pool wall. At the level of the
suppression pool bottom, the path between LDW and UDW is narrowed by 8
massive blocks on which the RPV is supported. The connecting airspace at its
narrowest consists of 8 passages, each of 1.7 m2 area; that is 13.6 m2 of total flow
area, or a constriction by - 70% of the total annular flow path area.

c. The role of the BiMAC cover plate, in addition to providing a base for workers to
walk on, is to trap debris released during high pressure melt ejection, and to
provide some degree of separation from the high velocity gas flow during the
subsequent blowdown phase. Essentially complete separation, and elimination of
DCH, could be achieved if such a plate could be suspended anywhere inside the
LDW, allowing the melt to ablate through, but deflecting the majority of the gas
flow (our CFD calculations indicate more than 90%) in the upward direction -

see inset in Figure 21.3.2-5, but supporting this structure (against the gas-dynamic
loads) would be problematic. Employing it as a BiMAC cover, while not as
effective, makes the concept practical, as the gas-dynamic loads on either side of
this plate come quickly to near equilibrium. It is emphasized that this "trapping" is
not essential to the demonstration that DCH is not a risk-significant
containment failure mechanism in ESBWR. Rather it is provided as a due-
diligence measure, to minimize (but not eliminate) the intensity of the dispersal
event itself, and if effective in this role, to reduce the chance of LDW liner failure,
which otherwise could not be excluded.

d. Finally referring to Figure 21.3.2-7, the intent is to show the in-vessel natural
convection flow paths, basically redistributing heat during the oxidation and
degradation phases of a severe accident to the upper vessel internals, and through
the top portions of the upper plenum into the various lines that lead to the SRVs,
DPVs, and the IC's. The thermal connection to the former one is by forced
convection, through the MSL (due to SRV actuation), while for the two latter ones
are by natural convection.
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Figure 21.3.2-1. An overall illustration of the ESBWR drywell.
An overall illustration of the ESBWR drywell, with highlights on features
and scales (volumes) that impact steam/gas flow, melt dispersal and DCH
loading. Dimensions and arrangement of important volumes of LDW,
UDW and annular airspaces connecting LDW to UDW, and vents to
suppression pools are provided to scale. The spray would provide cooling
to the drywell atmosphere after a DCH event; however, it is not necessary
for reaching the conclusions in this report.
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Figure 21.3.2-2. The ESBWR lower drywell.
The ESBWR lower drywell. The ascending flow of steam and entrained
melt along the pedestal wall permeate through CRD service platform and
peripheral standing platforms, into the annular space between the vessel
and the LDW pedestal wall. The BiMAC is embedded in the layer of
concrete (1.5 m height) and is covered by a 0.2 m thick layer of refractory L

material (ceramic Zirconia).
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Figure 21.3.2-3. Suppression pool and vent geometry.
Suppression pool and vent geometry. There are 12 vertical vents that each
feeds a column of three horizontal vents, for a total flow area of -14 m2 .
Each horizontal vent diameter is 0.7 in providing a 0.385 in2 flow area.
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Shield Wall

Figure 21.3.2-4. The pathway around the RPV.
The pathway around the RPV, including reflective insulation and
connecting airspace between LDW and UDW. There are 8 blocks on
which the RPV is supported. The annular passage (shown by cross-hatched
areas) between the shield and the concrete wall is open for airflow. The
annular space between the RPV and the shield is filled with insulation
materials and presents a flow blockage.
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Figure 21.3.2-5. The BiMAC device in the ESBWR Lower Drywell.
The BiMAC device and its incorporation in the ESBWR Lower
Drywell. The SIP (Steam Interception Plate) concept is shown in the
insert.
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Figure 21.3.2-6. The RPV geometry (lower part).
The RPV geometry (lower part), including the penetrations and
penetration welds on the lower head. The CRD and IGT are supported on
the vessel lower head by the weld between the penetration housing and the
on-vessel stub tube. The weld elevation is 15 cm from the vessel inner
surface. Upon core melt relocation to the lower plenum, a number of CRD
and IGT become submerged in the core debris or core melt pool. This can
result in vessel failure due to thermal attack on the penetration, failure of
the stub-tube-to-penetration weld, and ejection of the penetration.
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Figure 21.3.2-7. The Upper RPV with SRV, DPV, and IC lines.
Intermittent flow of hot gases through SRVs (and into the Main Steam
line) would thermally load the lines that constitute the relief path. The
thermal connection to the IC lines is by natural convection, and thus weak
compared to that of the SRV/MS lines. Also shown, in areas above the core
and in the upper plenum, are structures, which present heat sinks for hot
gas/steam that, would emanate from a degraded core.

21.3.3 Previous Work

Direct containment heating has been considered to be a major containment integrity issue in
PWRs, and this drove very extensive research efforts during the late 80's and early 1990's.
These efforts culminated with issue resolution in a ROAAM framework as documented in
Pilch, Yan, and Theofanous (1996), and Pilch and Allen (1996). Reviews on the subject
have been presented by Pilch et al (1997), and by Pilch and Henry (OECD, 1996). The later
considered also the BWR setting and recognized the significant load-mitigating role of
venting into the WW heat sink.

The principal ingredient in quantifying DCH loads in this previous work was the realization
that oxidation of the reactive components in the melt, and energy transfer to the
containment are limited by the entrainment/dispersal process occurring over a time scale
that restricts contact to only a fraction of the available (in the RPV) steam. Within this time
scale the melt-steam contact was found to be so intense as to be describable by a thermo-
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chemical-mechanical equilibrium process. The principal experimental data came from the
Integral Effects Tests (IET) (Allen et al., 1994; Binder et al., 1994), conducted for the US
NRC with comprehensive review and input on scaling to reactor conditions from a group of
experts. The interpretation and application to reactor predictions were made by means of
the CLCH model (Yan and Theofanous, 1996) and the two-cell equilibrium model (Pilch,
1996). For PWRs the containment heat sinks played no significant role, and combustion of
hydrogen produced in the DCH process had to be addressed. Also, for the PWRs the
spontaneous depressurization scenario played an important role in the overall issue
resolution scheme. In the ESBWR we need not be concerned about combustion in the
containment atmosphere, and we will take no credit for spontaneous depressurization.

These developments were not available in the singular prior licensing assessment of DCH
for a BWR. Done for the ABWR (GE, 1987; 1994), it was assumed that 20% of core
(molten materials) was dispersed (and equilibrated with the atmosphere) inside the 8,000
m3 UDW volume within 2 seconds, and the calculations produced over-pressurization that
exceeded the structural capacity of the DW. This unrealistically conservative result was one
of three reasons cited by the US NRC (1994) for judging that conditional (given a core
melt) containment failure probability for ABWR could be as high as 10%.

21.3.4 Present Assessment

21.3.4.1 Key Physics in DCH

Direct containment heating can be expected when high velocity steam happens to impinge
upon melt already released into a containment compartment, thus creating regions of fine
scale mixing, large interfacial area for heat transfer, and oxidation of metallic components
in the melt. The so-heated steam, flowing at very high volumetric flow rates, and then
provides a mass-and-energy source that can pressurize and heat the receiving atmosphere.
Con-currently, the finely atomized melt is carried against gravity into the receiving
volume(s), where the steam velocities are highly reduced, and the particles are allowed to
fall (de-entrain). In ESBWR the mixing occurs in the LDW, while the main receiving
volume, in which de-entrainment occurs, is the UDW-these correspond to the reactor
cavity and the sub-compartment(s) of Large Dry Containments (LDC) in PWRs
respectively. In distinction to LDCs, in the ESBWR, as in all BWRs, the receiving volume,
rather than being closed, is vented to another volume, the WW, which contains a large and
effective heat sink. The key physics that drive all these phenomena, and that need to be
quantified in predicting a realistic outcome, are as follows:

a. Natural Depressurization and RPV Lower Head Breach. Natural
depressurization, and thus transition to a LP scenario, would occur if any of the
MS, SRV, DPV, or IC lines were to fail (due to thermal loading by gas natural
convection) prior to lower head breach (by melt attack). The heat source is the
melting/oxidizing reactor core. The heat transfer medium is the steam (and
hydrogen) trapped inside the RPV at high pressure, and thus at high density. The
process is by natural convection. It is set up between the core region and the
cooler upper internal structures whose heat capacity defines the heat-up rates of
the gases in the upper plenum. The flow of these gases into the MS, and SRV lines
would be convective, as the SRVs lift periodically to relieve pressure, and thus the
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material temperatures reached would be close to that of the hot gases. As we will
see below, the time scale for the melt material to reach the lower plenum in large
quantities is -1 hour, and in this time period gas temperatures reach up to -1,000
K. This indicates conditions in the neighborhood of creep rupture (Smith, 1971,
Reddy and Ayers, 1982) of the lines involved. In competition with this is a set of
complicated processes in the lower plenum that lead up to lower head failure.
These include quench and reheating of the relocated core debris, melt attack of
lower head penetration welds and RPV failure by ejection of the penetration
equipment involved, gradual re-melting of the core debris, and ultimately, if for
some reason penetration failures did not occur, heating and creep rupture of the
lower head material itself.

b. Melt Ejection, Vessel Wall Ablation, and BiMAC Refractory Cover Ablation:
Due to negligible resistance by the LDW atmosphere, the melt jet would remain
essentially coherent until it hits the LDW floor, and the BiMAC cover plate,
which would then be penetrated essentially instantaneously to allow free access to
the sacrificial refractory layer that covers and protects the top of the BiMAC
pipes. The vessel wall would ablate due to heat transfer from the superheated
melt. So would the refractory material if melt temperature exceeds its melting
point. These processes are well understood and this understanding is supported by
experiments. Results depend on the melt composition and superheat and will be
treated in a bounding fashion. Similarly, the amount of melt mass involved in the
ejection process, and the mass fractions of Zirconium and Iron in it, are treated in
a bounding fashion.

c. Steam Blowdown: The steam inside the reactor vessel would expand
adiabatically during blowdown, and the steam discharge rate is defined by choked
flow at the vessel breach area(s). Both processes can be accurately simulated by
means of simple thermodynamics (ideal gas equation of state, adiabatic
expansion) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations respectively.
Figure 21.3.4.1-1 shows the gas-dynamic pressures established in the LDW during
a typical blowdown from a full-pressure RPV (safety valve set-point). As
illustrated, the discharge flow accelerates to form a supersonic jet, with key
characteristics of flow area expansion by a factor of -10, and a loss of stagnation
pressure due to repeated .spontaneous/internal shock and expansion wave
formation by -75% to 90%. This jet, upon impinging the floor, and then again
upon impinging the sidewalls, yields wall jets, which remain largely coherent and
maintain velocities of hundreds of meters per second. An idea of the energy
involved and of the overall flow pattern developed in the LDW can be obtained
from snapshots of the velocity distributions from steam-only flow (no melt) in
CFD simulations (Figure 21.3.4.1-2). Importantly, rough treatments that smear the
flow out over the whole LDW cross-sectional area, such as those made in a few
old attempts to define entrainment limits, would seem to be in error. Rather,
momentum flux localization is the essential mechanism that determines melt
atomization, and entrainment potential in DCH events for such a geometry.

d. Interfacial Instability, Breakup, Entrainment, and Carry-over of Melt
Exposed to the Gas Stream Inside the LDW. Liquids exposed to high velocity
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gas streams atomize and become dispersed. The mode and magnitude of the
interfacial instability responsible for this behavior depends on the Weber number,
which is the ratio of the destabilizing momentum flux of the gas (pv2 ) to the
stabilizing surface tension force (cF/R). For corium melts, the surface tension is
about 10 times that of water, so the stability limit will be (for the same momentum
flux) at a length scale that is -10 times that of water. For example at a gas velocity
of 300 m/s and atmospheric density of 1 kg/M3 , the stable droplet size for water is
-10 microns, while for corium it is -100 microns. This stability limit is captured
by a critical Weber number of -10. Thus even a relatively small drop of 10 mm
will experience an initial We number of 103 and a breakup pattern such as that
illustrated in Figure 21.3.4.1-3, except that the mist shown would be at length
scales of -100 rather than -10 microns.

e. Melt particles of 100 microns size can be suspended by air/steam velocities of as
low as - 5 m/s. This is to be seen in the perspective of the jetting velocities seen in
Figure 21.3.4.1-2, and some -10's of m/s exiting the lower drywell under typical
high pressure steam blowdown rates. In addition, macroscopic motions are
induced by pressure forces that accelerate bigger masses of liquid up the pedestal
walls, in the manner illustrated (for a geometrically-scaled ESBWR geometry) in
Figure 21.3.4.1-4. There is no question that any exposed melt inside the LDW will
be atomized and dispersed into the UDW. Much of it would then be carried into
the suppression pool, while some fraction would de-entrain and deposit on the
UDW walls or fall on the floor, in a highly dispersed state. As discussed in
Section 3.4.3, we can estimate the dispersal rates in terms of the DCH-scale as
determined from scaled experiments (the IET series of tests).

f. Entrainment of Melt Captured inside the BiMAC. The geometry of concern is
illustrated in Figure 21.3.4.1-5. While the pressure established inside the BiMAC
is the same as the stagnation pressure on the top of the cover plate, due to high
frequency flow fluctuations, these pressures are unsteady, and as we found in
scoping experiments, a net circulation pattern is established that continuously
brings liquid into the immediate vicinity of the opening from where it is entrained
to the outside in a highly atomized form. The velocities in this region can be as
high as 600 m/s, and the mass loading on the flow is rather low (that is, we have a
metering effect, defined by the internal circulation rate of the melt, on release and
dispersal due to the BiMAC), so the Weber numbers may approach 104 and the
length scales of atomization may be as low as 10 micron. Such particles could be
carried around by gas flows as low as 2 m/s.

g. The influence of water (preexisting in the LDW) in any of the above does not
need to be considered because the only HP scenario that can lead to flooded LDW
is the SBLOCA with loss of DPV/SRV action and CRD water supply, having a
core damage frequency of-7x10-13 or 0.01% of the total CDF.
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Figure 21.3.4.1-1. The stagnation pressures in the LDW.

The stagnation pressures (Ps + pV2/2) in the LDW (t - 188 ms) during a
typical blowdown from a fully pressurized RPV through a 0.40 m in
diameter hole.
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Figure 21.3.4.1-2. Velocity distributions in the LDW from steam-only flow.
Velocity distributions in the LDW from steam-only flow (no melt) in CFD
simulations. The velocity scale is shown on the left. The maximum value -
700 m/s.
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Figure 21.3.4.1-3a. Water drop breakup at We - 103 .
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Figure 21.3.4.1-3b. Close up image of fragments from a breakup at We - 103 .
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Figure 21.3.4.1-3c.
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Droplet size distribution in Figure 3.4.1.3b.
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Figure 21.3.4.1-4. Liquid flow and entrainment during gas blowdown.
Visualization of liquid flow and entrainment during gas blowdown from 1
MPa pressure into a 1/10 scale model of the ESBWR LDW. Upper 6
frames: Close-up view of the gas jet interacting with liquid layer resting on
the vessel bottom plate. One can see the general pattern of interfacial
instabilities, liquid atomization, and entrainment. Lower 6 frames: Far
view of the liquid dispersal and carry-over with the gas flow. The
blowdown gas impinges upon the liquid, then spreads radially towards the
cylinder boundary, and ascends as wall jets along the pedestal wall,
carrying the liquid with it.
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Figure 21.3.4.1-5. Conceptual visualization of melt entrapment in BiMAC.
Conceptual visualization of melt entrapment in BiMAC and subsequent
gradual entrainment (blowdown steam in blue and melt/debris in red).

21.3.4.2 Probabilistic Framework

First we address spontaneous depressurization. The precipitous loss of strength of the RCS
wall/piping material at temperatures above 700 K is illustrated in Figure 21.3.4.2-1. The
relevant stress levels in various piping components are listed in Table 21.3.4.2-1, and
shown also in Figure 21.3.4.2-1. We can see that all these piping components are at risk of
failure once they reach temperatures over -1,000 K, and that due to the stress levels
involved such a failure would be far more likely to occur in the MSL. In fact such
temperature levels are known to be typical of the heat-up found in high pressure scenarios.
For example, as noted already, MAAP calculations for the ESBWR show peak
temperatures of -900 K (GE-NE, 2005a). Moreover, in the DCH issue-resolution work for
PWRs (Pilch et al, 1996), calculations with SCDAP/RELAP (at 8 MPa) show temperature
levels reaching up to 1,700 K.

Table 21.3.4.2-1. Stress levels in piping components vulnerable to heating-up
during core degradation at high prssure (evaluated for PRCS - 8 MPa).

Component Diameter Thickness Hoop Stress, MPa
D, m 8, m S= PRcs.D/25

SRV Inlet Line 0.170 0.050 13.6

IC Inlet Line 0.450 0.080 22.5

MSL (before SRV) 0.700 0.037 75.7

'l

0.

s'I

is i

q..

co ( '

We can see that for the MSL we are clearly in the creep rupture region. However,
considering the uncertainties involved in calculating these temperatures, and the sensitivity
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of material properties in this temperature region, we believe that this aspect of HP scenario
transition to LP should be treated as a splinter at this time. In practical terms this means that
we take no credit for spontaneous depressurization. However we do note that high pressure
sequences that lead to high pressure melt ejection may not be physically possible for the
ESBWR.

500

0-400

I 300

s 200-

E MSL
100

700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

Temperature (K)

Figure 21.3.4.2-1. Ultimate strength of steel in the high temperature range.
Ultimate strength of steel in the high temperature range. Also shown are the
relevant temperature levels for creep rupture of the MS, IC, and SRV lines.

Turning now to DCH loads, our principal concern is to address energetic failure due to DW
over-pressurization. Our approach evolved, as we came to understand and appreciate the
interesting dynamics of such a system, gradually and through various kinds of calculations.
As it turns out there are three different kinds of pressurization regimes that are possible to
realize, depending primarily on the size of the vessel breach area. One regime was found in
trying to illustrate the case of pressurization levels approaching the failure pressure of the
containment (1.2 MPa -see section 3.4.4) given an arbitrarily large breach area (>1 m in
diameter). As expected this case involves extremely fast dynamics that tie closely to the
clearing and the flow capacity of the vents. The second regime obtains for break areas at
the upper end of credible creep ruptures (-0.5 m in diameter) as determined in the PWR
DCH issue-resolution documents (Pilch, Yan, and Theofanous, 1996, and Pilch and Allen,
1996). This regime exhibits intermediate dynamics, with pressurization levels reaching up
to only half of the 1.2 MPa needed for approach to failure. Finally the third regime, found
for break areas that correspond to a single penetration failure (after ablation to -0.2 to 0.3 m
in diameter), is quasi static, exhibiting very low pressurization levels that depend mainly on
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the amounts of Zirconium available to react. The hypothetical case (first regime) is
considered in this section as a way of providing perspectives on the bounding load
calculations, including the other two regimes, which are presented in the next section.
These calculations will also yield a way for bounding the UDW atmosphere temperatures as
needed for the less important, yet still interesting question of creep-induced liner failure.

A hypothetical case that yields the first regime (see Section 3.4.3 for the mathematical
model used in capturing them) is illustrated in Figure 21.3.4.2-2. The condition represented
is for 300 ton of melt, containing 60 tons of Zirconium (20% content in the melt), it being
dispersed by the blowdown from a vessel breech equivalent to a hole 1 m in diameter. The
melt entrainment time is taken as 1 s, the blowdown time constant is -1 s, thus implying a
DCH-scale of -1. This means there are no significant mitigative effects due to melt-steam
incoherence. The peak pressure that develops in the LDW is due to the rapid energy supply
by the DCH phenomenon, taken at an extreme manifestation here for purposes of
illustration. At around 0.2 s, the pressurization due to this energy supply rate is
compensated by mass/energy loss to the UDW, leading to a drop in pressure, till at -0.4 s
the balance again shifts in favor of supply, thus yielding a second pressure rise transient. By
this time the LDW and UDW behave in tandem, until the end of melt dispersal, at which
time the peak pressure of -1.2 MPa is reached. Vent clearing occurs in the 0.4 to 0.6 time
interval, and the effect is seen to moderate the rate of pressure rise. Throughout this
extremely fast transient the WW pressure has been hardly affected, while the magnitude of
the second pressure peak is controlled by the flow capacity of the vents. Further in Figure
21.3.4.2-2 we see that the end of dispersal is followed by a rapid cooldown period, as the
expanded, "cool" steam washes away the hot gases from the LDW. Increasing the DCH
time scale to 2 or 3, that is melt entrainment times of 2 or 3 s respectively, has no
significant effect on all these features of the transient. This is because the DCH contact
process is already saturated (Yan and Theofanous, 1996), and the maximum possible extend
of oxidation has taken place. From this bounding (in RPV pressure and amounts of melt and
Zirconium) condition, the only way to effect a higher dynamic pressure would be by
increasing the breach area even further, but this is already 4 times the upper bound
considered credible in creep rupture scenarios for PWRs (Pilch, Yan, and Theofanous,
1996, and Pilch and Allen, 1996), and more than -10 times that created from a single
penetration failure due to ablation from a 300-ton melt (see Section 3.4.3). Further, in the
case considered above we use the total quantity of Zirconium in the core, which for the
ESBWR is 76 tons, minus the 16 tons taken to have been already reacted to produce a
containment pressure of 0.25 MPa consistently with that assumed to be initially present.

Thus it is clear that overpressure failure of the ESBWR DW due to DCH is physically
unreasonable. Moreover, it is clear that this conclusion is robust in that it does not depend
on a host of (intangible) parameters that previous (PWR) assessments were found to depend
on, such as, the total quantity of the melt involved and its Zirconium content, the breach
area, and combustion in the receiving atmosphere (see Figure 21.3.4.2-3).
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Figure 21.3.4.2-2. Drywell pressure and temperature in a hypothetical scenario.
Drywell pressure (top), and temperature (bottom) in a strictly hypothetical
scenario selected to illustrate the effect of vent clearing, and subsequent gas
venting, at conditions that approach containment-integrity-challenging levels.
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So what remains is to consider the effects of elevated temperatures of the DW atmosphere
on liner (and penetration seals) integrity. Clearly this is only relevant to the sequences for
which DW sprays are not available, and as noted already (see Figure 21.2-1) these amount
to 0.78% of the 1.3%, or -1% of the CDF. The evaluation is done in the next section, and
again we aim for a conservative treatment. Interestingly, in the DCH evaluations for PWRs
peak temperatures reached only -600 K, and they were never an issue-here in a much
smaller DW volume, even though it is open, the DCH temperatures can reach considerably
higher levels, even in the absence of combustion.

Figure 21.3.4.2-3. Probabilistic framework of PWR DCH issue resolution.
(Theofanous, 1996; Pilch, Yan, Theofanous, 1996).

21.3.4.3 Quantification of DCH Loads

As noted already, we use the CLCH model (Yan and Theofanous, 1993) adapted for present
purposes by a rendering that captures the full transient, in an open system, and it's coupling
to vent-clearing. The equations, simple mass and energy balances, over the communicating
LDW, UDW, and WW volumes, are summarized in Table 21.3.4.3-1. This model was
verified by comparison to final pressures/temperatures calculated for the original closed
system configuration of the original model, as well as sample IET test results that included
the complete transients (see Figure 21.3.4.3-1, and Appendix A).

The vent-clearing model reflects a simple accounting of water inertia, including the added
mass effect, in the suppression pool, as it is being accelerated, under the action of the UDW
pressure, into the WW. The equations are summarized in Table 21.3.4.3-2. Corium
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properties, metal-steam reactions and related energies are treated in the same way as in the
previous work leading to resolution of DCH issue for PWRs (Pilch, Yan and Theofanous,
1996). As seen in Figure 21.3.4.3-2 and Table 21.3.4.3-3 (see also Appendix B), the model
captures quantitatively the behavior as found in the full-scale, Pressure Suppression Test
Facility (PSTF) experiments conducted in support of the LOCA-Loads program by GE
(1974).

Finally, in the WW model, the heat losses from the gas stream passing through the
suppression pool, which in a DCH event would be highly agitated and grossly dispersed,
are accounted through parameters used to reflect the condensation and heat transfer (non-
condensable) efficiencies.

Ablation of the initial penetration opening, and of the sacrificial refractory layer on top of
the BiMAC during HPME was estimated according to well established models and
procedures. The former case involves parallel flow and for it we use the model of Pilch
(1994) as done by Pilch, Yan, and Theofanous (1996). The latter case involves impinging
flow and for this we use the model of Saito (1991) as done by Theofanous et al (1996).
The results for hole ablation are very similar to those obtained previously, yielding final
diameters of 0.2 m and 0.3 m for 100 and 300 tons of melt involved in the expulsion
process respectively. In terms of area, this is rather weakly dependent on the number of
assumed simultaneous penetration failures, as this is compensated by the shorter duration of
the HPME. The evaluation of refractory ablation is presented in Section 3 (on BMP).

In estimating DCH, in PWRs the principal ingredient in the original model was the DCH-
scale (Yan and Theofanous, 1996), and this is used as such in the present application as
well. In previous assessments, this quantity was quantified as an intangible parameter, with
a most probable value given by Eq.3.4.3.1, and a probability distribution around this value
assumed to be normal with a standard variation of 12.5% (roughly, and conservatively,
based on the quality of agreement with the IET data).

RX= TM 1X5 = 0.2 .T RCSCO" RCS0  (21.3.4.3.1)

PRCSO is the primary system pressure prior to HPME (in MPa), As is the characteristic

blowdown time (given in Table 21.3.4.3-1), and tm is the melt entrainment time.
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Table 21.3.4.3-1. The Transient CLCH Model.

Vessel:

PRCS2O
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(2
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Table 21.3.4.3-1. The Transient CLCH Model (continued).

Wetwell:

mH WW = fHoUDW

W= fU mw

WW c condense )fUDW
MH20,W0 1 H2 )O fiWW

dm-= =H WW + rN,2,WW + ?hH2,WW
dt

d(mww C,,wwTww ) = ( *Wc~ +k *) ccondense
dt = 1

H2 ,WWCP H + fN2 .WWCPN 2 + 1nH2OWWCPH2O )w

TCOdenSe =
WW = TUDW (1 vo V ) + TWWVWW

- mow RTww
MWW VWW
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Table 21.3.4.3-2. The Vent Model.
Vertical Vent:

du1U' 2 1Cj";Udz{ A(L+Dh)+(H-z)1pdu=P-(Po+pgz)-- i 2- pu 2 (1+CdI); u
n4 dt 2n2 A) dt

(n is the number of vents yet to be cleared).

Horizontal Vents:

For z > Zj: (L + Dp d -Uh = P - (P + PgZ) - pu; Uh=dt 2 dt

Venting Rate:

Mvent 8 if (PUDW I PSP + PWgZish I TUDW I TSP 4)

*f|0 ifx <L

ii ifx;>L

OSP = nventhcUDW

For details of the vent model derivation and nomenclature, see Appendix B.

Table 21.3.4.3-3. Summary of Predictions against Experimental Data.
Test Description Data TRACG Present
Series
5703-01 a. Short-term peak pressure (kPa) 193 200 205

b. Vent clearing time (s)
- Top vent 0.86 0.85 1.18
- Middle vent 1.15 1.15 1.48
- Bottom vent DNC DNC DNC

5703-02 a. Short-term peak pressure (kPa) 200 227.5 230
b. Vent clearing time (s)
- Top vent 1.14 1.05 1.42
- Middle vent 1.52 1.35 1.68
- Bottom vent DNC DNC DNC

5703-03 a. Short-term peak pressure (kPa) 252 289.6 293
b. Vent clearing time (s)
- Top vent 0.99 0.85 1.16
- Middle vent 1.19 1.05 1.35
- Bottom vent 1.60 1.30 1.93

Note: DNC denotes vent "do not clear".
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Figure 21.3.4.3-1. Prediction of DCH pressure in SNL IET-I test.
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Figure 21.3.4.3-2. Prediction of drywell pressure in PSTF Test 5703-1.
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Table 21.3.4.3-4. Geometry and Initial Conditions in Reactor Calculations.

Compartment Parameter Definition Value

Primary System VRcs, m3  Volume of RCS 500

PROCS, MPa Pressure of RCS at blowdown 8

TAC, K Temperature of RCS at blowdown 800, 1500

Ds, m Vessel breach size (diameter) 02, 0.3, 0.5

Upper Drywell VUDW Volume of upper drywell 6016 m3

PUDW Initial pressure of upper compartment 0.25 MPa
TUDW Initial temperature of upper 300 K

compartment
Aconnect Area connecting upper and lower 14 M2

compartment through convection
Lower Drywell VLDW Volume of lower compartment 1190 m3

PLDW Initial pressure of lower compartment 0.25 MPa
TODW Initial temperature of lower 300 K

compartment
Wetwell AP00 1  Total area connecting the upper 16 m2

compartment to the suppression pool
Dven Diameter of horizontal vent 0.7 m

Number of rows of horizontal vents 3

Distance between top and middle 1.37 m
vents
Distance between middle and bottom 1.37 m
vents

H, m Height of water for clearing vent Max. 5.45

VWW m3 Wetwell (free) volume 5400

Corium m,0 , tons Initial corium mass in the lower 50, 100, 300
drywell

fzr Mass fraction of metal Zr in corium 20%

T°, K Initial corium temperature 2800

_ _AT so,, K Initial superheat of molten corium 300
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Table 21.3.4.3-5. Summary of Parameters and Variables in Reactor Calculations.

Parameter Parameter Reactor Case
Definition A B C D E F G H

m0 (tons) Initial mass of 50 50 100 100 300 300 300 300
corium in the
lower drywell

Ds, m RPV hole size for 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5
steam blowdown

T (K) Initial 800 800 800 1500 800 800 800 800
temperature in the
primary system

tm (s) Mixing time 7.8 3.6 10 10 7.8 10 3 6
between melt and
blowdown steam

Note: A set of common parameters used in reactor calculations (A-H cases) includes:
<D - Fraction of metal in entrained melt participating in steam-metal oxidation

during blowdown; 4c = 0.5
a - Fraction of blowdown steam interacting with melt; a = 1.
fodense - Efficiency of steam condensation in the suppression pool; dH2 0oese =1.

,W - - Effectiveness of gas-coolant heat transfer in the suppression pool; V'W =0.5.

Table 21.3.4.3-6. Summary of Results from Reactor Calculations.

Parameter Parameter _ Reactor Case
Definition A B C D E F G H

ts (s) Blowdown time 28.7 28.7 28.7 28.7 12.8 12.8 4.6 4.6
scale

R= %m As DCH scale 0.27 0.14 0.35 0.35 0.61 0.78 0.65 1.3

PI (bar) First (before vent 3.35 3.3 3.3 3.1 4.0 4.0 4.7 4.7
clearing) pressure

peak
_ _ _ _ _ _ peak I_ _

P.. (bar) Long-term 3.3 2.8 3.5 3.2 4.5 5.1 4.3 6.5
pressure

TsTAB (K) Stabilized 600 500 750 800 900 1000 1000 1200
temperature
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Applied here as an example, at ESBWR conditions (800 K, 8 MPa, and 1,320 m3 LDW
volume), Equation 1 yields Am = 7.8 s. Thus, for 1 m break considered in the previous
section, the blowdown time constant is Tr =1 . I s, and the appropriate (for reference) DCH-
scale value would then be -7. This means the blowdown would provide for full
participation of steam in the DCH process (no incoherence). On the other hand, for a more
reasonable break size, say the one noted as bounding the creep rupture type of vessel breach
(0.5 in), the blowdown time constant would be 4.4 s, and the same melt entrainment time
would produce a DCH scale of -2, that is still in the full utilization regime. Mitigation due
to incoherence occurs only for penetration-type failures (0.2 to 0.3 m breaks), which yield
quite long blowdown times and DCH scale values of 0.3 and 0.65 respectively. Thus
immediately we can see that larger breaks involve not only stronger dynamics but also
greater utilization of the steam in producing DCH loads.
These trends can be seen in a more tangible manner in the results of a series of calculations
run for this purpose, as well as for the purpose of demonstrating upper bounds on
pressurization and the margins to failure still available. The reactor data used in these
calculations are summarized in Table 21.3.4.3-4, and the model parameter choices made to
scope out the range of behavior are given in Table 21.3.4.3-5. As noted already the intent in
choice of break areas is to span the range from an upper bound creep-type breach (cases G
and H) to the more realistic penetration-type failures. Further we explore the sensitivity to
the quantity of the melt involved, all the way to the maximum amount possible (300 tons),
and also to the melt ejection time with parametric choices selected around the predicted
value of 7.8 s. The sensitivity to the initial melt temperature is negligible, and in any case
we use a conservatively low value of 800 K (the loads decrease with increasing steam
temperature). All key results are summarized in Table 21.3.4.3-6, which will be used in the
discussion that follows, along with Figures 21.3.4.3-3 to 21.3.4.3-10 depicting the
calculated pressure transients, and Figure 21.3.4.3-11 depicting the temperatures obtained
for the various cases.

Starting from the two large breech area cases (G and H), we see the same basic features as
in the arbitrary-bounding case considered in the previous section, except that they are less
accentuated. Now, rather than a peak in pressure of the LDW we have an inflection point,
but the LDW and UDW pressures again equalize, and again there is a rapid cool-down
following the melt entrainment period. However, there is also an essential difference in the
dynamics of these two cases. The one with the rapid dispersal (case G) exhibits a peak
pressure in the early, highly dynamic domain that does not involve, yet, the WW. The other
(case H), with a more appropriate dispersal time, exhibits a double peak, the first being very
similar to that of case G, while the second being of a quasi-static nature, and involving fully
the WW volume. The two peaks are, quite coincidentally, of similar magnitudes (0.6 vs.
0.66 MPa). Now with reference to Table 21.3.4.3-6, we see that the DCH scales for these
two cases are 0.65 and 1.3. This means that case G is steam-limited (note a final pressure of
only 0.43 MPa), while case H is already close to the asymptotic regime of Yan and
Theofanous (1996) - any further increases of the melt entrainment time would not lead to
increased pressure levels beyond the 0.65 MPa found here. This quasi-static regime is also
seen to dominate cases E and F. Here the DCH scale is less than 1, indicating the process is
steam-starved. Indeed, the somewhat greater final pressure in F is due to differences in the
amount of this steam limitation (DCH scale values of -0.6 and -0.8). This quasi-static
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behavior, and effects of melt-steam incoherence, become more dramatic, as the breech area
is further reduced, and the DCH scale, as a consequence gets even smaller (0.14 to 0.35) -
cases A to D. These effects are also apparent in the UDW temperatures, reducing from a
maximum value of -1,200 for the near asymptotic case (H), down to 500K, as the DCH
scale reduces from 1.3 down to 0.14.

As we will see in the next section these temperature levels would be of no concern to liner
integrity, however, we do note that the LDW is subject, albeit for very short periods of
time, to levels that can reach 4,000 K. In addition, in a postulated HPME and dispersal
event, one would expect that melt, perhaps in significant quantities would contact the LDW
liner. Both processes can induce local failures, and there is no way to know how likely this
would be, except that (a) the situation could be possibly avoided if there is natural
depressurization (the splinter discussed in Section 3.4.2), and (b) the melt might be
effectively captured by the BiMAC device. Since both remedies are speculative, the
potential for failure is acknowledged in the CPETs (see Section 6) and the Level-3 PRA.
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Case A.
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Figure 21.3.4.3-3. Predictions of pressures of in the DW and WW for Case A.
Predictions of pressures of in the DW and WW for Case A (pressures in the
UDW and LDW follow each other closely, and are hardly distinguishable).
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Case B.
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Figure 21.3.4.3-4. Predictions of pressures of in the DW and WW for Case B.
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Case C.
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Figure 21.3.4.3-5. Predictions of pressures of in the DW and WW for Case C.
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Case D.
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Figure 21.3.4.3-6. Predictions of pressures of in the DW and WW for Case D.
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Case E.
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Predictions of pressures of in the DW and WW for Case E.
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Case F.
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Predictions of pressures of in the DW and WW for Case F.
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Case G.
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Figure 21.3.4.3-9. Predictions of pressures of in the DW and WW for Case G.
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Case H.
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Figure 21.3.4.3-10. Predictions of pressures of in the DW and WW for Case H.
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Figure 21.3.4.3-11. Predictions of gas temperatures in the LDW and UDW.
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21.3.4.4 Quantification of Fragility to DCH

The ultimate capacity of the ESBWR containment structures, as documented in Section 8 of
NEDC-33201, is summarized in Table 21.3.4.4-1. For DCH pressure loads, only the low
temperature entries in this table are relevant. As we can see, the limiting component is the
(torispherical steel) DW Head, estimated to be subject to incipient failure at a pressure level
of -1.2 MPa. The complete fragility, plotted from data supplied in the same document is
shown in Figure 3.4.4.1.

Table 21.3.4.4-1. Ultimate Pressure Capabilities of the ESBWR Containment.
(Evaluated at the 97% confidence level).

Structural Component Ultimate Pressure Capability MPa (gauge)

Ambient -500 K -800 K

Wetwell 4.33 3.90 1.94
Upper Drywell 4.80 4.32 1.89
Lower Drywell (Pedestal) 2.85 2.57 1.16
Suppression Pool Slab 1.47 NA NA
Basemat 3.63 3.26
Drywell Head 1.49 1.20 1.13

I

0.8

0.6

C.-
0.

0.4

0.2

0

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Pressure, MPa

Figure 21.3.4.4-1. The drywell head fragility to internal pressure loads.
(Data is obtained from Section 8 of NEDC-33201).
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Consideration of thermal expansion loads inducing liner buckling at the knuckle joint of the
torispherical to the cylindrical sections of the TDH, and at the liner anchors, did not lead to
concerns about liner failure at temperatures of up to 800 K. Further calculations were
carried out using DYNA3D (2005) for temperatures reaching up to 1650 K. The
temperature-dependent material properties utilized in these calculations are shown in Figure
21.3.4.4-2. A piece of liner in-between a neighboring set of anchors was considered and the
presence of concrete backing was taken into account. The results as shown in Figure
21.3.4.4-3 indicate that creep is effective in releasing localized stresses, and that liner
integrity is assured for temperatures up to near melting.

Yield Stress, psi Modulus, psi
aO0.O 40 0 .0

60.30000.0

400.O0 ados

20000.0 1000D00.D0

0.0 0.
0 1000.0 2.0 0.0 1000.0 2000.0

Temperature, F Temperature, F

Figure 21.3.4.4-2. Temperature-dependent steel properties.
Temperature-dependent steel properties utilized in the finite element
calculations of liner subjected to DCH thermal loads, (from Rashid, 1997).

Finally we address the UDW Head, and it's sealing to the cylindrical top portion of the
UDW. First we note that during normal operation this head is immersed in a water pool,
and thus it remains cold during the whole duration of a HP meltdown sequence, even as the
RPV heats up, and is in irradiative heat exchange with it. Bounding estimates of this
process yield internal DW Head temperatures of less than 450 K, which is well within the
range depicted in Table 21.3.4.4-1. This external cooling would be effective also in the long
term, and quite sufficient in accommodating the thermal loads from the hot UDW
atmosphere as it may develop during a DCH event. In fact, as shown in Figure 21.3.4.4-4,
the access of these hot gases to the UDW is so extremely limited that any further heat
transfer consideration in this regard would be rather superfluous.
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Figure 21.3.4.4-3. Effective plastic strains in a piece of liner in-between anchors.

Effective plastic strains in a piece of liner in-between anchors at temperatures of
1400 K (left) and 1650 K (right). Maximum values calculated for the two cases are
1.4% and 7.26% respectively.

(c09

Figure 21.3.4.4-4. Upper drywell between the UDW Head and the RPV.
The upper drywell compartment (10.4 m diameter) contained between the
UDW Head (in black) and the RPV Head (in red) is separated from the
UDW's remaining volume by a refueling seal skirt (in green) with 4 access
holes (each of 0.4 m2 area), which are open during normal operation. Also
shown is the water pool (blue) on top.
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21.3.4.5 Prediction of Failure Probability due to DCH

Taken together the results of the previous two sections show that overpressure
(catastrophic) failure of the ESBWR containment due to DCH is physically unreasonable.
This conclusion covers all Class III accidents; that is, 1.3% of the CDF. The margin to
failure, as shown by the bounding estimates of loads (upper bound) and fragility (lower
bound) in Figure 21.3.4.5-1 are great indeed.

0.8 -

& 0.6

0.4~~ ~ ~ ~~ ------------ -- - -------------------------- 1

CFP i 0.027

0 .2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - - -

ICF =1.94

0 0.5 1 1.5

Pressure, MPa

2 2.5

Figure 21.3.4.5-1. Margins to catastrophic failure in a DCH event.
The margins to catastrophic failure in a DCH event, bounded at both
ends. CFP is the ESBWR containment drywell head's cumulative
failure probability. CCPP is the complementary cumulative pressure
(load) probability due to DCH. The later is shown by an upper bound
of 0.7 MPa which is case G, adjusted for an initial containment
pressure of 0.4 MPa which is the maximum found in analyses of the
core-degradation period in the Level II PRA analyses.
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Thermally induced failure of the UDW Head and/or its seals is also physically unreasonable
for all Class III accidents, as explained in the previous section.

Thermally induced failure of the liner, including the penetration areas, is relevant to Class
III accidents in which DW spray is assumed to be not available, and these sequences
amount to -1% of the CDF. We find that even in these cases, strains due to thermal stresses
are rather modest (< 8%) in relation to what might be considered necessary for cracking or
tearing, even at temperatures approaching the melting point of the material. Bounding
calculations of DCH-induced UDW temperatures indicate that the relevant temperature
levels are -1,000 K, which is considerably below the near-melting temperatures (over 1650
K) that could cause failure.

However, these calculations also show short periods of potentially very high temperatures
in the LDW atmosphere (up to 4000 K). This, and the presence of potentially large
quantities of melt in the LDW, indicate that the LDW liner could be subject to local
failures, a condition that is noted in our HP CPET and is accounted for in Level-3 PRA.

21.3.5 Summary and Conclusions for DCH

The above results show that the ESBWR containment can withstand bounding DCH
pressure loads and that catastrophic containment failure due to DCH is physically
unreasonable.

Principal ingredients to such a conclusion can be recapitulated as follows:

(1) The UDW atmosphere can vent into the WW through a large vent area and an
effective heat sink,

(2) The DW head is (externally) immersed in water, and essentially isolated, from the
UDW atmosphere,

(3) The containment steel liner is structurally backed by reinforced concrete, which
cannot be structurally challenged by DCH.

Moreover, it is important to note that we have identified a splinter scenario for creep failure
of the main steam line due to it being heated in the range of -1,000 K. Such a failure would
yield natural depressurization, and avoidance of HP melt ejection altogether. The so-made
transition to a LP scenario would make available the GDCS for safety injection, thus
possibly arresting the meltdown process.

We also show that UDW liner failure due to thermal loads is physically unreasonable, while
for the LDW liner such failures cannot be excluded. However the ESBWR liner and the air-
gap behind it are compartmentalized, providing a significant degree of isolation from such
local failures, and thus providing a major interference to the flow path to the outside of
containment. This is reflected in the HP CPET (Section 6), and the Level-3 PRA.
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Table 21.3.5-1. Nomenclature to Section 21.3 (DCH).
aSound speed of steam

Area of vessel breach

Aconneci Area connecting LDW and UDW

Specific heat at constant pressure

C', Specific heat at constant volume

H Height of vertical vents
L Length of horizontal vents
mMass
A Mass flow rate
M Molecular mass
P Pressure
Q. Heat generated by oxidation of lkg melt

t Time
T Temperature
V Volume
xi Position of water slug in horizontal vent i

z Position of water slug in vertical vents
Zih ^Vertical elevation of horizontal vent row i

Aek letters
3 Virtual mass coefficient
TI Discharge coefficient
7lnc Fraction of non-condensable gas

P Density
e B Melt entrainment time during DCH

Balowdown time

v Stoichiometric coefficient of oxidation reaction

WEffectiveness of gas-coolant heat transfer in SP

Dscripts
cony Convective transport between LDW and UDW
LDW Lower drywell
m Melt
Mix Melt-blowdown steam mixture
RCS Reactor coolant system
UDW Upper drywell
WW Wetwell
v Vapor
O Initial

Grc

Sul:
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21.4 CONTAINMENT AND BIMAC-DEVICE PERFORMANCE AGAINST EX-
VESSEL STEAM EXPLOSIONS (EVE)

21.4.1 Overall considerations

Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions are energetic fuel-coolant interactions that are triggered from
melt-coolant mixtures that are developed as the melt released from the RPV falls into, and
traverses the depth of a water pool below. Metallic melts such as those expected here for
low pressure scenarios are especially prone to such energetic behavior. The result is
pressure pulses that may reach the kbar range. They are not quite sufficient to generate
self-sharpening shock waves in water, but are potentially capable, when large quantities of
melt are involved together with highly subcooled water, of loading major structures to
failure. Failure is characterized by the impulse-the time-integral of the pressure acting on
the surface of the structure (see Section 21.4.4.4).

While in-vessel explosions (IVE) are essentially of exclusive interest to PWRs, ex-vessel
explosions (EVE) are of primary interest to BWRs. One reason is that in BWRs the initial
release can be mostly metallic. Another reason is that LDW designs have traditionally
employed very large-height geometries, which, when flooded, form deep water pools
below the reactor vessel. Still another reason is that in BWRs the structural damage of the
reactor pedestal can be much more serious to containment integrity than that of reactor
cavities in PWRs.

From another perspective, these large geometries in BWRs have been thought of as a
means to assuring long-term coolability for core-on-the-floor scenarios. The idea in this
case is that deep flooding would provide sufficient travel distance for the melt to fragment
and quench, thus forming a coolable debris bed on the LDW floor. Currently the Swedish-
built BWRs operate under this premise. However, the efficacy of this coolability concept
can be questioned, while at the same time the thus-generated threat to the structural
integrity of the reactor pedestal has been raised (Theofanous et al, 1995, Almstrom et al,
1999).

In the ABWR SSAR (1994), while the term "steam explosion" is used, the actual
calculations only reflect a mild steam spike with a peak pressure of 1 MPa. For the SBWR
on the other hand, the EVE threat was appreciated, and a massive obstacle, the "corium
shield" (a 4-inch-thick cylindrical steel piece surrounding the open LDW space), was
incorporated to protect the reactor pedestal from such explosive loads. Such a shield is not
necessary in the ESBWR design.

In the ESBWR, besides the pedestal we also need to be concerned about the "worthiness"
of the BiMAC structure against such explosive events. We will show that this too can be
build to withstand major explosive events, as is the pedestal. However, given the
uncertainties involved in mode of RPV failure, and in the simulation of 3D melt-water
mixing and explosion in large geometries (deep, sub-cooled water pools in particular), we
will not attempt to demonstrate that failure is physically unreasonable under all
conceivable scenarios. Rather our management approach is based on limiting such
scenarios so that at most we have to deal with shallow, saturated water pools. This turned
out to be possible because of the simple design of the primary coolant system, and it was
achieved by means of containment layout changes as described in the next section.
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The simple idea is that there can be no explosions in the absence of water, and it is
possible to show that this can be achieved in 99% of the Class I (that is LP) sequences.
Water needs to be added to the LDW soon after the first ex-vessel melt relocation, this is
done by means of a deluge system, and a complementary aspect of this approach is
ensuring that this does not occur prematurely. As explained in detail in Section 21.5, a
maximum unreliability of this LDW deluge system was placed at 0.1%.

This basic approach to the EVE threat is further buttressed by three additional elements:

a. Reiterating analyses that show shallow, saturated water pools to yield highly
voided premixtures that resist triggering and escalation to detonation,

b. Showing that the pedestal can stand very strong energetic events involving melt
pour rates of up to -1 ton/s into sub-cooled water pools of depths up to 5 m,

c. Showing that the BiMAC can withstand perhaps not all, but a significant fraction
of such arbitrarily severe conditions (relative to the cases of interest).

In regards to item (a), the basic ideas have been expressed previously by Henry and
Fauske, 1981, Theofanous et al., 1987, and were further confirmed by others, including all
experimental evidence available to-date. In regards to item (b), the basic idea is explosion
venting as articulated and shown by the results in the first consideration of explosive load
delivery in open pool systems (Yuen and Theofanous, 1995). Venting is an effect that
produces a smaller impulse to distant structures by reducing both the time for the pressure
wave unloading at the pool surface, as well as the amplitude of the wave that propagates
radially outwards.

The technology used in our assessment is based mostly on work done under DOE's
ARSAP program, as summarized in Section 21.4.3, and on some follow up work done for
the US NRC in the 1998-2003 time frame.

21.4.2 ESBWR Design

Regarding potential damage from EVEs, the relevant structures are the reactor pedestal, a
2.5 m reinforced concrete wall as illustrated in Figure 21.4.2-1, and the BiMAC device, a
layer of thick-walled steel pipes that are well embedded into reinforced concrete in a way
that they are supported in all directions as shown in Figure 21.4.2-2. The structural details
of both are given in Section 21.4.4.4.

Failure of the reactor pedestal, along with the steel liner on it, would constitute violation
of the containment boundary. While the load-bearing capacity of this structure is 2.85
MPa, explosive-level pressures acting on a millisecond time scales can produce sufficient
extent of concrete cracking, along with liner stretching and tearing, to compromise leak-
tightness of the containment. Failure of the BiMAC device on the other hand is defined as
crushing (or locally collapsing) of the pipes so that they cannot perform their heat removal
function - channeling the so-generated two-phase mixture from the bottom onto the top
of the debris mass. Such failure would raise the possibility of continuing corium-concrete
interactions, basemat penetration, and containment pressurization by the so-generated
non-condensable gases.

As noted already principal element of our approach on EVE is to address the quantities
(and subcooling) of water in the LDW, just prior to melt exiting the RPV. It is at this time
that the relocation can be potentially massive, and thus of energetic concern. In particular:
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a. As a result of our early interactions with Level-I PRA personnel and the
ESBWR designers, modifications in the containment layout were made so as to
prevent subcooled water, from entering the LDW through the UDW; in
particular this covered the re-routing of GDCS overflow, and to prevent
overflow of the suppression pool water to the LDW;

b. A BiMAC device activation system was defined (see Section 21.5) by
integrating environmental signals (high temperatures) with valving action on the
LDW deluge lines (feeding off the GDCS pools) so that premature flooding is to
be reliably prevented.

Item (b), as discussed in Chapter 21.5 (on BMP), is based on a BiMAC design that makes
it function immediately upon opening up the deluge lines. Thus there is no need to pre-
flood the LDW.

In regards to building in additional margins, and with the pedestal already designed quite
robustly to satisfy other structural considerations (load-bearing capacity under seismic
conditions), our considerations focused on having a structurally robust BiMAC as well.
As the structural response calculations in Section 21.4.4.4 show this was achieved to a
significant degree by the choice of pipe diameter and wall thickness, and the embedded
mutually supporting configuration.
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Figure 21.4.2-1. The overall LDW geometry relevant to EVEs.
The overall LDW geometry relevant to EVEs, including the
structural composition, and steel liner.
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Figure 21.4.2-2. BiMAC device geometry in pedestal region.
The BiMAC device in the pedestal region, and key dimensions of
the geometry. The pipes are 10 cm in diameter (4") and 1 cm
thick (schedule 80). The inset shows detail arrangement of
BiMAC pipes embedded within the concrete, with a 0.2 m thick
refractory layer on top.
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21.4.3 Previous Work

The Steam Explosions Review Group (SERG) convened by the US NRC, in both of its
meetings, focused on the alpha mode containment failure (SERG-1, 1985; SERG-2,
1995)-an energetic steam explosion in the lower plenum of the RPV, leading to the
generation of internal and then external missiles that penetrate the containment shell. Thus
only in-vessel steam explosions for PWRs were considered in detail. For BWRs, the lower
plenum design, largely and densely occupied by control rod guide tubes, was considered
to be generically prohibitive of the large scale events required for a-failure. Other
licensing-related work for in-vessel steam explosions is the ROAAM-based consideration
of a-failure in Sizewell B (Turland et al, 1994) and of lower head integrity for the AP600
(Theofanous et al, 1 999c).

Major milestones in understanding the physics of steam explosions, and in the
development of computational and modeling technology for simulating energetics, have
been summarized previously by Theofanous et al (1987), Amarasooriya and Theofanous
(1991), Theofanous et al (1994, 1995), Fletcher and Theofanous (1997), Theofanous and
Yuen (1995), and Theofanous et al (1999abc). The key idea in modeling energetics is that
of "microinteractions" (Yuen and Theofanous, 1999). The computer codes PM-ALPHA
(Yuen and Theofanous, 1995) and ESPROSE.m (Yuen and Theofanous, 1995), for
premixing and propagation respectively, are still the state-of-the-art (CFD simulation)
tools. Verification and validation of these codes (Theofanous et al, 1999a, Theofanous et
al, 1999b) has been documented and reviewed extensively (full ROAAM review) during
the AP600 Design Certification effort. These codes are now also used by US NRC
consultants during licensing reviews such as for ex-vessel explosions in the AP1000
(Westinghouse, 2002, Khatib-Rabar and Ismaeli, 2005).

There is no previous work on fragility to impulsive loads of a structure such as the
BiMAC. Previous assessments of thick reinforced concrete walls, done only in a very
crude manner (Rashid, Theofanous, and Foadian, 1995), indicates that an impulse
magnitude of -100 kPa.s could begin to inflict significant damage (cracking) on a
reinforced concrete wall (pedestal) that is 1.5 m thick. At such levels of explosion
impulse, cracking was found to be significantly reduced for a 7,000 psi concrete, and to be
virtually eliminated for a 10,000 psi concrete. However, such improved grades of concrete
are more expensive than the "normal", 5,000 psi grade considered for ESBWR.

We note in passing that the pedestal fragility in the ABWR safety analysis (ABWR SSAR,
GE, 1994) was (stated to be) based on an approach similar to that applied for the Grand
Gulf Mark III assessment of NUGEG-1 150 (1990) - an approach based on energy
absorption of a 6-cm-thick liner, that produced a failure impulse of 24 kPa.s. The ABWR
result was expressed in terms of a peak pressure of "at least 0.85 MPa", this was then
translated to a steam explosion involving 9.5% of the ABWR core (-22 tons), and on this
basis it was concluded that "This failure mechanism need not be considered further in the
containment event trees or the uncertainty analysis".
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21.4.4 Present Assessment

21.4.4.1 Key Physics

In an open system, such as the LDW of the ESBWR, the susceptibility of a pre-mixture to
triggering decreases as the volume fraction of steam (the void fraction) in it increases;
thus subcooled water pools are considerably more prone to energetic behavior in
comparison to saturated pools. On the other hand, the energetics of an explosion increases
along with the total quantity of melt found in the pre-mixture at the time of triggering;
thus explosions in deep pools can be more damaging in comparison to those in shallow
pools. Both of these features, the subcooling and the depth, couple with a host of other
parameters (melt mass break-up, momentum exchanges between melt and coolant, phase
changes of coolant, etc) in a highly dynamic set of phenomena, to produce, for any
particular mixing realization, an evolution of pre-mixtures, each one with a particular
susceptibility to triggering and efficiency in thermal-to-mechanical energy conversion. As
in our previous assessments done for licensing purposes (Theofanous et al, 1999c), both
triggering and efficiency are treated here in a bounding fashion; that is, triggering is
assumed to occur at the time of most favorable (least voided) premixture, and key
limitations to energetics, such as fuel freezing during premixing, and non-equilibrium in
the micro-interactions are not accounted for. So, in assessing EVE loads, we rely on well-
qualified mechanisms and tools to account for pressure wave unloading/venting
phenomena applied to idealized/efficient (to the extent that the Thermodynamics allow;
this is where premixture voiding comes into play) explosions.

Current understanding of structural integrity under impulsive loading derives from work
with high explosives (HE), acting mostly within a gaseous medium. In comparison to
these explosions, in EVEs the pressure pulses would be of much lower amplitudes and of
a much longer duration. Still, with a structure whose inverse natural frequency is much
longer than the pulse width, it is the delivered impulse that characterizes damage, and
existing HE-derived tools, such as the DYNA3D code used in this work (Noble et al,
2005), can be expected to be well applicable. Again conservatively, in this application, we
ignore the dissipative effects (and so-reduced actual loading) due to fluid-structure
interaction. That is, pressure pulses obtained from explosion calculations carried out in a
rigid wall geometry, are then applied to the structural calculation.

As concrete is highly resistant to compression but rather weak in tension, the mode of
failure for the reactor pedestal is concrete cracking, separation from the rebar net,
spallation at the "free end", and rebar-yielding that result in displacements sufficient to
both, begin to lose load-bearing capacity as well as strain the liner to failure. In other
words, to lose containment integrity, both the liner must be strained to failure (typically
-30% effective plastic strain) and the wall must be damaged enough to not be able to
support leak tightness. Reinforcement, sometimes pre-tensioned, is employed to balance
load-bearing performance in this respect. However, at the kbar range of pressures of
interest here, this load bearing is to reduce the extent, rather then eliminate cracking, and
in any case it is not considered in this assessment. For the BiMAC, the same mechanisms
are superposed to yield deformation of the steel pipes, and eventually plastic yielding that
when it is of sufficient extent leads to collapse, and thus failure of BiMAC function.
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21.4.4.2 Probabilistic Framework

According to our emphasis in eliminating melt-down sequences that involve deep,
subcooled water pools in the LDW, our quantification approach is largely based on the
Integrated ROAAM; that is, accounting for aspects of the design that prohibit such large-
scale contact scenarios. In this task our work has interacted with Level I PRA and in the
end it has been informed by the results obtained thereby. The rest of our task is to
demonstrate some significant margins, both for the Pedestal and the BiMAC, even in
many scenarios that are postulated to not meet the criteria of "shallow, saturated pools",
and this will be done rather roughly, as we feel this is consistent with the demonstration
needs in this case.

In treating the EVE threat we need only consider Class I accidents. They amount to -90%
of the CDF, and of these the proportions with High (H>1.5 in), Medium (0.7<H<1.5), and
Low (H<0.7) water pool depths (on the LDW floor, at the time of vessel breach) are 0.9%,
0.1%, and 99% respectively. Adjusting these proportions for the 0.6% of the Class IV
accidents that revert to Class I with Low water pool levels is not significant. This in
combination with the extremely low CDF, satisfies the Integrated ROAAM criteria for
ignoring scenarios that are remote and speculative.

The 1.5 m demarcation for the "deep" water pool was selected in consideration of the
position of the hatch door, combined with a collective judgment in which we aimed to
leave out ranges of conditions that we do not feel could be reasonably captured by current
capabilities and experience. On the other hand it should be noted that this choice is not
critical to our conclusions-we found that those rare sequences that exceed the low height
category (H<0.7 m) tend to produce fully-flooded LDW conditions (which are also
subcooled), while the low level category results from condensation processes thus
yielding saturated pools.

As noted above saturated premixtures become highly voided, and are highly resistant to
supporting the escalation of spontaneous triggers towards detonations. Moreover, even if
any explosions were. to be developed, they would be rather inefficient, and of low
energetics. One task in the next section is to illustrate this behavior for shallow/saturated
pools. Our other task is to contrast this behavior with that of subcooled/deep pools, and
provide some perspectives on the level of energetics that could possibly result in the latter
case. This then together with the perspectives on structural failure provided in Section
21.3.4.4 will yield an understanding of the resilience of these structures to hypothetical
energetic events from EVEs.

21.4.4.3 Quantification of Loads

Steam explosion calculations were carried out with the PM-ALPHA.L-3D, and
ESPROSE.m codes for water pool depths of 1, 2 and 5 m with 100 K subcooling. The 2 m
deep case was also considered with saturated water. In all cases the pour rate was set at
720 kg/s, which was based on a penetration failure and gravity draining aided by 0.2 MPa
overpressure. In the premixing calculation the melt enters the domain over an area of
-0.03 m2, with a velocity of 13 m/s, and a volume fraction of 22%.

The premixing calculations were run in 3D, while for the explosion, in order to capture the
wave dynamics at a sufficient resolution, the calculations were run in 2D axi-symmetric
geometry. Grid-convergence studies were made to confirm that this is indeed the case.
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The proximity of the explosion to the sidewall (off-center pours) was investigated by
using domains of 4 m in diameter. The positions for which dynamic loads are given are
summarized in Figure 21.4.4.3-1.

All parameters in these computations were selected in a conservative fashion, and
consistently with experience from previous such assessments (i.e., Theofanous et al,
1996). In particular, for the key explosion parameters P and y (I is the fragmentation
model parameter, and y is the thermal enhancement factor that is used to account for the
effect of pressure on microinteractions) we have used values of 9 and 4-2-1 (that is, a
value reducing from 4 to 2 to 1 as local pressures increase from ambient to 1 kbar),
consistently with the interpretation of the highly energetic KROTOS tests (Theofanous et
al, 1999b).

The premixing results are summarized in Figures 212.4.4.3-2a to 21.4.4.3-2d. In all cases
there is the characteristic opening up due to the initial plunging (see also Appendix C),
however the subsequent evolutions are quite different between the saturated and
subcooled cases. In particular in (a) we see that at t=0.48 s there is an attempt to collapse,
however further boiling leads to arrest and further expansion, while in all subcooled cases
we see that this closing is actually completed to significant degree, thus leading to
potentially energetic premixtures. Moreover we note that the collapse itself could provide
the trigger needed to produce an explosion precisely at this opportune, from a premixing
standpoint, time. One-to-one comparison is given in Figure 21.4.4.3-2d to further illustrate
the differences in voiding patterns.

As expected -the highly voided premixtures in the saturated pool case could not be made to
escalate even with rather energetic triggers. All other cases produced explosions, and the
results are summarized in Figures 21.4.4.3-3a to 21.4.4.3-3d in terms of the pressure
transients and the resulting impulses on the bottom and the sidewalls. We can see that
with one exception typical primary impulses on the bottom are -100 kPa s, while on the
side they increase with pool depth from -40 to 150 kPa s. Also we can see the effect of
venting, as in the deeper pools there is a second pulse due to side wall reflections that
remain strong. These second pulses are of course not relevant to the open geometry of the
LDW for pool depths of 1 or 2 meters.
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Figure 21.4.4.3-1. Cylindrical cavity model used in the ESPROSE.m calculation.
The computational domain of a cylindrical cavity utilized in the ESPROSE.m
calculation for the 2 m deep water pool case. Bi, B2 and B3 are locations on
bottom wall (basemat) and SI, S2 and S3 are locations on the sidewall (pedestal),
where pressures and impulses are provided in subsequent figures. These locations
remain the same for all pool dimensions considered.
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0.52 s 0.56s 0.60s

0.64 s 0.66s 0.68 s

0.72 s 0.76s 0.80s

Figure 21.4.4.3-2a. Premixtures evolution in a 2-meter-deep pool, 2 K subcooling.
Evolution of premixtures in a 2-meter-deep pool, 2 K subcooling. Melt (left) and
void fraction (right) distributions.
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Figure 21.4.4.3-2b. Premixtures evolution in a lm-deep pool, 100 K subcooling.
Evolution of premixtures in a lm-deep pool, with 100 K subcooling. Melt (left)
and void fraction (right) distributions.
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Figure 21.4.4.3-2c. Premixtures evolution in 2-meter-deep pool, 100 K subcooling.
Evolution of premixtures in a 2-meter-deep pool, with 100 K subcooling. Melt (left)
and void fraction (right) distribution.

100 K subcooling

0.56 s 0.60 s ." 0.64 s - 0.56 s °' 0.60 s 0.64s

Figure 21.4.4.3-2d. Comparison of premixing patterns in 2m-deep pools.
Comparison of premixing patterns in 2m-deep pools, with lOOK and 2 K
subcooling.
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Figure 21.4.4.3-3a. Pressures and impulses on the floor (B) and pedestal (S).
Pressures and impulses on the floor (B) and pedestal (S) from an explosion in
1 m deep, subcooled pool. Trigger time: 0.28s. The resulting impulse on the
pedestal is insignificant, due to the effect of explosion venting.
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Figure 21.4.4.3-3c. Pressures and impulses on the floor (B) and pedestal (S).
Pressures and impulses on the floor (B) and pedestal (S) from an explosion in
2 m deep, subcooled pool. Trigger time: 0.63s. Trigger energy was 20 kJ. The
second pressure pulse is from the convergence of reflections off the side walls,
and would not be present in an open LDW pool, even if the explosion were 2
m away from a side wall.
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Figure 21.4.4.3-3d. Pressures and impulses on the floor (B) and pedestal (S).
Pressures and impulses on the floor (B) and pedestal (S) from an explosion in
5 m deep, subcooled pool. Trigger time: 0.63s. Same remark on reflected wave
convergence applies to the second pulse as in previous figure, although the
larger inertia constraint here would still support some of this type of
reflection even in 10 m in diameter pool.

21.4.4.4 Quantification of Fragility

The detailed structural makeup of the pedestal is shown in Figure 21.4.4.4-1. It was
assumed that a standard, 5,000 psi concrete mix will be used. This rebar-concrete material
assembly, including the liner, was represented by the DYNA3D model shown in Figure
21.4.4.4-2 (DYNA3D Manual). Further details on the concrete model, the so-called K&C
model (Karagozian and Case) can be found in Malvar et al (1997), and
verification/validation of DYNA3D performance on problems of this type has just been
released (Noble et al, 2005).

Calculations were carried out both with and without the 6.4 mm steel liner, it being in
contact with the inside surface of the concrete. The dynamic load was applied over the
whole circumference to a height of 2.5 m. This is to conservatively envelope the two
classes of lower pool depths defined above. The applied impulses were varied by
adjusting the peak amplitude and time-duration of a triangular pressure pulse.
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Figure 21.4.4.4-1. Reactor pedestal DYNA3D model structural definition.
Structural definition of the reactor pedestal (2.4 m thick) used in the
DYNA3D model.

Three results selected around the condition of failure are shown in Figure 21.4.4.4-3. The
peak pressures utilized in these calculation are in the 1.3 to 2 kbar range, and pulse widths
were of 3 and 6 ins. At the low end, the impulse is -200 kPa s, and at the high end it is
600 kPa s. The calculated strains show that at the upper end (600 kPa s) there is incipient
liner failure. At the same time the concrete seems to have suffered sufficient damage that
it can be considered near the end of its load-bearing capacity. On the other hand, the
intermediate case - 2 kbar peak pressure, 3 ms pulse, 300 kPa.s impulse - is seen to
hold up quite well, and so is the lowest impulse case at 200 kPa.s. Further results testing
the sensitivity to concrete model (an earlier version in the DYNA3D code), are
summarized in Figures 21.4.4.4-4a through f. It is clear that there is a significant benefit
from the improved model, and that the previous, general "understanding" that failure can
be expected at -100 kPa.s, at least for the ESBWR, needs to be revised upwards to -0.5
MPa.s.

The BiMAC device, Figure 21.4.2-2, was modeled conservatively in a quasi ID fashion;
that is, the load was assumed to be applied over the whole floor area, which allows
vertical planes of symmetry through any two adjacent pipes (steel A36), and thus a great
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detail in the DYNA3D representation, as illustrated in Figure 21.4.4.4-5. Calculations
were carried out with the same type of impulse loadings as done for the reactor pedestal.
The results leading up to crushing of the pipes are shown in Figure 21.4.4.4-6. Note that at
around 200 kPa.s, a thin portion of the pipes yields significantly, however, the remaining
material remains basically intact, while the pipe cross-sectional area is still largely intact.
We take this as the level of incipient failure by crushing.

He a_ *eI MO.

a

Concrete Shear Rebar

f"= 5,000 psi ay = 60,000 psi

1441t

Hoop Rebar Vertical Rebar

ay = 60,000 psi cy = 60,000 psi

Figure 21.4.4.4-2. The DYNA3D model used in the fragility calculations.
The DYNA3D model used in the fragility calculations. A 6-m vertical wall was
azimuthally cut to a 450 segment by planes of symmetry as shown. The
discretization involved 0.5 million hexahedral elements. Also shown are the
radial (shear), hoop, and vertical rebar positions, all included in the model.
Calculations were also run with the steel liner (6 mm) in place (not shown in
figure).
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Figure 21.4.4.4-3. Results of three load cases in DYNA3D.
Results of three load cases in DYNA3D, with the new (improved)
K&C concrete model. Top row 1.3 kbar, 3 ms pulse (195 kPa.s),
middle row 2 kbar, 3 ms pulse (300 kPa.s), bottom row 2 kbar, 6 ms
pulse (600 kPa.s). Left column: liner effective plastic strain. Central
column: rebar strain. Right column: concrete damage.
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* eps > 21.9% * Concrete damage
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* eps > 11.2% * Concrete damage
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. . _.-

(e) (f)
Figures 21.4.4.4-4. Results of three load cases, calculated with DYNA3D code.

Results of three load cases, calculated with the standard (SKC) and improved K&C (IKC)
concrete models in DYNA3D code.
(a) 0.33 kbar, 3 ms pulse (50 kPa.s) (SKC); (b) 0.65 kbar, 3 ms pulse (100 kPa.s) (SKC);
(c) 1.30 kbar, 3 ms pulse (195 kPa.s) (SKC); (d) 1.30 kbar, 3 ms pulse (195 kPa.s) (IKC);
(e) 1.30 kbar, 6 ms pulse (390 kPa.s) (IKC); (f) 0.65 kbar, 6 ms pulse (195 kPa.s) (IKC).
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'A
20 cm t1i T

Pressure B.C

Symmetpanes(Ic

Figure 21.4.4.4-5. The DYNA3D representation of the BiMAC device.
The DYNA3D representation of the BiMAC device. There are 40,000
hexahedral elements and 2,000 shell elements (for the pipe material).
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* eps > 73.3% * Concrete damage

Figure 21.4.4.4-6. Extent of concrete damage calculated by DYNA3D.
Strain of the pipe, and extent of concrete damage calculated by DYNA3D.
Top to bottom the impulses were 50, 100, and 200 kPa s respectively.
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21.4.4.5 Prediction of Failure Probability

The results of the previous two sections on pedestal loads and fragility are juxtaposed in
Figure 21.4.4.5-1. The loads from I and 2 m deep, highly sub-cooled pools are taken to
bound loads from shallow, saturated pools. There is a huge margin in this bound, and as
the figure shows there an extra huge margin to failure even given this bounding of loads.
Thus we conclude that in 99% of the Class I severe accidents in ESBWR, pedestal failure
by an EVE are physically unreasonable. This covers -99% of the CDF.

1 -,
Pedestal

0.8 -0 No Failure

-CCLP * Failure

UI 0.4
(I0

0.2CF /
0

0 200 400 600

Impulse, kPa.s
Figure 21.4.4.5-1. Failure and load probabilities for the pedestal.

Cumulative Failure Probability (CFP) and Complementary
Cumulative Load Probability (CCLP) for the pedestal.

The remaining 1% refers to Class I with deep (H >> 1.5 m), sub-cooled water pools. For
such pools, although not considered in any detail here, an appropriately conservative
position would be that "integrity of both the liner and the concrete structure could be
possibly compromised".

Similarly the results for the structural integrity of the BiMAC can be visualized with the
help of Figure 21.4.4.5-2. Failure incipience is shown at impulses of somewhere between
100 and 200 kPa.s. Two load types are indicated. The realistic one is for the low level
(LL) case, which would yield negligible energetics. The high level (HL) case is to
schematically illustrate a bounding load appropriate for 1-2 meter deep, sub-cooled water
pools that were analyzed. We can see that for 99% of the Class I severe accident scenarios
BiMAC failure by an EVE would be physically unreasonable. We also see that BiMAC is
structurally so strong as to allow significant margins to failure even in many EVEs
postulated to occur in deeper and sub-cooled pools.
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1 -BiMAC

0.8 -0 No Failure
* Failure

CCLP-LL
0.6

X0.4 -CCLP-HL

0.2 CFP/

0-%_

0 40 80 120 160 200

Impulse, kPa.s

Figure 21.4.4.5.2. Failure and load probabilities for the BiMAC pipes.
Cumulative Failure Probability (CFP) and Complementary Cumulative
Load Probability (CCLP) for the BiMAC pipes for case with low water
level (LL) and high water level (HL).

21.4.5 Summary and Conclusions for EVE

The above results show that for all but 1% of the CDF, that is accidents involving deep,
subcooled water pools, violation of the ESBWR containment leak-tightness, and of the
BiMAC function, due to ex-vessel steam explosions are physically unreasonable.

Principal ingredients to such a conclusion can be recapitulated as follows:

(1) An accident management strategy, and related hardware features that prohibit large
amounts of cold water from entering the LDW prior to RPV breach,

(2) The physical fact that premixtures in saturated water pools become highly voided
and thus unable to support the escalation of natural triggers to thermal detonations,

(3) Reactor pedestal and BiMAC structural designs that are capable of resisting
explosion load impulses of over -500 kPa s and -100 kPa s respectively.
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21.5 CONTAINMENT AND BIMAC PERFORMANCE AGAINST BASEMAT
MELT PENETRATION (BMP)

21.5.1 Overall considerations

For all currently operated LWRs, the severe accident management case is based on the so-
called core-on-the-floor concept. The basic premise is that, provided there is sufficient
floor area available for spreading and sufficient amount of water to cover the molten core
debris, the debris will become quenched, and will remain coolable thereafter.
Unfortunately, despite extensive commitment of resources, and rather protracted R&D
efforts internationally, this idea remains little more than a speculation. While work
appears to be continuing, operation of reactors is justified on the basis of analyses that are
claimed to satisfy the so-called 24-hour rule. These analyses assume a split of decay
power between the upwards (into water) and downwards (into concrete) directions, and
predict that (a) basemat penetration will not occur for a minimum of 24 hours, and (b)
containment will not fail by accumulation of so-generated non-condensable gases also for
a minimum of 24 hours.

While ESBWR satisfies the basic conditions for this approach as intended, with a LDW
floor area according to the EPRI URD guidelines for advanced reactors, and while our
analyses, such as those described above, show that the 24-hour rule is satisfied with great
margins (more than 72 hours), this core-on-the-floor approach was not considered
appropriate here. Rather we have incorporated hardware and procedures that make the
issue of corium-concrete interactions, along with the great uncertainties that arise in its
consideration, mute.

The importance of assuring long term coolability has been also appreciated by other
designers of advanced passive plants: the AP600 was provided with features that assure
in-vessel retention and coolability, the AP1000 has followed the same approach, and the
European Pressurized Reactor (EPR) design placed this line of defense ex-vessel, by
means of a rather elaborate scheme for facilitating corium spreading and heat removal
(Fisher, 2003). Further, the new Russian V-320 design of VVER1000 plant (under
construction in Tianwan, China) has a very elaborate ex-vessel core catcher, which
includes a basket made of A1203-Fe2O3-steel mixture and filled with a special material
compound (Kukhtevich, 2001).

21.5.2 ESBWR Design

Inspired by, and leveraging on IVR technology developed during DOE's ARSAP program
nearly a decade ago (Theofanous et al, 1996), we employ here a passively cooled
boundary that is impenetrable by the core debris in whatever configuration it could
possibly exist on the LDW floor. For ex-vessel implementation this boundary is
conveniently, and advantageously made by a series of side-by-side placed inclined pipes,
forming a jacket which can be effectively and passively cooled by natural circulation
when subjected to thermal loading on any portion(s) of it. Water is supplied to this device
from the GDCS pools via a set of deluge lines (we call these the LDW deluge lines). The
timing and flows are such that (a) cooling becomes available immediately upon actuation,
and (b) the chance of flooding prematurely the LDW to an extent that opens up a
vulnerability to steam explosions is very remote. The detection/activation system will be
finalized at the COL stage the design, and the required unreliability (at a high confidence
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level) of it is now specified to 10-3 per demand. The jacket is buried inside the concrete
basemat and would be called into action immediately upon the first melt arrival on the
LDW floor.

The device, call Basemat Internal Melt Arrest and Coolability device (BiMAC)
(Theofanous and Dinh, 2005), is illustrated in Figure 21.5.2-1. Important considerations
in the design and implementation of this concept are as follows:

a. Pipe inclination angle. As we show further below, both the thermal load due to
melt natural circulation (qD), and the burnout heat flux (the CHF), increase with
angle of inclination of the bottom boundary from a low value pertinent to a near
horizontal orientation. This increase is much faster for the CHF in the region
0<0<200, and there is a maximum separation from qD at around the upper end of
this range. Within a reasonable value of the overall vertical dimension of the
BiMAC device, the whole LDW can be covered conveniently with pipes
inclined at near the upper end of this range.

b. Sacrificial refractory layer. A refractory material is laid on top of the BiMAC
pipes so as to protect against melt impingement during the initial (main)
relocation event, and to allow some adequately short time for diagnosing that
conditions are appropriate for flooding. This is to minimize the chance of
inadvertent, early flooding. The material is selected to have high structural
integrity, and high resistance to melting - such as is for ceramic Zirconia. As
shown below, with this material, a layer thickness of 0.2 m is quite adequate to
meet these design objectives.

c. Cover plate. As shown in Figure 21.5.2-1, we use a supported steel plate to
cover the BiMAC. On the one hand this allows that the top is a floor as needed
for normal operations, and that the BiMAC is basically "out of the way" until its
function is needed. On the other hand the so-created cavity, with a total capacity
of -90 in3 , is there to receive and trap all possible quantity of melt in a
hypothetical ex-vessel severe accident evolution, including a high pressure melt
ejection (see Section 21.1). For this purpose the top plate is stainless steel, 2 mm
in thickness so as to be essentially instantaneously penetrable by a high-velocity
melt jet. The plate is made to sit on top of normal floor grating, which itself is
supported from below by steel columns as indicated schematically in the same
figure. (Further details on this simple support system are straightforward
engineering tasks more pertinent to the COL stage of the plant design and
review). Between the plate and the grating we haye a layer of refractory material,
like a mat of zirconium oxide, so as to protect the steel material from thermal
loads from below during the - 40 s needed to the end of steam 1ko'wdo vn, yet
not able to provide any structural resistance to melt penetration as needed for the
trapping function noted above. For low pressure sequences, this whole cover
structure has no bearing on the outcome.

d. The BiMAC cavity. The space available below the BiMAC plate is sufficient to
accommodate the full-core debris, while the whole space available, up to a
height of the vertical segments of the BiMAC pipes, amounts to a volume of
-400% of the full-core debris. Thus there is no possibility for the melt to remain
in contact with the LDW liner. Similarly, the two sumps, needed for detecting
leakage flow during normal operation, are positioned and protected in the same
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manner as is the rest of the LDW liner (Figure 21.5.2-id). There is complete
floor coverage.

e. The LDW deluge system. According to the preliminary design, this system
consists of three main lines that feed off the three GDCS pools, respectively,
each then separating into a pair of lines. One from each pair of these lines
connects to the BiMAC main header, the other discharges directly into the LDW
from near the top (Figure 21.5.2-1). There are six valves, one for each line.
Three of them (the ones that feed into the BiMAC) are operated off numerous
thermocouples/conductivity probes that cover the LDW floor area to a sufficient
degree to indicate melt arrival following RPV breach. The other three, the ones
that fed directly into the LDW, will be designed to provide a diverse detection
and activation system. The lines are sized so that any three of them would be
sufficient to ensure proper BiMAC functioning; that is capable to operate in the
natural circulation mode within 5 minutes from melt arrival on the floor. As
noted above the required failure rate of the system (at high confidence) is not to
exceed 10-3 per demand.

As described below, the BiMAC concept is based on fundamental analytical
considerations built on top of separate-effects experiences on burnout heat fluxes in
inverted geometries, and two-phase (boiling) pressure drop in inclined pipes. These
provide reasonable confidence that the concept is sound. The BiMAC device design will
be fully confirmed and its performance optimized through confirmatory testing that will
be performed by the COL Applicant.
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Figure 21.5.2-lb. The BiMAC pipes and protective ceramic layer.
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Figure 21.5.2-ic. Schematic arrangement of the BiMAC pipes.
Schematic arrangement of the BiMAC pipes to form a wedge-
shaped jacket. The distributor (the vertical blue line in the figure)
serves as the main header. The downcomers (marked in yellow,
connected to the distributor) and the pipes, including the vertical
segments, serving as risers, form natural circulation loops that
respond passively to the local cooling demand.
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Figure 21.5.2-1d. Schematic representation of a sump and its protection.
Schematic representation of a sump and its protection (against melt attack)
by the BiMAC cooling pipes. There are two sumps, shaped and positioned
next to the pedestal wall so that they offer no significant "target" to the melt
stream exiting the vessel under most release scenarios. There is no other
place for melt to go except into the BiMAC. Not to scale.
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Figure 21.5.2-le. The two sump positions inside the reactor pedestal.
The two sump positions inside the reactor pedestal. Top view, to scale.
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21.5.3 Previous Work

As noted already the BiMAC was inspired by the IVR coolability concept, and its design
is based on basic technology developed during this earlier work done under DOE's
ARSAP program. This technology includes the initial (Configuration I) ULPU tests that
quantify CHF as a function of inclination (Theofanous and Syri, 1997), the ACOPO tests
that quantify natural convection loads from volumetrically-heated pools (Theofanous and
Angelini, 2000), and ROAAM that provides the organizing principle for the whole
assessment (Theofanous et al, 1994, 1996). One major simplification at present is that the
behavior is not susceptible to the so-called "focusing effect", a phenomenon that can arise
in in-vessel situations when (if) there is an insufficient amount of molten steel to spread
the heat over a large enough area of the side wall, together with the absence of water on
top of the molten pool.

Since this early work, there has been an intense follow-up internationally on IVR,
including a CSNI specialist's meeting (Garching, 1994), several test programs in France
(SULTAN tests), Finland (COPO tests, VTT tests), Sweden (SIMECO, FOREVER tests),
Korea (KAIST tests), and Russia (RASPLAV, MASCA tests). All this work is
confirmatory of the work done by UCSB for the Loviisa, AP600 and AP1000.

In addition, and on fundamental grounds, since that time the mechanism of Boiling Crisis
is understood better (Theofanous et al., 2002a, 2002b; Theofanous and Dinh, 2002, 2004).
So is natural convection (Theofanous and Angelini, 2000; Dinh et al., 2004a, 2004b). The
latter has been also greatly impacted by advances in CFD and computing power that allow
rather detailed Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of such phenomena with great
reliability. We make use of this simulation capability for assessing the thermal loads in the
present 2D wedge-shaped geometry.

21.5.4 Present Assessment

21.5.4.1 Key Physics

Successful functioning of the BiMAC devise depends crucially on the condition that heat
removal capability (by boiling) exceeds the thermal loading due to melt natural
convection. Thus, quite simply, the key physics here concern processes that control the
magnitude of these two outcomes. In addition, it must be shown that, at the end of the
main melt relocation event, and associated ablation process, the BiMAC sacrificial layer is
left with some material still protecting the steel pipes, and this needs to be done both for
HP as well as for LP sequences.

a. Thermal Loads. Any amount of core debris that is not coolable, will form into a
molten pool that, heated in volume, and rejecting heat to the outside through all
its boundaries, would eventually reach a quasi-steady, maximum extend
configuration. This means that such a molten pool would tend to spread,
incorporating more and more debris and concrete material, until eventually all
heat supplied to all of its boundaries from the inside is removed by conduction
through the surrounding solid crusts and associated materials found on the
outside. Thus at the top boundary, it being in contact with water, this balance
between heat supply and rejection would define the thickness of the solidified
material that is assumed to exist, persist, and be impenetrable to water- for
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otherwise, the debris would be coolable on its own, without a need for BiMAC.
At the bottom boundary, the melting would extend eventually to a degree that
only a rather thin layer of remaining sacrificial material and solidified debris
would separate the melt from the steel pipes below. Thus, all around on the
inside, the molten pool would see the liquidus temperature, while it develops the
amount of superheat needed for rejecting the decay power generated within. We
are mainly interested on the thermal loads delivered to the lower, wedge-shaped
boundary, and to any vertical boundaries for pools that are voluminous enough
to create a submergence of the vertical pipe segments. Bounding estimates of
these loads can be obtained by assuming a maximum extent pool involving the
total amount of core-and-internals debris possible. From previous experience
(for example Angelini and Theofanous, 1995) with such large, high Rayleigh
number pools, we know that these loads are spatially non-uniform and that the
magnitudes increase with angle of inclination of the lower boundary reaching a
maximum at vertical boundaries. We also know that a key parameter, the up-to-
down power split, is typically in a proportion within the 2 to 3 range. Thus on an
average basis we have here, at the most, a downwards heat flux in the -100
kW/m range, while due to the small angle of inclination we can expect, on
fundamental grounds, that at local heat peaking would not exceed -300 kW/m2 .
On the vertical boundary we can expect as much as 300 kW/m2 on the average,
which with local peaking would yield -500 kW/m2 near the top. It should be
noted that these order of magnitude results are provided here for some initial
perspectives-results specific to the present geometry and conditions are
presented in Section 21.5.4.3.

b. Limits of Coolability. These limits are defined by the burnout heat flux, or
Critical Heat Flux (CHF), of water boiling on the inside of the inclined, and
vertical BiMAC pipes. Previous experience in such geometries (Theofanous and
Syri, 1997) shows that the CHF increases rapidly with angle of inclination, and
that this increase is most rapid in the 0 to 200 interval, ranging from 300 kW/m2

at the low end to 500 kW/m2 at the upper end. More recent fundamental data
show that burnout in nucleate boiling occurs due to dryout of extremely thin
liquid films (tens of microns in thickness) and that surface wettability plays a
key role in this dryout (Theofanous et al, 2002a-b). Engineering surfaces such as
those of the steel pipes to be employed here were found to be very resilient to
dryout. Still, assessment of CHF for any new situation is a matter of empirical
determinations under the appropriate geometry and fluid flow conditions that are
representative of the application. This was in particular the case for the AP600
and AP1000 (Theofanous et al, 1996, and Dinh et al, 2003), and this is the
approach we take here. In addition, we need to be concerned about flow regimes,
pressure drop, and flow stability, especially in regards to temporary dryouts, that
could develop into irreversible burnouts.

c. Sacrificial Material Ablation by Jet Impingement. Heat transfer and related
phase change processes during melt jet impinging on a solid slab have been
studied extensively in the past and their mechanisms are well understood today
(Theofanous et al., 1996). A key consideration is whether the instantaneous
contact temperature between the melt and the substrate is below the freezing
point of the melt-if so, crusts form upon contact and the thermal boundary
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condition is the melt liquidus; in other words melt superheat governs the rate of
heat transfer. This, along with the jet velocity and the thermo-physical
properties, define the rate of heat transfer. These considerations lead to Zirconia
as the material of choice for protecting the BiMAC pipes from melt
impingement. By having a melting range (2950 - 3120 K) well above the
temperature of any reasonably expected metallic melt, the possibility of ablation
is completely eliminated. On the other hand, while this is not the case for oxidic
jets, the superheats in this case are by comparison (to metallic melts) rather
small, and this together with the low thermal conductivities of such melts limit
the ablation rates to such low levels that good protection can be achieved without
overburdening the device with an excessively thick protective layer.

21.5.4.2 Probabilistic Framework

The framework for the BMP assessment, with BiMAC included in the design, is
straightforward (Fig.21.5.4.2-1), and similar to that of Theofanous et al (1996) developed
for IVR. Here too there are thermal and mechanical (EVE) loads to be considered. The
EVE threat is addressed in Section 21.4. The thermal loads include, as in the IVR case,
melt-through by direct jet impingement, and by locally exceeding the burnout heat flux. In
addition here we have to be concerned about global mechanisms, such as flow
instabilities, that could potentially lead to local dry-outs (due to flow supply deficiencies).
As noted above, for the impingement problem we have here the luxury (not available in
IVR) of selecting the protective material (a refractory).

More specifically, the following additional remarks can be made:

a. Ablation of the protective ceramic layer needs to be addressed under both LP
and HP scenarios. The definition of a local ablation depth as a failure criterion
refers to a remaining thickness (after ablation) that would be considered
structurally stable, consistently with the manner in which the ablation rate has
been determined. This is taken as 50 mm;

b. The thermal load under melt jet impingement, and any amounts of ablation
predicted as a result, is to consider both metallic and oxidic melts, at appropriate
levels of superheats, and amounts of material potentially involved in the first,
major, pour;

c. The thermal loading, is derived from melt natural convection within the BiMAC
boundaries, and it informs both thermal failure modes, but in a different
emphasis-for the local burnout we are interested in heat flux peaking, such as it
occurs at the edges of the inclined portion of the pipes, while for the dryout, we
more interested on overall heated channel behavior as driven by total power
levels and numbers of channels involved (Section 21.5.4.3), that is by the
average values of heat flux;

d. The local critical heat flux, at such power levels as found here, is due to a
mechanism very similar to that in nucleate boiling, but at different length and
time scales (Angelini et al, 1997, Theofanous et al, 1998, Theofanous et al
2002a,b).

e. The dryout condition is defined by a liquid content that may be insufficient to
maintain wetting (due to the near-horizontal orientation) over the whole heated
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area of the pipe wall-this can arise from strong evaporation along the channel,
or from flow instability that involves temporal depletions of sufficient duration
to result in dryout.

Thermal Loading under tegrity und Local Failure Criteria:
hJet Impingement of a s d Relocationo ACfntion there

w e also.idicat the appcablyseloing and fo aire rir fiaA.u
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configuration/geometry, and our task here is to bound these loads in a manner that does
not depend on the details of vessel breech, melt disposition, and more generally ex-vessel
behavior insofar as their effect on pool geometry is concerned. This is a basic
requirement, which we feel is appropriate for this stage of accident management.

To begin with we note that:

a. The setting is a fully submerged (in water) debris volume;

b. There is no convecting (metallic) melt layer on top of the oxidic pool-that is
absence of the "focusing effects" familiar from the IVR assessments;
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c. The initial pour, occurring at the time of lower head breech, would involve some
fraction (probably significantly less than 1) of the vessel inventory, and will
occur in essentially dry LDW space, thus spreading to all available space within
the BiMAC space;

d. Subsequent discharges will be gradual, and occurring into a flooded LDW, thus
being subject to quenching, as they lie on top of the debris found already on the
LDW floor, and;

e. A major, if not all, fraction of the core debris that has been quenched, would be
coolable, and thus absent from the molten pool energy balance.

In the following, the quantity of the fuel involved in a melt pool will be denoted by the
fraction of the total amount possible (220 tons)-that is, a "50% pool" will be one
containing 120 tons of molten fuel. The other key variable is decay power density. For
simplicity this will be bounded by 1.2 MW/M3 (that is, per cubic meter of fuel involved in
the melt being considered), which is pertinent to the fastest evolving severe accident
sequences in the ESBWR.

An overall view of the melt pool geometries (that is heights and degree to which the
vertical boundaries of the BiMAC are submerged) and resulting average heat fluxes (using
the 3:1, up-to-down power split discussed above) as functions of the total quantities of
melt involved is given in Table 21.5.4.2-1. Clearly the relevant, yet extremely
conservative, as explained just above, flux levels are at -100 kW/m2 on the lower
boundary, and -500 kW/m2 on the side boundary of the BiMAC. These numbers will be
used in assessing flow demand and stability requirements of the BiMAC in operation; that
is the "Dry-out" question, and this is further pursued in Section 21.5.4.4. What remains to
be done here is to determine the appropriate peaking factors to apply to these fluxes for
the purpose of evaluating the Burnout question. We refer to these as horizontal and
vertical peaking, as corresponding to the lower and vertical boundaries respectively.

For this purpose we make use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations (see
Appendix D). We considered two pool configurations as defined in Tables 21.5.4.3-2 and
21.5.4.3-3. Configuration I corresponds to a "central" BiMAC channel, that is a slice
taken in a near-diametrical position, and melt depths that do not submerge the vertical
pipes. Configuration II is chosen to correspond to a near-the-edge channel, that is a slice
taken far-off the diametric position, and melt depths that submerge the vertical pipes to
levels typical of bounding, full-inventory pools. In order to gain in spatial resolution all
these calculations were carried in 2D. The effect of 3D convection was also explored for
two conditions: Configuration I case C, and Configuration II case M. The thermo-physical
quantities used are summarized in Table 21.5.4.3-4. Key numerical results can be found in
Table 5.4.3.5. Detailed results are given in Figures 21.5.4.3-1 to 21.5.4.3-5. The following
observations can be made on the basis of these results.

a. The 2D calculations yield conservative estimates of the up-to-down power split,
as well as for the power peaking along the boundary. This is because in 2D
turbulence is artificially restricted thus reducing mixing and turbulent energy
transfer down the motion cascade. On this basis we take a split of 3, which is
still conservative compared to the calculated value of 3.4. For peaking factors we
chose to use, still conservatively, the results from the 2D calculations.
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b. Horizontal peaking seems to be insensitive to the pool depth in both
configurations. For central channels all cases seem to be well represented by a
peaking factor value of 1.25. For near-edge channels the peaking involves a
narrow region with sharp rise up to a value of -3. This is because of the
descending, vertical boundary layer (see Figure 21.5.4.3-lb), which creates an
"impact" region right around the point where the vertical and near-horizontal
boundaries meet.

c. Vertical peaking is rather mild, and it can be well bounded by a value of 1.4.

Applying these results to a full-inventory pool we obtain the following, extremely
conservative (bounding) estimates:

For Central Channels: qdn = 100 W/M2, qmaxdn = 125 W/m2

For Near-Edge Channels: qdn = 100 W/m2, qm.& = 300 W/m2

qv = 320 W/m2, qm.v= 450 W/m2
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Table 21.5.4.3-1. BiMAC Capacity.
BiMAC Capacity as a Function of Melt Pool Height, and Resulting
Average Heat Fluxes.
Accident (36.4 MW).

Total Decay Power taken at -6 Hours into the

H_melt, m 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

V_ melt, m3  2.2 9. 20.5 35.8 53.8

Mass, tons 18 72.5 164 287 431

i_-verticalb 51 47 41 29 1

V_sump, m3  0.3 0.85 1.4 2 2.6

M_sacrificial 7.6 15 21.7 27.3 30.7
layer, tons

Top 25 49 70.5 87.7 95.8
Boundary, m2

Bottom 25.4 49.7 71.5 88 97.3
Boundary, m2

Side 0 -0 0.8 2.1 5.1
Boundary, m2

All melt assumed to be Fuel All oxides + All oxides +
20 tons of 160 tons of

metal metal
Decay power, 1.5 8.6 21.5 36.4 36.4
MW

Upward heat 45 132 226 305 271
flux, kW/m2

Downward heat 15 43 74 100 89
flux, kW/m2

Sideward heat - - 300 320 350
flux, kW/m2

Notes
a. Vmelt - already accounts for volume taken by the sumps.
b. ivertical - # of BiMAC pipes beyond which the pipes are subject to thermal load on the vertical part
(at the center: # 1, at the far end: #51).
c. The total ESBWR vessel inventory is: 220 tons Fuel, 76 tons Zirconium, and 50 tons S-S. An oxidic
pool would contain, besides the fraction of the fuel assumed, the fraction of Zr assumed to have oxidized
(typically 30%, or 27 tons), some fraction of the steel inventory, and the amounts of refractory material
assumed to have melted in.
d. The up-to-down power split was taken as 3:1, and side-fluxes, as per simulations, at -300 kW/m 2.
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Table 21.5.4.3-2. Computational Domain of Melt Pool Configuration L
Computational Domain of Melt Pool Configuration I (Central Slice of the
Wedge, without Vertical Section).

Case A B C

Melt pool's total height, H [ml 0.2 0.4 0.6
Horizontal span of the inclined boundary, Lc [m] 1.13 2.27 3.40
Height of vertical boundary, Hv [ml 0 0 0

Table 21.5.4.3-3. Computational Domain of Melt Pool Configuration II.
Computational Domain of Melt Pool Configuration II, (Near-Edge Slice of
the Wedge, with a Vertical Section).

Case M N 0
Melt pool's total height, H [ml 0.6 0.6 0.4
Horizontal span of the inclined boundary, Lc [m] 1.13 2.27 1.13
Height of vertical boundary, Hv [m] 0.4 0.2 0.2

Table 21.5.4.3-4. Fluid Thermo-Physical Properties and Parameters Used.

Properties and Parameters Value

Density, p [kg/M2] 8000
Thermal conductivity, k [W/m.K] 4
Heat capacity, Cp [kJ/kg.Kl 300
Thermal diffusivity, a [m2/s] 1.67.10-6
Thermal expansion coefficient, i [1/K] 0.002

Viscosity, , [Pa.s] 0.01
Prandtle Number Pr = v/a 0.75
Heat generation rate, qv0 l [MW/M3] 1

Angle of inclination, 0 10
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Table 21.5.4.3-5. Power Split and Peaking Factor Results.
Summary of Power Split and Peaking Factor Results from the
Direct Numerical Simulations (all fluxes in kW/m2).

CaseNo. -d Aqs i g il q4 ' / `dnors

A 63 30 N/A 2.1 1.25
B 120 54 N/A 2.2 1.25
C 178 80 N/A 2.2 1.25
C-3D 238 68 N/A, 3.5 1.2

M-3D 286 85 280 3.4 3.0 / 1.4
M 255 125 330 2.0 3.0 / 1.4
N 238 126 340 1.9 3.0 / 1.2
0 168 83 245 2.0 3.0 / 1.2
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Figure 21.5.4.3-la. Temperature and velocity fields in Configuration I (Case C).
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Figure 21.5.4.3-lb. Temperature and velocity fields in Configuration II (Case 0).
Temperature (top) and velocity (bottom) fields in Configuration II (Case 0).
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Figure 21.5.4.3-2. Heat flux map at pool boundaries for Configuration II.
Instantaneous map of heat flux at the pool's boundaries from 3D simulation
of Configuration II (Case M-3D) over a width of 0.2 m. Note the negative
sign on the scale: the highest absolute heat flux is in dark blue, and the
smallest is in red.
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Figure 21.5.4.3-3. Configuration I results.
Downward heat flux distributions along the inclined boundary (total length L).
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Figure 21.5.4.3-4. Configuration II results.
Downward heat flux distributions along the inclined boundary.
(I/V denote pool dimensions of the "inclined/vertical" sections of
the boundary respectively).
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Figure 21.5.4.3-5. Configuration II results.

Sideward heat flux distributions along the vertical pool boundaries of
length H. (I/V denote heights of the "inclined/vertical" sections of the
pool boundaries respectively).
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Protective Layer Ablation under Melt-et Impingement

Zirconia is known to be highly stable in oxidizing atmospheres, and inert in contact with
most metals at high temperatures, including molten steels and zirconium, so no chemical
ablation of the refractory layer is expected if the discharge happens to be metallic. For
metallic melts no thermal (melting) ablation is possible either because Zirconia melts at a
temperature range (of 2950 - 3120 K) that is far above any conceivable metallic
temperatures in the core debris. Thus we need only be concerned here with oxidic melts
that are very highly superheated.

Pure oxidic materials, such as U0 2 or ZrO2, have melting points of -3,000 K, which is
close to the Zirconia melting range, however, as these oxides interact with other materials,
including control rod materials during the formation of the melt pool in the lower plenum,
eutectic mixtures are formed (Asmolov, 2000) and melting temperatures as low as 2340 K
can be expected. Consequently, given a few 100's K of superheat at the time of vessel
breech, the relevant melt temperatures to assess protective layer performance are in the
-2,600 K range, and still well below what is needed to effect melt attack on the Zirconia.

We emphasize that this logic is meant to apply only in the short-term, impingement
process that would occur during the first, major relocation event. In the longer term, if the
debris is not coolable from above, a combination of melt superheating and eutectics
formation should yield ceramic ablation to the extent needed to conduct the needed
amount of heat flux into the boiling of water flowing inside the BiMAC.

Further perspective on the question of ablation by an oxidic melt can be gained by
calculating the ablation rate for an assumed pure oxidic melt at a temperature of 3,100 K,
which is a 100 K superheat. We employ the Saito (1989) correlation, as it has been
independently verified by additional experiments, and further established on theoretical
grounds (Dinh et al, 1997).

Nu = 0.0027 Re.Pr = 0.0027 Pe = 0.0027 U d/a

Where U is the velocity, d is the jet diameter, and a is the thermal diffusivity, all referring
to melt quantities. Thus the heat flux is found as,

q=ATh= 0.0027UpCAT

where p, C, and AT are the melt density, heat capacity, and superheat respectively. The
ablation rate is then found by dividing this heat flux into the heat capacitance (including
the heat of fusion) of the Zirconia (1,700 kJ/kg, and 6,100 kg/M3).

Applied this for a HP scenario with d= 0.2 m, AT= 100 K, and U= 40 rn/s, we obtain a
heat flux of -13 MW/m 2 which would give an ablation rate of 2.5 mm/s. such a pour
involving 120 tons would last for -30 s, and would produce a total ablation of-8 cm. For
LP scenarios lower jet velocities would be exactly compensated by longer pour times,
yielding the same result, unless the superheat was different. For example a superheat of
200K, for the same-volume pour, would produce a total ablation depth of 16 cm.

21.5.4.4 Quantification of Fragility

Fragility of BiMAC is considered here according to the decomposition shown in Figure
21.5.4.2-1; namely, failure due to (short-term) interactions between melt and BiMAC
pipes during melt relocation, and failure due to long-term thermal loading (melt pool
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convective heat transfer). The latter, in turn, consists of two aspects: (i) natural circulation
flow stability as potentially impacting the development of dry-outs, and (ii) local heat
fluxes exceeding the burnout heat flux.

a. Structural Failure Criteria for an Ablated Zirconia Layer. Noting that the
protective layer is well supported from below, and that such a ceramic layer
when well-cast and cured is very tough, especially to compression, we believe
any macroscopic thickness remaining (after ablation) would be sufficient to
protect the BiMAC pipes. We will take a thickness of 50 mm to represent,
conservatively, the failure threshold.

b. Natural circulation of coolant flow in BiMAC. This failure mode is assessed
by means of the two-phase flow model described in Appendix E. Of interest is
to determine at what power level the natural circulation flow becomes
susceptible to Ledineg instability, or in other words, at what power level the two-
phase pressure drop causes a sufficient reduction on flow to yield a near-voided
condition in the BiMAC channels. As shown in Appendix E, multi-channel flow
demand on the BiMAC header can be satisfied by multiple down-comers, so that
performance can be adequately matched by using a single channel for both the
Downcomer and the Riser.

The basic trend in the results can be seen in Figures 21.5.4.4-1 and 21.5.4.4-2. They show
flow rates and exit void fractions as functions of supplied heat flux. The latter is applied
uniformly over the whole of the riser, which includes the inclined and the vertical portions
of the boundary. The effect of non-uniform power supply was evaluated, within the limits
that are reasonable in the BiMAC environment, and it was found to be negligible. We
consider only a central channel, and saturated water at the inlet, which provide the most
limiting conditions for present purposes.

In Figure 21.5.4.4-1 we note the broad maximum in flow rate obtained at heat fluxes
around 100 kW/m2 , the value that represents an upper bound of what would be possible in
the LDW of the ESBWR. The decline in flow rates is due to two-phase pressure drop
compensating at an increasing rate for the increased gravity head created by an increased
channel voiding condition. In Figure 21.5.4.4-2 we can see this increase in voiding with
heat flux. The increase is monotonic, and reaches up to an exit void fraction of -40%
found for a heat flux level of 100 kW/m2. The flow is stable throughout this range of
possible conditions in that the rates of change of gravity head with increasing heat flux is
higher than the change in demand due to increase in frictional pressure drop.

In regards to dryout due to water depletion, it is clear that a 40% exit void fraction would
not place the channel at any such risk. In Figure 21.5.4.4-2 we show the 70% exit yoid
fraction level as a potential demarcation of the water-deficient regime, and the figure
further shows that the relevant heat flux level would then be --350 kW/Mm -it is
emphasized that this is for an average heat flux applied to the whole length of the longest,
central channels of the BiMAC. Much higher fluxes would be needed for the middle or
near-edge channels that are shorter and have vertical sections.
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Figure 21.5.4.4-1. Mass flow rate through a BiMAC channel.
Predicted mass flow rate through a BiMAC channel, in natural
convection, as function of applied heat flux (based on the pipe
projected area). Shaded is the relevant range of heat fluxes.
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Figure 21.5.4.4-2. Void fractions at the iexit of a BiMAC channel.
Predicted void fractions at the exit of a BiMAC channel, in natural
convection, as function of applied heat flux (based on the pipe
projected area). Shaded is the relevant range of heat fluxes.
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Limits to Coolability. For the pipes that make up the lower boundary of the BiMAC
jacket we make use here of experiments made to support the IVR case for the AP600, and
the Loviisa reactor in Finland (Theofanous et al 1996, 1994). These experiments were
done in a series of several geometric configurations, and these evolved along the way as
understanding was being developed. It turns out that the very first of the ULPU setups, the
one known as Configuration I (C-I), were designed to address what at the time was the
principal unknown, namely the inverted, near horizontal geometry at the pole of the lower
head. It turns out that this design matches exactly the geometry of interest here (Figure
21.5.4.4.3). All the rest of the test program, performed over the period of some years, and
spanning a total of five configurations, provides a further support of these first results, as
well as of our effort to relate and interpret them for our purposes here. In particular, the
emphasis in this program shifted with time to the more limiting (for the PWR IVR) near-
vertical boundary, at the upper edge of the lower head. This is relevant here too, as it
characterizes the Critical Heat Flux (CHF) on the pipes that make up the vertical boundary
of the BiMAC. For this relevant is the ULPU Configuration IV (Figure 21.5.4.4-4). The
pool boiling data from C-I is reproduced in Figure 21.5.4.4-5, and those from C-III in
5.4.4.7. In both C-I and C-IV the channel cross section was 10x15 cm, which is quite
close to that of a BiMAC pipe.

In Figure 21.5.4.4-5 we can see that according to these data, and for the range of
inclination angles a of our interest (9 - 10-15°), the CHF is in the range of 450 to 550
kW/m2. It should be noted that these test were conducted at pool boiling conditions (no
net flow supplied) and rather low submergence, so we can expect they provide a
conservative representation of BiMAC forced (initially) or natural (the rest of the time)
convection environment.

In Figure 21.5.4.4-6 we can see that at near vertical orientation a CHF of 1 MW/M2 is
quite appropriate. Indeed, this estimate is robust as this would be also a typical lower
bound of CHF from an upwards-facing flat plate (engineering surface) in water.

While as we see in the next section further enhancements are hardly needed, it may be
worth pointing out that CHF enhancement technology has been advanced greatly over the
past decade, and that we would plan to take advantage of them in the final design to be
carried out at the COL stage. These advances are due to both improvements in basic
understanding of high heat-flux boiling and burnout physics, as well as empirical
development of innovative approaches, which make use of heater surface treatment and
coolant chemistry to improve the coolability limit in boiling systems. In particular, we
note that the C-I experiments were conducted with distilled water, whereas both reactor
water and GDCS water are not distilled. In our recent work for the AP1000, we
established a significant, beneficial effect of reactor (and containment) water chemistry on
CHF (see Dinh, Tu and Theofanous, 2003; Tu, Dinh and Theofanous, 2003; Theofanous
and Dinh, 2004).
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ULPU 2000
Configuration C-1

\ Wnows

Figure 21.5.4.4-3. Pictures and schematic of the ULPU Configuration C-I.
Pictures and schematic of the ULPU Configuration C-I: low-submergence,
pool-boiling conditions. Similarity between C-I and BiMAC is rather
straightforward.
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Figure 21.5.4.4-4. Pictures and schematic of the ULPU Configuration C-IV.
The ULPU Configuration C-IV. The curved baffle shown creates a channel
similar to a BiMAC in regards to the vertical segment of pipe. The pool boiling
condition is defined by a water level near the exit of the curved portion of the
flow channel.
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Figure 21.5.4.4-5. Critical Heat Flux measured in ULPU C-I.
Critical Heat Flux measured in ULPU C-I (near horizontal, inverted
geometry) under pool boiling conditions (Theofanous et al., 1994b).
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Figure 21.5.4.4-6. Critical Heat Flux measured in ULPU C-IV.
Under pool boiling conditions (Theofanous et al., 1994b; 1996).
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21.5.4.5 Predication of Failure Probability

Combining the results of the previous two sections we can now evaluate the likelihood of
BiMAC device's failure to function for its intended purpose as follows:

a. The ceramic-refractory material of the protective layer is only susceptible (by
ablation) to superheated oxidic melt impingement. Even then it would require a
melt a melt volume of -500 tons to penetrate the 200 mm layer down to within
50 mm from the BiMAC pipes. Thus failure by melt impingement is physically
unreasonable.

b. For the range of thermal loadings that are applicable to non-coolable melt-pool
configurations in the LDW, two-phase natural circulation is seen to be quite
sufficient in supplying the BiMAC pipes with a cooling stream that is stable, and
of sufficiently high liquid (water) content to ensure a well-wetting condition very
where. As shown in Figure 21.5.4.5-2, the available margin is over 300%. Thus,
failure by dry-outs due to flow and water supply deficiencies is physically
unreasonable.

c. As indicated in Figures 21.5.4.5-1 and 21.5.4.5-2, the (conservatively estimated)
margins to local burnout are anywhere from 500% for a central channel, to 100%
near the top of a vertical channel, to 60% near the edges of the inclined lower
boundary of a near-edge channel. These margins, placed on the basis of
bounding estimates both for thermal loads and burnout heat fluxes, dwarf any
uncertainties due to the small geometric differences between BiMAC pipes and
the ULPU test sections. Thus, failure due to local burnout is physically
unreasonable.

d. Finally we note that the BiMAC cooling jacket protects also the two sumps
found in the LDW floor in a way that prevents melt from entering them.
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Figure 21.5.4.5-1. Local thermal loads and coolability limits in BiMAC.
Local thermal loads and coolability limits in BiMAC at bounding
conditions and estimations.
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Figure 21.5.4.5.2. Margins to burnout in BiMAC.
The margin to burnout in BiMAC is defined as (qcHF/q - 1) where q is the
local bounding heat flux, and qCHF is the local minimum bound of
burnout flux.
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21.5.5 Summary and Conclusions for BMP

We have shown that the BiMAC device is effective in containing all potential core melt
releases from the RPV in a manner that assures long term coolability and stabilization of
the resulting debris. In this way the concrete basemat penetration issue becomes mute, and
so is containment over-pressurization by concrete decomposition gases.

The principal ingredients in this effective functioning of the device can be recapitulated as
follows:

a. Choice of a refractory ceramic material as a protective layer, that eliminates
ablation by superheated metallic jets, and a layer thickness chosen so as to
provide ample margins to the ablation front reaching the BiMAC pipes even
under the most extreme, large-volume-pours of superheated melts (for both for
LP and HP scenarios);

b. Positioning and dimensioning of the cooling jacket (the BiMAC pipes) so that
while resistant to significant dynamic loads (see Section 21.4), they allow for
stable, low-pressure-loss, natural circulation that is not susceptible to local
burnout due to thermal loads exceeding the critical heat flux, or to dry-outs due
to flow and water deficient regimes;

c. Sizing and positioning the BiMAC in the LDW in such a way that all melt
released from the vessel is captured (except of course of any melt dispersed to
the UDW in HP scenarios) and contained within, and;

d. Providing for an angle of inclination of the lower boundary that balances the
various requirements, including operational space available, and good margins to
local burnout.

21.5.6 COL Action Summary

Confirmatory testing of BiMAC is needed for final confirmation and optimization of the
design. It will be performed by the COL Applicant and will be provided at that stage of
the licensing process.
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21.6 CONCLUSIONS SUMMARIZED IN THE FORM OF CPETS.

The results of the previous three sections are summarized in Figures 21.6-1 and 21.6-2.
These are the final results taken up by the Level 2 PRA towards (a) assessing
containment performance in terms of containment decay heat removal systems
availability in the long term (the "Transfer to CSET" outcomes), and (b) defining release
categories for use in Level 3 PRA (the "CF EVE" outcome"). As indicated, all other
outcomes are Physically Unreasonable (PU) and not worthy of further pursuit in the main
PRA frame. A few further words about these two kinds of outcomes may be in order.

In ROAAM we acknowledge that when the basis of evaluation is epistemic, probabilities
are subjective, and quantification of such probabilities cannot be done, in substance, any
other way but in terms of definitions that themselves are of subjective/epistemic
character. Thus a numerical probability scale is used only for the purpose of propagating
uncertainty, and we insist that the end results be only interpreted in terms of the same
probability scale (see Table 21.6-1) applied in reverse. This kind of procedure was used
in all previous applications of ROAAM (as enumerated in Section 21.2), and such a
qualitative interpretation of the end results was found to be appropriate and sufficient.

In the present case the situation is simpler and the results are even more robust in two
ways: (a) for all potential containment threats, strongly bounding arguments could be
made at a level of generality, and margins that obviated the need for propagation of
uncertainty, and (b) according to the ROAAM "quality of evaluation" criteria (see Table
21.6-2), all assessments could be made in a manner that is independent of scenario
details, thus yielding the most desirable, highest-confidence level, Grade A.

The CF EVE outcome (containment failure by ex-vessel steam explosion) is assumed in
light of the large uncertainties that would have to be addressed if a claim was to be made
to otherwise. While we feel that in the frame of ROAAM this could not be effectively
accomplished, it may be worth pointing out that other levels of treatment have been
proposed and accepted by the US NRC (i.e. the ABWR SSAR) argued that such a failure
was not risk-significant. This line of argumentation and related parametric/sensitivity
studies can be found in Section 9 of NEDC-33201P. As indicated this outcome pertains
to a deeply flooded LDW and reflects less than 1% of the CDF. It is important to recall
that this low incidence rate of such scenarios was engineered as part of the ESBWR SAM
precisely for this reason.

Failure of deluge supply to BiMAC is taken as physically unreasonable; o Whe basis of
the specified very reliability of the active system, which is further backed up IT b a diverse
and passive system.
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Table 21.6-1. Definition of ROAAM Probability Levels.
(Theofanous, 1996).

Process Process Characteristic
Likelihood

1/10 Behavior is within known trends but obtainable only at the
edge-of-spectrum parameters.

1/100 Behavior cannot be positively excluded, but it is
out side the spectrum of reason.

1/1000 Behavior is physically unreasonable and violates well-
known reality. Its occurrence can be argued against
positively.

Table 21.6.2. Definition of ROAAM Quality Grades.
(Theofanous, 1996).

Framework characterized by a simple, limiting process,
evaluated on basic physical laws, with appropriately
bounding inputs. No scenario dependence.

Framework involves a single complex process evaluated at
a high confidence level. There may be slight scenario
dependence compensated by appropriate quantification of
intangibles.

Framework involves sequence of processes. Significant
scenario dependence compensated by appropriate choice
of intangibles and splinter scenarios.
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Class l: LP LD LVL EVE-DAM B5 SP 5B FN Probability
RPV Failure at Water Level Pedestal Intact GOCS Deluge Debris is
Low Pressure prior to RPV Supply to Successfully

(< 1 NIPa) Failure BiMAC Cooled
Successful

PU is for Physically Unreasonable; PLr is Pending Experimental Verification at COL
The LDL3 branch represents less than 1% of the CDF. See also Ch.9 of NEDO-33201

Figure 21.6-1. The Class I accident CPET.
The Class I accident CPET is quantified in the manner described in the text.
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Figure 21.6-2. The Class III accident CPET.
The Class III accident CPET is quantified in the manner described in the text.
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Table 21.6-3. Summary of Containment Threats and Mitigative Systems in Place.

-L I - I1 -
DCH

: . J : Ij

Energetic DW Failure Pressure Suppression Vents
Reinforced Concrete Support

L . ~ ,, .- o :

UDW Liner Thermal Failure Liner Anchoring System

LDWLiner Thermal Failure Reinforced Concrete Barrier
(Gap Separation from UDW

EVE Pedestal/Liner Failure Dimensions and Reinforcement

BiMAC Failure Pipe Size and Thickness
Pipes Embedded into Concrete

BMP BiMAC Activation Failure Sensing & Actuation Instrumentation
& .Diverse/Passive Valve Action
CCI '

Local Burnout Natural Circulation

Water Depletion Natural Circulation

Local Melt-Through Refractory Protective Layer
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APPENDIX A.21. VERIFICATION OF THE TRANSIENT CLCH MODEL
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In this appendix, the transient CLCH model is verified with a sample of three
experiments from the Integral Effects Tests (QET) series. This adds to the previous
extensive validation of the original CLCH model that captured only the final state. The
tests were scaled to typical PWR conditions, including the preservation (linearly scaled)
of the key geometric features (see Figures A.21-1 and A.21-2), especially with respect to
the cavity and the so-called intermediate compartment. The IET tests were conducted in
counterparts at two scales: at 1/10-scale in the SURTSEY facility at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) (Allen et al., 1994), and at 1/40-scale in the COREXIT facility at
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) (Binder et al., 1994). Two ANL tests (IET-IRR and
IET-8) and one SNL test (IET-1) were selected for interpretation here-they were
conducted in inert atmospheres as is appropriate to the present application.

The CLCH model reflects thermal/chemical equilibrium in the melt dispersal (flow)
process, and separation of the melt out of this 'equilibrium stream' in the intermediate
compartment. The "analysis domain" consists of two major compartments: the "vessel"
which represents the containment in the plant geometry, and the "sub-compartment"
which represents the intermediate volume (see a schematic representation in Figure A.21-
3). By solving a system of mass and energy balance equations for these compartments,
we can obtain the dynamics of pressurization in the "vessel". This extension of the
model to capture the transient is straightforward, and the complete formulation can be
found in Table 21.3.4.3-1 of Section 21.3.4.3 in the main body of the report.

The model implementation to these particular tests considered here was done in terms of
the definition of conditions given in Table A.21-1. The parameters utilized are
summarized in Table A.21-2. The melt entrainment time was obtained from the CLCH
model correlation, and the oxidation efficiency too is from this previous work with
CLCH. The ejection time quoted in Table A.21-2 is from the experimental data and
reflects the transition period from melt ejection to pure steam blowdown. While
unimportant in the previous applications of CLCH, it is important here in our interest to
capture the complete transient. As seen in Figure A.21-4, the pure blowdown portion is
predictable by a straightforward isentropic expansion. The blowdown rate used for the
transition period was approximated in the manner as shown in the figure.
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Figure A.21-1. The containment geometry considered in | JET tests.
The containment geometry considered in the IET tests and aL6, illustration of the
recirculation flow pattern in the cavity (adapted from Yan and Theo an us (1996)).
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Figure A.21-2. The IET Experiments Vessel, Ejection System, and Structures.
The Surtsey Vessel, High-Pressure Melt Ejection System, and Sub-
Compartment Structures Used in the IET Experiments (Allen, et al., 1994).
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Accumulator Ibl re

Figure A.21-3. The IET tests transient CLCH model control volumes schematic.
Schematic of control volumes used in the implementation of the transient CLCH
model to the interpretation of the IET tests.

times

Figure A.21-4. The blowdown rates for IET-8.
The blowdown rates measured in IET-8 and the approximate representation
of the transition period utilized in the interpretation. The same was used for
IET-IRR.
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Table A.21-1. Parameters that define the IET tests considered here.

Parameters Definitions ANL ANL SNL
IET-1RR IET-8 IET-I

VRCS (M3) Volume of accumulator 0.0061 0.0061 0.345
(simulating RCS)

Vubcomp (mi) Freeboard volume inside 4.64 0.072 0.072
subcompartment structures

Vd.me (Mi3 ) Volume of the dome 1.51 1.51 85.15
(Simulating the containment)

D.oe (cm) Hole diameter 0.89 1.1 3.5

Initial % N2  99.90 37.4 99.90
containment % 02 0.03 7.7 0.03

gas % H2  0.00 3.9 0.00
conditions % H20 0.00 50.0 0.00

% CO2  0.01 0.0 0.01
Other 0.06 0.0 0.06

mconum (kg)
Mass 0.71 0.71 43

T.,et (K) Melt temperature 2550 2550 2550

Melt % Fe 52 52 52
composition % Cr 11 11 11

%Al 3 3 3
%A1203  34 34 34

PRcs (MPa) Initial pressure of accumulator 6.7 6.5 7.1

TRCS (K) Initial temperature of 600 600 600
________ accumulator

Table A.21-2. Values of the transient CLCH model parameters used in the
interpretation.

Parameters Definitions ANL ANL SNL
IET-IRR IET-8 IET-I

;ejc,,on (s) Ejection time during which 0.2 0.2 0.4
steam and melt are ejected

together
Tm (s) Entrainment time 0.24 0.24 0.74

Oxidation efficiency 0.5 0.5 0.5
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Results for the ANL IET-8 and IET-1RR Tests

The results are summarized in comparison to the experimental data in Figures A.21-5.
We can see that both the pressurization rate and peak pressure reached are matched very
well. The falloff of pressure at later times is due to heat losses, which are not represented
in the model. There are 5.0 g of hydrogen predicted to have been produced in comparison
to the 4.8 g found in the experiment.

A parametric of the effect of the melt entrainment time on pressure, for a range around
the predicted value of 0.24 s is shown in Figure A.21-5b. The effect on temperature is
given in Figure A.21-5c. Consistently with the CLCH results presented originally, DCH
loads increase as the DCH-scale (i.e. the melt entrainment time) increases-more of the
stored steam is found in contact with the melt. Interestingly, in an open system such as
the one of interest here, such an increase in DCH-scale would result in slower rates of
pressurization, and thus lower peak pressures. The effect of the oxidation parameter (<)
is examined in Figure A.21-5d. As expected the effect on pressure is minimal (one mole
of steam produces one mole of hydrogen), and the small change seen is due to the
different amounts of oxidation energy involved in each case.

The comparison to IET- 1 RR, as illustrated din Figure A.21-6 is very similar.

0.4 ,

0.35

I-I

m 0.3
~i3

0 0.25
':3)

times

Figure A.21-5a. Pressure transient prediction and measurement in test IET-8.
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Figure A.21-5b. Sensitivity of pressure transient on melt entrainment time.
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Figure A.21-5d. Sensitivity of pressure transient on the oxidation efficiency.
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Figure A.21.6. Predicted and measured pressure transients in test IET-1RR.
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Results for the SNL Test IET-1

Measured and predicted pressure transients are shown in Figure A.21-7a. Note that due to
the much smaller surface to volume ratio in this test, the rate of pressure loss (cooldown)
is much less in comparison to the ANL tests, and the long-term agreement is better. A
total of 174 g of hydrogen produced in the calculation compare to 233 g found in the
experiment.

The temperature transients are compared in Figure A.21-7b. As shown by the data,
temperatures depend on position in the short term. We note that around the time of 2 s,
the elevation 1 and 3 data are quite close to the subcompartment temperatures calculated
in the model, and that by 3 s all calculated and measured temperatures (with the
exception of that at the highest point, elevation 5 converge to a close-together range. The
later decay in the data is due to losses, which were not represented in the calculation.

A parametric on the melt entrainment time for a range around the predicted value of 0.74
s is shown in Figure A.21-7c. Again the larger the DCH-scale the higher the calculated
loads, but note that this comes about through the turning over to an asymptote at different
times, rather than through effecting the rate of pressure rise in the initial period.
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Figure A.21-7a. Measured and predicted pressure transients in test IET-1.
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Figure A.21-7b. Predicted and measured temperatures transients in IET-1 test.
Predicted and measured temperatures transients in IET-1 test. The positions
to which the various levels refer to are shown in Figure A.21-2.
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APPENDIX B.21. VALIDATION OF THE VENT-CLEARING MODEL FOR
CLCH
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B.21.1 Introduction

In this Appendix we use data from the (Full-Scale) Pressure Suppression Test Facility
(PSTF) tests (GE, 1974) to validate our model for vent clearing. A sensitive measure of
this is the peak pressure obtained in the drywell during such an event. The PSTF tests
were carried out in support of the Mark III pressure suppression containment concept
using the horizontal vent system design as is the case for the ESBWR. More recently,
PSTF tests were used for qualification of the TRACG code (GE, 1996) developed and
used by GE for safety analyses of the GE ABWR, SBWR, and ESBWR designs under
LOCA conditions (GE, 2003).

The facility consists of three major components as illustrated in Figure B.21.1-1. These
components are (1) an electrically heated pressure vessel to represent the RPV, (2)
another pressure vessel to represent the drywell volume, and (3) a suppression pool and
wetwell volume. Steam blowdown was initiated by means of a rupture disc.

The horizontal vent system configuration of the ESBWR design is similar to the vent
system configuration tested in the PSTF Test Series 5703. In both the PSTF and the
ESBWR, the three horizontal vents are 0.70m in diameter, and they have a vertical
spacing (center to center) of 1.37m (GE, 1974; GE, 2003). Also in both the PSTF and the
ESBWR the total flow area of the horizontal vents is equal to the flow area of the vertical
vent that leads to them. Other key geometric parameters in the experiments are
summarized in Table B21.1-1. Two different break sizes were used: 63.5 mm and 92.0
mm. Top-vent submergence values were varied between 2.06 m and 3.37 m. The drywell
was preheated to 930C to minimize condensation effects. The main results are (i) vent
clearing times and (ii) transient pressures in the drywell.

B21.2 Model Formulation

Figure B.21.2-1 illustrates the vent system in the PSTF (and the ESBWR). The system
consists of a vertical pipe and three horizontal pipes. Increasing of drywell pressure due
to blowdown leads to depression of the water level in the vertical vent pipe, and,
subsequently to vent clearing, to flow of gases and steam to the suppression pool. The
blowdown rate as measured in the tests is given in Figure B.21.2-2.
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Figure B.21.1-1. Schematic of the PSTF (GE, 1974; GE, 2003).

Table B.21.1-1. Geometric Definition of the PSTF test series 5703.

Notation Definitions 5703-1 5703-2 5703-3

Number of horizontal vents 3 3 3

Dhoke (mm) Flow restrictor diameter 63.5 63.5 92.0

Hop (m) Top vent submergence 2.06 3.33 3.37

Dven, (cm) Horizontal vent diameter 0.7 0.7 0.7

Vertical axial spacing (m)
* Top and Middle Vent 1.37 1.37 1.37
* Middle and Bottom Vent 1.37 1.37 1.37

AH (m ) Total area of horizontal vent 1.155 1.155 1.155
A, (m2) Total area of vertical vent 1.131 1.131 1.131
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Figure B.21.2-1. The vent configuration in PSTF.
The Z coordinate origin is at the initial water level position and
directed downwards.
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Figure B.21.2-2. Blowdown flow rates measured in three PSTF experiments.
(GE, 2003).
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The mechanical energy balance, written for a control volume that encloses all the liquid
in both the vertical and horizontal vents is:

+ mhu + 2 maUh + -2m'g(H-z)} =

-- (pAhuh)u pgA uvV (H- -Z Z)+P2u,-(Po +pgZi)Ahuh - CnP u uhAhuh
2 n 2

Where m is mass, u is velocity, A is flow area, subscripts v and h refer to vertical and
horizontal vents respectively, P is pressure, p is density, g is acceleration of gravity, H is
the initial water pool depth, Z, is the submergence of vent i (i = 1, 2 or 3). n is the total
number of vents that are not cleared yet. The Cd jun is a loss coefficient due to the 900

flow turn along with the flow area reduction by -33%, which give a value of -2. The
masses in the vertical (m,) and horizontal vents (mA) and that due to the added mass

(ma ) can be written in terms of z the distance from the original position of the interface

of the water slug, L the length of the horizontal vents, and Dh the diameter of the
horizontal vents as:

mv = PL(H-z)AV MAh = PLAh ma = pDhAh (B21.2, B21.3, B21.4)

Then, using the fact that the flow area of the vertical vent is three times the flow area of
each of the horizontal vents, and after some simplification we have:

du P -Po dz( - z)+ L + Dh- = _-gz-2u 2  and u=- (B21.5)
dt p dt

The general result, where n is the number of vents yet to be cleared, is:

2

{ L A(L+Dh)+(H-z)}pd= P-(I° +Pgz)-2 A) I ( (B21.6)flAh dt pu2 (l+n Ah~

When the water level in the vertical vent reaches the elevation of a horizontal vent, the
final stage to clearing can be described similarly by,

dt {2 mhuh +2ma} 2( 2(PAhUh )us + PAUhh-(P0 +pgZ,)A~uh (B.7)

or

(L+DA)p d =P -(Ph+Pgz).-2pu2 and uh = d (B.8)
dt 2 Adt
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Where x is the length of the water slug in the horizontal vent.

Clearing of the horizontal vents is initiated if z = Zh. After a horizontal vent is cleared

(i.e. x > L), the vapor flow through the vent is calculated based on standard equations for
mass flow rate of ideal compressible gas through a tube, with an inlet pressure P (the
pressure of the upper drywell) and an outlet pressure P0 + pgZ, (the hydrostatic pressure
at the vent elevation). The loss of kinetic energy due to entrance, exit and friction is
accounted by introducing the total loss coefficient K, which is the sum of losses due to
flow entrance, turning, and exit, respectively. The actual vent rate Gvent is related to the
ideal (no-loss) vent rate Gvet,,deal by Gvent = Gventjideal/(K+ 1)0 5 . The value of K used in
these calculations was 3, and no attempt was made to fit the data by varying this or the
other parameter in the model (Cdjunc). The flow was checked for chocking by the use of a
critical pressure ratio of 2. At times that this condition was met the gas flow rate was set
to that of ideal critical flow adjusted for losses by the same K factor.

B21.3 Model Validation

As noted above the base values for the model parameters is Cdpj.f = 2 and K = 3.

Calculations show that variations in the range 1 < Cd jun < 3, and 1 < K < 6 do not

significantly influence the pressure transient. The results for the three tests considered are
shown in Figures B.21.3-1 to B.21.3-3. Peak pressures and vent clearing times are
summarized in Table B.21.3-1, along with the data, and the results of a previous
benchmark exercise for the TRACG code (GE, 2003).

We can see first that the qualitative behavior of pressure rise and fall is predicted very
well. Quantitatively the model slightly underestimates the rate of vent clearing and as a
consequence overestimates the peak pressures reached by up to 12%, while the
predictions remain consistently conservative for all three cases. Very likely this small
error is due to gas breaking through the water slugs prior to complete vent clearing. The
pressure oscillations that follow the main pressure event are of no interest here and their
physics is not reflected in the formulation of the model.
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Table B.21.3. Summary of Various Predictions against the Experimental Data.

Test Series Description Data TRACG Present
5703-01 a. Short-term peak pressure (kPa) 193 200 205

b. Vent clearing time (s)
- Top vent 0.86 0.85 1.18
- Middle vent 1.15 1.15 1.48
- Bottom vent DNC DNC DNC

5703-02 a. Short-term peak pressure (kPa) 200 227.5 230
b. Vent clearing time (s)
- Top vent 1.14 1.05 1.42
- Middle vent 1.52 1.35 1.68
- Bottom vent DNC DNC DNC

5703-03 a. Short-term peak pressure (kPa) 252 289.6 293
b. Vent clearing time (s)
- Top vent 0.99 0.85 1.16
- Middle vent 1.19 1.05 1.35
- Bottom vent 1.60 1.30 1.93

Note: DNC denotes vent "do not clear".
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Figure B.21.3-la. Drywell pressure transient in Test 5703-1.
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Figure B.21.3-lb. Predicted dynamics of vent clearing in Test 5730-1.
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Figure B.21.3-2a. Drywell pressure transient in Test 5703-2.
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Figure B.21.3.2b. Predicted dynamics of vent clearing in Test 5730-2.
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Figure B.21.3-3a. Drywell pressure transient in Test 5703-3.
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Figure B.21.3-3b. Predicted dynamics of vent clearing in Test 5730-3.
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APPENDIX C.21. VALIDATION OF THE CODES PM-ALPHA.L AND
ESPROSE-M
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C.21.1 Validation of the Codes PM-ALPHA.L and ESPROSE-M

As noted in the main body of the report these codes have been extensively verified and
reviewed during the ROAAM resolution of in-vessel steam explosion for AP600
(Theofanous, 1999c). There is very little to add here, except perhaps that in the
meanwhile we participated in the SERENA OECD-sponsored joint code exercise
(SERENA, 2004, 2005). Thus we limit ourselves to a very high level overview, and
some indicative results.

An overall perspective of the verification effort is provided in Figures C.21-1 and C.21-2.
We can see that in both cases we paid attention to separate key aspects, such as the rapid
momentum, heat and mass transport, including phase changes, in the plunging of hot
particle clouds in water pool (i.e. Figure C.21-3) for PM-ALPHA, and the wave
dynamics in multiphase media (i.e. Figure C.21-4) for ESPROSE.m. Note that special
attention has been paid to the numerical aspects, as they impose rather severe challenges
to stability and accuracy of such simulations. Also note the extensive use made of
analytical solutions as they constitute absolute standards for testing the numerical results.
Finally we note that these reports also contain comparisons (and discussions) with all
available integral experimental data steam explosions (both premixing and propagation).
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Figure C.21-1. Overview of the PM-ALPHA verification effort.
(Theofanous et al., 1999a).

Figure C.21-2. Overview of the ESPROSE.m verification effort.
(Theofanous et al., 1999b).
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Figure C.21-3. PM-ALPHA simulation of particle clouds plunging into water pools.
PM-ALPHA simulation of particle clouds plunging into water pools (QUEOS
experiments with different particle temperatures and coolant subcoolings). Note
that the experimental images are in projection (external videos), while the
simulations are shown in a vertical cross section.
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Figure C.21-4. Pressure transient in a SIGMA run and ESPROSE.m simulation.
Right: Pressure transient measured in a multi-void-region SIGMA run and
ESPROSE.m simulation. Left: DNS of this SIGMA run that captures also the
pressure fluctuations due to collapsing bubbles.
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APPENDIX D.21. VALIDATION OF NATURAL CONVECTION MODEL
FOR CORIUM MELTS
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D21.1 Validation of Natural Convection Model for Corium Melts

The purpose of this Appendix is to summarize evidence that our Computation Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) simulations of natural convection in volumetrically heated pools, as
carried out for purposes of this effort, are the culmination of long experience with this
type of work both at the experimental as well as the computational fronts: Theofanous et
al. (1996), Dinh and Nourgaliev (1997), Dinh et al (1997) and Theofanous and Angelini
(2000).

The issues of particular concern here are (a) the up-to-downward power split, and (b) the
heat flux distribution along the inclined boundaries of a volumetrically heated pool that is
of the shape of a wedge. The conditions are turbulent convection, a regime characterized
by very high values of the Rayleigh number, and a regime that has been difficult to
approach in the past, both experimentally and computationally. The computational issues
are those of grid resolution, as needed for keeping numerical diffusion from
contaminating the actual transport involved. As a result computations are becoming
more and more demanding as the Rayleigh numbers get bigger and bigger. The
experimental issues had to do with achieving uniform volumetric heating in a large
geometry, so as to match prototypic Rayleigh numbers of interest to reactor applications.
The experimental problem was resolved by the ACOPO concept (Theofanous and
Angelini, 2000), who also established the correspondence between the "external"
(externally heated/cooled system) and the "internal" (volumetrically heated, externally
cooled system) problems, and produced unified correlations valid up to the range of
interest to whole-core reactor melt pools.

The computational issues turn out to be more insidious (Dinh and Nourgaliev, 1997), but
eventually a reasonable understanding emerged, as verified by comparison to
experiments (Dinh et al, 1997; Nourgaliev and Dinh, 1997). Heat transfer from the pool
is driven by (a) fluid's unstable stratification, which induces intense mixing in the bulk
and near the upper cooled boundary, and (b), organized fluid motions, and "cold"
boundary layers descending along the side and inclined lower boundaries.

In particular, we showed that mixing anisotropy is central to the understanding and
modeling (Reynolds-type model) of high Rayleigh-number thermal convection of the
type that is of primary interest in reactor applications. Further, analyses using a "no-
model" (meaning no subgrid scale model) Large Eddy Simulation (LES) showed that,
given sufficient resolution, the method works quite well in predicting mixing and heat
transfer in volumetrically heated liquid pools, and for pools, such as the ACOPO
experiment, that approximate this condition by being subjected to externally-imposed
transient cool-down (Nourgaliev et al. 1997a, 1997b and Figures D.21-1 and D.21-2).

It was also established that 2D simulations of thermal convection in volumetrically
heated liquid pools are capable of capturing reasonably well the Nu - f(Ra) dependence,
although at the very high Rayleigh-number range (RaE - 1012) the absolute values were
somewhat lower than those measured in experiments. On the other hand, 3D simulations,
which adequately capture all degrees of freedom, were found to improve both numerical
convergence and energy balance. Based on our previous works, we favor the QUICK-
modified, third-order bounded CCCT upwinded scheme (Nourgaliev and Dinh, 1997).
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Figure D.21-1. Upward Nusselt number from an internally heated fluid layer.
The numerical simulations utilize the no-model LES and the QUICK scheme.
* - simulation for Pr = 7; * - simulation for Pr = 0.45; 4 - simulation for Pr =
0.2. As the Ra increases to the range of 1012, the upward heat fluxes predicted
by 2D simulations tend to be somewhat lower than experimental correlations
(Steinberner and Reineke, 1978, Jahn and Reineke, 1974).
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Figure D.21-2. Simulation of heat flux distribution in a liquid pool.
Simulation of heat flux distribution (relative to the area-averaged value)
on the downward surface in a volumetrically heated semicircular liquid
pool (Jahn and Reineke data, 1974). (Solid black line, red circles, and
dotted blue line are simulations for Pr =7; 1.2; 0.6, respectively).

More recently we have used the Fluent CFD code as a platform to further pursue these
numerical issues in the scope of a new, unique, and highly sensitive experiment
conducted in our laboratory at UCSB.

Named the BETA-NC experiment, the experimental approach stems from our work
developed under a NASA grant to investigate pool boiling (Figure D.2 1-3). The objective
is to gain insights into the physics of unstably stratified layers, and in particular to obtain
transient data which characterize the emergence of flow structures. This kind of
experiment and the approach are unique to enabling an a priory testing of fidelity of this
type of (instability/self-organization) phenomena.

Uniform heat flux on the BETA heated surface is achieved by passing a direct electrical
current through a 460nm-thin Titanium film, vapor-deposited on 130 gim borosilicate
glass substrate. The Titanium film is highly uniform in thickness, and so is the surface
heat flux due to Joule heating. Also, because of the small thickness of the Titanium film
and the glass substrate, temperature response and measurement are on a millisecond time
scale, which is much shorter than the time scale of the convection process (it occurs on a
time scale of seconds). The test section used is a rectangular glass vessel, closed at the
bottom by the heater element, it occupying the entire 27x40 mm2 cross section of the
vessel. We use an infrared camera to achieve a high-speed (I KHz), high-resolution (30
gim), highly accurate (±0.3K) thermometry of the heater surface (Dinh et al., 2004a,
2004b).
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Titanium nano-film heater

480 nm TI, 130 pm glass

IR camera

I kdz, 30 jim

Figure D.21-3. BETA-NC experiment for the study of thermal convection.
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Figure D.21-4a. Numerical simulation of fluid instability, and Rayleigh-Bernard
convection in fluid layer heated from below.
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Figure D.21-4b. Transient thermal convection patterns emergent upon heating,
as visualized by temperature maps of the heating surface.
Top: Surface temperature of a fluid layer as obtained from our numerical
simulations. Bottom: Heater surface temperature as measured by a high-speed
IR camera in a BETA-NC experiment (Dinh et al., 2004a). Both inception of
instability and thermal patterns can be reproduced in this basic-principles
simulation.

For these BETA-NC simulations, we examined first-order (SIMPLE), second-order
(SIMPLEC, QUICK) accurate numerical schemes, and tested the effect of parameters of
spatial and time discretization. Figures D.21-4 provide a sample set of simulation results.

In Section 21.5 (BMP) heat transfer results obtained from natural convection simulation
for BiMAC melt pool configurations were presented and used for the thermal load
assessment. Additional perspectives on these numerical simulations are provided in
Figures D.21-5 and D.21-6 addressing aspects of temporal and spatial resolution.
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Figure D.21-5. Heat removal rates of a volumetrically heated liquid pool.
Heat removal rates to top and bottom boundaries of a volumetrically
heated liquid pool (Configuration C 2D simulation). During the first 800
time steps, the simulation was performed with a coarse time step, to
establish the overall flow pattern, after which the time step was reduced by
about an order of magnitude, to ensure adequate resolution of flow mixing
in the unstably stratified region (top boundary). The refinement lead to an
increase of both heat fluxes by - 20%, so the energy split remained the
same.

Figure D.21-6. Grid with refinement in the near-wall region.
Grid with refinement in the near-wall region. Sensitivity calculations
were run on different grids to ensure that we achieved convergence.
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APPENDIX E.21. VALIDATION OF 2-PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION
MODEL IN BIMAC
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E21.1 Introduction

In this Appendix we examine aspects of two-phase natural circulation in BiMAC, as
assessed by means of a model developed specifically for this work. The Model is
described in Section E.21.2. A validation exercise using the pressure drop data from the
SULTAN experiment is presented in Section E.21.3. Application to BiMAC is then
given in Section E.21.4. Our principal interest is two-phase pressure drop in heated, low-
inclination channels of a flow cross-section that is of the order of -0.10 m (large in
comparison to most past experiments in this area).

E21.2 The Two-Phase Flow Model

The governing equations for homogeneous two-phase flow in the ID equilibrium
approximation, are summarized in Table E.21.2.1 - the nomenclature can be found at
the end of this appendix. The vapor quality x is the local equilibrium value according to
energy conservation. The total pressure drop is obtained by integrating along the flow
path (dl) the differential pressure gradients due to gravity, acceleration, and viscous
losses, i.e.,

dp =dPb + dpf + dp. (E.21.1)

The local void fractions, and two-phase viscous losses are from the Lockhart-Martinelli
(1949) correlation applied in a quasi-steady fashion (see Wallis, 1969 as a more
convenient reference). As second approach, we also make use of arbitrary specification of
uniformly applied values of vapor slip, and using it, we obtain the local void fractions
through the local quality. The correction for inclination (E.3) is similar to a generalization
from data obtained on inclined pipes by Sneerova et al (1961).
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Table E.21.2-1. Definition of the Two-Phase Flow Model.

Energy balance:

G d(xA) =qU
dl Hjg

Void Fraction and Density

x
x+(l-x)p"

Pw

v ,+s(1-/i

an =(1+X, +I/F,) (E.21.2)

where X 3+.1-i

(x ) P. 9~v)

andF, dg(l _ X))

(X=av if 0=7c/2 (.13
l4 .a' if O < xC/2 (.1

8f + Y. s(1 - fi)

y=1+ 1_5X1O6 uod* P'( I -

d max ( C20 P ) 1Pw-P j

Contributions to the Pressure Gradient:

dp dpb + dpf + dpa

dl dl dl dl
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Pressure gradient due to gravity:

d'b= (apg + (1-a)p,) g sin 0

Pressure gradient due to acceleration:

2 x2 (1-X )
2 

'

dpa +
dl pva p.(1-a)

Pressure gradient due to viscous losses:

- Single phase:

d-6 if Re < 2000
dpf = 2Jp where f = 10064 if >

ReO.2

- Two phase, frictional pressure gradient (Lockhart-Martinelli):

dpfi = dp 2 (dp" 021

dl 2L[ dz Jw W dz ), J

(dp 2f [(1-x)G]2  and (dp) = 2f(x G)2

dz w dewdz d.p,

= (dp/dz), i2 = (dP/dZ)F =I+ C + 1 02 = (dP/dZ)F = 1 + CX + X2
(dp/dz)v (dp/dz). X X2 (dp/dz)v

E21.3 Interpretation of the SULTAN experiments

The SULTAN tests were designed to investigate basic (separate-effects) aspects of
boiling convection. In particular the effects of several key thermo-hydraulic (e.g. system
pressure, heat flux, mass flow rate) and geometric parameters (e.g. channel dimensions)
on pressure drop and critical heat flux (CHF) were systematically studied. These tests
were conducted at the Grenoble Nuclear Research Centre (France/CEA/CENG) from
1994 to 1996. We make use here of the partial documentation available in the open
literature (Rouge, 1997).

The overall facility is illustrated in Figure E.21.3-la. The test section (Fig E.21.3-I.b)
consists of a rectangular channel, heated from one of the side walls, and an outlet pipe.
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The heated side wall of the channel is a flat stainless steel plate 4 m x 0.15 m, and heat is
supplied by the direct Joule effect. The distance between the heating side and the
opposite wall, termed "gap", was varied between 8 = 0.03 m and a = 0.15 m. The cross-
section hence varied from 0.15 m x 0.03 m to 0.15 m x 0.15 m. The test section
orientation was also changed from the vertical (0 = 900) to near horizontal (0 = 10°) -
with the heated side on top - to capture the effects of inclination. Data on pressure drop
and CHF were obtained for: pressures p, 0.1-0.5 MPa; inlet temperatures Te, 50-150 'C;
mass flow velocities G, 5-4400 kghm2s; and heat fluxes, 100-1000 kW/m2. We are
interested here in the pressure drop measurements-besides these data being very
appropriate to the inclined channels of the BiMAC, such information happens to be
hardly available in previous two-phase pressure drop work.

In this section, our predictions of the pressure drop in the test section alone, and the total
pressure drop including the outlet pipe, are evaluated against experimental data. Two
sets of data were used for comparisons: (a) 9 = 900 at p=0.5 MPa with a = 0.03 m, and
(b) O= 100 atp=0.5 MPa with 8 = 0.15 m. The results are summarized in Figures E.21.3-
2 to E.21.3-7.

The Lockhart-Martinelli model appears to capture the general trend of the experimental
data quite well. Calculations with s = 10 and s = 40 also yield good, in fact somewhat
better predictions, especially for the low range of power levels which is of immediate
interest here. This power dependency is as expected for the low inclination case-here
we expect a stronger stratification, and/or slugging, with higher values of slip prevailing
on the average.
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Figure E.21.3-la. Schematic of the SULTAN test facility (Rouge, 1997).
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E21.4 Two-Phase Natural Circulation Flow in the BiMAC.

As explained already in Section 21.5 (Section 21.5.4.4), one of the keys to the BiMAC
fragility is the performance of two-phase natural circulation through its pipes. The basic
question is whether there can be excursive, Ledinegg-type, instabilities due to two-phase
losses that could starve the flow for long-enough periods of time to cause local dryouts,
and perhaps temperature excursions that may be hard to recover in the natural circulation
mode of BiMAC operation.

Here we examine the most limiting case for this type of concern, and that is the
performance of the longest pipe thermally loaded all along its length. We use the
Lockhart-Martinelli-based model described above for both pressure drops and void
fraction calculations (Table E.21.2-1). Steady-state solutions are found by matching the
pressure drop requirements in the loop to the pressure head made available by boiling.
Different values of the power level are considered to cover the range of interest; they are
applied uniformly over the length of the pipe. The effect of non-uniformity is also
examined. All important dimensions are summarized in Table E21.4-1. Besides the flow
rates, other important results of these calculations are the exit void fractions-they are
needed to be sure there is enough liquid to keep the wall completely wetted. These
results are presented in Figures E.21.4-1 (saturated water at the inlet), and Figures E.21.4-
2 (10K subcooling at the inlet). The effect of heated (pipe) length is shown in Figures
E.21 .4-3.

As we can see in Figure E.21.4-la, for saturated water at the inlet, there is a broad
maximum in flow rate, which in fact is around the range of heat fluxes of interest here
(<100 kw/m2). Moreover these results show that in this neighborhood, and even up to
600 kw/m2 the gravity head dominates riser performance, so that the flow is self-
adjusting, and self stabilizing-an decrease in flow would produce a more voided
condition in the channel, and thus a driving force for an increase in flow. More
specifically the "supply/demand" behavior for representative thermal loads on the
BiMAC is shown in Figures E.21.4-4. We can see that the condition Id APR /d GI > Id
APD /d GI is satisfied, thus ensuring that any disturbances (of mass flow rate) do not
escalate and rapidly return to the operating condition.

Finally, we must consider the size of downcomer flow area needed to supply all 100
pipes that make up the BiMAC jacket without significant pressure loss in the single-
phase region of the flow loops. Sample results for an area of 0.06 m2 feeding 30 and 60
pipes, at representative power loads are shown in Figures E.21.4-5. We can see that near-
single pipe behavior can be obtained with rather modest downcomer flow area increases.
The particular design choices will be subject to optimization, during the final design of
BiMAC at the COL stage.
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Table E.21.4-1. Geometric Parameters used in the BiMAC Flow Analyses.

Down-comer height/Diameter
Down-comer horizontal section len b/Diameter
The riser length/Diameter
The height of the vertical section of the riser

_ 1800/100 mm |
55001100 mm
5000/100 mm

830 mm
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E.21-5 Conclusions

We have shown that the pressure drop data obtained in the SULTAN facility are readily
interpretable by means of a slip-equilibrium flow model using the Lockhart-Martinelli
correlation for pressure drop and void fraction. This "benchmarking" is important
because this experiment is matched quite well to the inclination and dimensions of a
BiMAC channel, including that heating was supplied from above.

Applied to BiMAC, this model yields results that indicate stable operation under natural
circulation conditions, while the flow and void fraction levels provide strong assurance
that the heated wall would remain well wetted, and not be subject to dryouts. Moreover
sample calculations show that the downcomer flow areas needed to supply the riser flows
are rather modest: they will be subject to optimization, along with other BiMAC
parameters during final design at the COL stage.
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Table E.21.5-1. Nomenclature for Appendix E.21.

Symbol Description Unit

D Hydraulic diameter of pipe m
F Friction factor _

G Mass flux 2

L Length of pipe m
A Mass flow rate kg/s
P Pressure Pa
Re Reynolds number _
S Slip ratio _
X Vapor (mass) quality _
X,, Lockhart-Martinelli parameter -

Y Coefficient _
Z Pipe length m
a Void fraction

Void fraction in vertical riser
Vapor volumetric flow ratio

2 Two-phase friction multiplier
P Viscosity Pa.s
9 Inclination angle of the riser degree
P Density kg/M3

Coefficient

Subscripts
W |Water _

V Vapor
F Two-phase mixture
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This addendum provides the reviewers comments and the author's the responses.

Independent Review Reports and Author Responses

Addendum Section Description

Ad. 1. Review comments by F. Moody.

Ad.2. Review comments by R. Henry.

Ad.3. Review comments by B. Shiralkar.

Ad.4. Review comments by S. Visweswaran.

Ad.5. Review comments by R. Wachowiak.

Ad.6. Authors' responses to review comments by F. Moody.

Ad.7. Authors' responses to review comments by R. Henry.

Ad.8. Authors' responses to review comments by B. Shiralkar.

Ad.9. Authors' responses to review comments by S. Visweswaran.

Ad.10. Authors' responses to review comments by R. Wachowiak.

Note: The author's responses do not go into the detailed editorial changes made in light
of the reviewer's comments, and even more made on author's own initiative. Thus
addenda 1 to 5 reproduce the review reports in their entirety, while Addenda 6 to 10 deal
with responses on technical issues raised.
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Ad.l. Review comments by F. Moody.

Review and Verification

SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT
IN SUPPORT OF THE ESBWR DESIGN CERTIFICATION DOCUMENT

By

Theofanis G. Theofanous & Truc-Nam Dinh
August 2, 2005

Reviewed by
F. J. Moody

August 16, 2005

OVERVIEW

The following abbreviated overview is intended to help put the reviewed and verified
report in perspective for those who may not be familiar with the extensive views of
severe accident considerations implied. It is indeed a report that provides detailed
discussions, evaluations, analyses, and conclusions reached for the ESBWR design
against severe accidents.

A basic message woven throughout the report portrays the design considerations for
which ESBWR is designed for the purpose of eliminating or confidently reducing
hypothetical severe accident threats to containment integrity. Dominant threats can arise
from,

a. Prompt energetic loading, involving FCI (fuel-coolant interaction), HPME (high
pressure melt ejection), DCH (direct containment heating), and associated
containment pressurization;

b. Late. gradual loading, involving melt penetration of the containment base mat,
with pressurization of the containment system by steam or noncondensible gas
generation; and

c. Isolation failure, involving errors or equipment malfunctions, which leave flow
paths open to the outside, associated with activation of containment over-
pressurization systems.

Consequently, the report deals with the physics of EVE (ex-vessel steam explosions),
DCH, and BiMAC (base mat internal melt arrest and coolability) containment
penetration.

It is noted that the ESBWR design does not permit PWR severe accident management of
in-vessel retention of molten core debris. Instead, it was determined that ex-vessel
behavior could be managed so that coolability could be addressed with high certainty.
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Also, ESBWR has PCCS (passive containment cooling systems) to remove decay heat
from the containment. The BiMAC invention is intended to eliminate corium-melt
interactions, associated noncondensible gas generation, and base mat penetration. ICs
(isolation condensers) also are available for decay heat removal from the RPV (reactor
pressure vessel).

Three chapters of the report, with supporting appendices address:

I. Containment Performance against DCH

II. Containment and BiMAC Device Performance against EVE

III. Containment and BiMAC Performance against BMP (Base mat Melt
Penetration).

T. G. Theofanous, the principal author has worked many years in the severe accident
arena, encompassing both theory and experiment, and has developed methodologies for
predicting the outcome of various severe accident scenarios.. One of his major
contributions has been the development of ROAAM (Risk Oriented Accident Analysis
Methodology), by which it is possible to employ a probabilistic framework in which to
quantify the range of possible events in an accident scenario, and provide a believable,
supportable measure of possible outcomes. This methodology often results in obvious
improvements at the design stage so that containment threats can be reduced to desirable
levels. (The ROAAM is a methodology that was born from the nuclear industry, but is
by no means constrained to that industry alone.)

Event trees play a role in the evaluation of any given accident, with probabilities assigned
wherever multiple branch paths originate. Experience is supremely important in
determining the probabilities, and with an ever-increasing experience history, event trees
tend to embrace limiting risk numbers for a given design.

Theoretical models are wisely employed to predict thermal-hydraulic states, applied
forces and likely temperature environments, and effects on structural components. The
report describes numerous theoretical model verifications with experiments, and shows
that the geometry and initial states of ESBWR are sufficiently close to employ most of
the validated models where predictions are required. Failure probabilities are thus
generated for a system or component, which is readily factored into the event tree
analysis and probabilistic outcomes.

The three chapters of this report build strong cases with experimental, analytical, and
historical support, for low containment failure probabilities. The outcomes are
summarized briefly in the following paragraphs.

I. Containment Performance against DCH

DCH requires core degradation and vesselfailure at high pressure. Many conditions are
requiredfor this to happen, leading to a probability of about (2.8)10-9

The study examines the potential for energetic containment failure due to DCH. It shows
that such failure is physically unreasonable, because there is a large vent area from the
UDW (upper drywell) into the WW (wetwell), which provides a huge heat sink.
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Furthermore, the UDW head has water on top for cooling, and the containment steel liner
is backed by reinforced concrete.

Earlier work in PWR severe accidents produced two important time response parameters,
namely Tm, the melt sweepout time, and TS, the blowdown time constant. PWR core
melt was first discharged to the cavity, from which it was swept out into the containment
by expanding, high speed steam from coolant blowdown. The sweepout and blowdown
times can be obtained from verified models and compared with the earlier PWR results
(which are sufficiently similar to permit application to BWR systems) for obtaining
containment pressure response parameters for the resulting dispersal. In that sense, DCH
considerations for the ESBWR benefit directly from extensive PWR studies.

It is noted that earlier GE ABWR (advanced boiling water reactor) analysis assumed 20%
of the molten core for dispersal in the 8000 m3 UDW volume in 2 seconds, leading to
overly conservative predicted pressurization. The methodology used in the present study
leads to the conclusion that that the earlier analysis done by GE is unrealistic, and
energetic containment failure is physically unreasonable.

The report also notes that if creep rupture of the MSL (main steam line) resulted from
steam heated above 10000 K, there could be a natural depressurization of the RPV, which
would negate a HPME. The low RPV pressure would also activate the GDCS (gravity
driven cooling system), which could arrest core meltdown. The outcome could prevent
melt ejection and the resulting DCH scenario in the containment.

II. Containment and BiMAC Device Performance against EVE

Since core melt ejection into a low or medium depth water pool would produce a low
pressure impulse that is not expected to crack concrete or topple the reactor vessel, or
crush all of the floor cooling pipes, associated threats to containment are judged to be
physically unreasonable.

The possibility of an EVE is of primary interest to BWRs, for which melt released from
the RPV falls into the pool, resulting in pressure spikes possibly in the kbar range.
Failure loads on structures have been characterized by resulting impulses. The rapid
formation of a high pressure steam volume by rapid heat transfer from dispersed molten
core debris clusters in a water pool, is largely determined by the solid boundaries, cluster
configuration, submergence, and free surface location. The ESBWR purposely
minimizes the likelihood of deep subcooled water pools in the LDW at the time of
possible vessel failure. Moreover, the shallow pool results in a reduced pressure impulse.
Also, if the pool water is saturated, premixtures of the core debris and water are highly
voided, and resist triggering. Any resulting explosion is inefficient, resulting in low
impulse loads.

The report notes that there is no previous work on the fragility for a structure resembling
BiMAC subjected to impulsive loads. Early work indicates that an impulse of 100 kPa-s
could crack a reinforced concrete wall of 1.5 m thickness.

Based on low and medium depth water pools in the ESBWR, EVE failures of the reactor
pedestal and steel liner are judged to be physically unreasonable. However, for a
subcooled pool depth greater than 1.5 m, the liner and concrete structure integrity could
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be compromised. It is judged that any failures would be local rather than catastrophic,
and the reactor would not be toppled.

A worst case could result in the collapse of several buried cooling pipes from an EVE
with melt ejection into deep, subcooled pools, but the remaining pipes could maintain
convective cooling of the debris by water, obtained from the GDCS (gravity driven
cooling system).

IH. Containment and BiMAC Performance against BMP (Base mat Melt
Penetration)

It is judged to be physically unreasonable for corium pool heat fluxes to exceed CHF
(critical heatflux), with continued water natural circulation in the buried cooling pipes.
However, high temperature ablation and possible penetration of the refractory cover
layer by a melt jet from high or low pressure melt release is judged to be one level higher
than "physically unreasonable. " Therefore, additional verification is recommended by
further confirmatory testing.

The report notes that the ESBWR readily satisfies the "24 hr core-on-the-floor" rule, for
which no base mat penetration by molten core debris or containment failure by
noncondensible gas generation could occur for 24 hours.

Potential failure of the passive BiMAC function from high temperature ablation and
penetration of the refractory cover layer by molten debris jetting from high or low
pressure melt release, is judged to be "one level higher" than physically unreasonable.

BiMAC local failures from corium pool heat fluxes that exceed the CHF (critical heat
flux) are judged to be physically unreasonable because it is shown that natural circulation
of water flow in the pipes leads to cooling heat flux that results in cooling of the melt,
over the range of expected decay heat levels. Furthermore, sumps are protected from
melt attack.

BiMAC cooling is noted to eliminate molten corium/concrete interactions, and ex-vessel
debris coolability eliminates noncondensible gas generation sources.

The report does, however, recommend additional verification and confirmatory testing
regarding BiMAC. Such testing could lead to the preferred pipe angle for optimizing the
design.

REVIEW SUMMARY

My review of the subject report is largely based on previous participation on severe
accident management groups, during which much of the methodologies were developed
for evaluating risk rankings for postulated scenarios. It would have been possible to
provide a more specific, in-depth commentary if selected references were readily
available, with extended time for in-depth examination of various descriptions. However,
each important conclusion stated in the report is coupled with specific references that
justify the statements made. A plethora of experimental, theoretical, and computational
references are used for generous backup of the ESBWR severe accident considerations.

It appears that Theofanous has provided insights and summaries of numerous studies that
should answer most questions that could arise in the mind of a realistic, well-informed
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regulator/evaluator. Pertinent experiments, study programs, and predictive applications
are liberally used in explaining the safety features of ESBWR to prevent containment
failure from prompt energetic loading, late, gradual loading, and isolation failures.

The attached Review and Verification Comments & Resolutions sheets include mostly
text errors or possible clarifications, with several suggestions for expanded discussion.
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GE Nuclear Energy
Review and Verification Comments & Resolutions
Project: ESBWR
Subject: Severe Accident Treatment Report
DRFNo./Section eDRF 0000-0028-6885

4.

Dr. Fred Moody (Reviewer and Verifier)
Comments (Sign and Date)

Dr. Theo Theofanous (Responsible Engineer)
Resolution (Sign & Date)

Pg. 3-19: Additional verification and
confirmatory testing was recommended
before finally concluding that failure of the
BiMAC function during a core melt
accident is "physically unreasonable." Can
you recommend the testing and verification
measures you believe would strongly
support the postponed conclusion?

F. J. Moody 8/16/05

Page numbers are given first in all the
following questions or comments.

A&B-1 2nd line from bottom, "...could
be addressed.."

A&B-4 Last line "..March_30..."

A&B-5 6th line of text, "see below.."

1-1, 14th line of text, "..due to its.."

1-12, 3rd para., 3rd line, do you mean
Figure 1.4.1.2 ?

1-17, 2nd line in text, do you mean Figure
1.4.2.2?

1-18, 5th line, Fig. 1.4.2.2

1-19, 2nd para., 8th line, "..even though.."

1-20, below Eq. (1.4.3.1), what is given in
Table 1.4.3.2?

1-20, last line, should it be R =_0.27 ?
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1-21, "lower drywell" _

1-22, Table 1.4.3.3, TRACG

2-1, 3rd line of text, "below.."

2-2, middle of page, "2.4 m..." Fig.
2.2.1 shows 2.5 mi.

2-2, 9 h line up from bottom, should
"crashing" be "crushing" or "collapsing",
as on pg. 2-22 ?

2-3, 6th line, "..defined by integrating.."

2-4, How about adding a sentence or
two briefly explaining a failure ?

2-4, 5th line up, "milestones in
understanding.."

2-6, 2nd par., 2nd line up from bottom,
"..obtained.."

2-6, 5th line up, "source"

2-20, last para., first & last lines,
"crushing or collapsing ?"

3-2, 8 th line, "to an extent.."

3-7, 1st para, 2nd line up, "on the
average.."

3-19, (iii), "which are present.."

4-1, 4th para, last line, "...below."

A-6, para. Below Fig. A.4.a, Table A.3
should be A.2.

A-7, top line, "resulting in lower
probability..."

A-7, line above Fig. A.4b, "illustrated
in Figure.."
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Ad.2. Review comments by R. Henry.

Robert Henry, FAI

Theo and Nam:

I have reviewed the reported entitled "Severe Accident Management in Support of the
ESBWR Design Certification Document", which includes:

* A. Overview of ESBWR Design Features to Eliminate Hypothetical Severe
Accident Threats to Containment Integrity

* B. ROAAM-Based Treatment of Containment Threats; Interfaces to Level 1 and
2 PRA

* 1.0 Containment Performance Against Direct Containment Heating (DCH)

* 2.0 Containment Performance Against Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions (EVE)

* 3.0 Containment Performance Against Basemat Melt Penetration (BMP)

* 4.0 ROAAM Results Translated for Containment Event Tree Quantification and
Conclusions

* Appendix A: Verification of the Transient CLCH Model for a DCH in Open
Systems

* Appendix B: Validation of the Vent-Clearing Model for DCH

* Appendix C: Validation of the Codes PM-ALPHA and ESPROSE-m

* Appendix D: Validation of Natural Convection Simulation in Molten Corium
Pools

* Appendix E: Validation of Two-Phase Natural Circulation in BiMAC

After reviewing this, I have the following comments.

I. Direct Containment Heating
(1) I agree that the potential for containment overpressure given a High Pressure Melt

Ejection (HPME)/DCH event in a BWR with a pressure suppression containment is
related to the formation of noncondensable gas (hydrogen) and the transport of this
gas and nitrogen to the wetwell gas space. In this regard, one needs to evaluate the
potential over which the vent pipes would be cleared as is done in Appendix B of
this report. This was also the focus of the BWR evaluation performed by myself
and Marty Pilch OECD in the state-of-the-art report, 1996, i.e. "High-Pressure Melt
Ejection (HPME) and Direct Containment Heating (DCH)," NEA/CSNI/R(96)25.
While approached somewhat differently, the assessment in the OECD report was
that the vent pipes would clear during the early part of the blowdown transient.
Hence, the suppression pool heat sink would be available to condense steam that is
discharged to the containment as well as that which would be produced as a result
of debris quenching. It should also be noted that all US plants (PWRs and BWRs)
were required by NRC Generic Letter 88-20 to do individual plant examinations
including assessments of severe accident issues such as DCH. With this history, I
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disagree with the statement in the first sentence of the third paragraph in Section 1.3
Previous Work, which says "...the singular prior assessment of DCH for a BWR."
While the focus of the statement is on the oxidation of unreacted metals during the
HPME event, there have been numerous other assessments of DCH for BWR
designs.

(2) The strength of the ROAAM methodology is that it considers a spectrum of
uncertainties in the accident progression, including variations in the melt
progression. This was particularly well done in NUREG/CR-5423, "The
Probability of Liner Failure in a Mark-I Containment," when considering the
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the melt volume released from the
reactor vessel at the time of vessel breach. The volume of melt release (the initial
mass of corium in the lower drywell in Table 1.4.3.5) needs to be expanded in the
mass of melt that is considered to be consistent with the MAAP4 results as well as
generally consistent with the PDF values considered in NUREG/CR-5423. When
considering the containment pressurizations associated with a larger melt volume,
Cases A through E does not show a strong influence of melt volume, but there is
some influence and this needs to be addressed. Furthermore, since the containment
pressurization is determined by the extent of noncondensible gases in the
containment, the extent of oxidation needs to be discussed more thoroughly.
Considering the difference in peak containment pressure between Cases A and C,
the hydrogen produced during the blowdown and immediately after needs a more
extensive discussion.

(3) In Section 1.4(c) Blowdown, I assume that the words "shocked flow" should be
"choked flow".

(4) Table 1.4.3.4 does not give the wetwell gas volume. This is a key component for
assessing the containment pressurization due to the transport of noncondensible gas
to this volume. This needs to be included in this table.

II. Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions

(1) In Section 2.2, the first paragraph, the word "crashing" should be "crushing".

(2) In Section 2.2(b) there appears to be one or more words missing in this discussion.

(3) Below the caption for Figure 2.4.3.3 the text states the following.

For the high subcooled test, the predicted pressure pulse is of the resulting explosions on
the containment boundaries and delivered impulses, are summarized in Figures 2.4.3.4-
2.4.3.6. The set of explosion modeling parameters used was found to render a
conservative high efficiency of energy conversion (converting almost all allowed
thermodynamically).

I agree that the resulting explosion interactions that are calculated are a conservative
assessment of what could occur in a BWR containment under severe accident conditions.
Since these pressure loadings are insufficient to challenge the ESBWR containment, as
evaluated in the structural response segment of this section, I agree that the Ex-Vessel
Steam Explosion issue has been addressed with respect to the structural integrity of the
containment.
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III. Basemat Penetration

(1) In Section 3.4.1(a) at the end of this section several numbers are given to develop a
feel for the downward and sideward heat fluxes. These are attributed to previous
experience as given in the reference Angelini and Theofanous, 1995. It would be
appropriate here to show key figures from this reference or illustrations, such as
Figure D-5 (from Appendix D) or Figure D-2 showing the data of Jahn and
Reineke. Without some set of data or analytical results for foundation, these are
only numbers that the reader may have no feel for the pedigree. Also note that the
ordinate for Figure D-5 should be changed to W/m2 instead of W.

(2) Under the discussion of the sacrificial material, I would suggest that the melting
point for zirconia be listed in the text again as a convenient reference for the reader.

Appendix A -

No comment.

Appendix B

I agree with the conclusions of this appendix. This a fundamental aspect of the response
for BWR pressure suppression containments to HPME events.

Appendix C

No comment.

Appendix D

I agree with the natural circulation formulations and conclusions derived from this
appendix. However, I would like to see a discussion of the role of the upper radiative
heat flux and the influence this has on crust formation at the upper boundary. Also, how
does this influence the numerical calculations that are produced? Obviously, this only
applies to the calculational results since the experiments quoted here are performed with
water. Such a discussion of the upper heat flux and its influence on the circulation, etc.
would be beneficial to the reader.

Regards,

Bob
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Ad.3. Review comments by B. Shiralkar.

* Abbreviations: ESBWR is Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor

* Chapter A: The IC is improved but not more passive compared to earlier BWRs

* Chapter A: How are the GDCS deluge lines to the BiMAC protected during a
severe accident?

* Chapter B: It would be useful to have a flow chart that shows how the ROAAM
based treatment interfaces with LI, L2, L3 and DCD - input and outputs from/to
these documents.

* Chapter 1: The timing of vent clearing, though important, does not determine the
peak pressure for LOCA for the ESBWR and is not crucial. The peak pressure
occurs many hours into the LOCA and is determined by the transport of
noncondensible from the drywell to the wetwell.

* Chapter 1: The wetwell volume is not much larger than that of the upper drywell.
It is actually smaller (-4500 m3 vs. 7000 mi3 ).

* Chapter 1.4.3: The Large Scale Demonstration Test Facility refers to the Pressure
Suppression Test Facility?

* Chapter 1.4.3; The equation for DCH scale is based on a model qualified against
IET tests? Are the model parameters qualified over the range of ESBWR
parameters? What is the basis of the value of 12.5% for the standard deviation?

* Table 1.4.3.1: Where does the drop size and interfacial area for the combustion
reaction feed into the equations?

* Figure 1.4.3.4a: The caption Suppression Pool should be replaced by Wetwell.

* Chapter 2: I am not familiar with the codes PM-ALPHA and ESPROSE.in, but
the results are impressive and there appears to have been extensive validation of
the codes prior to the ESBWR application.

* Chapter 2: What are the explosion parameters 'I' and 'Y?

* Chapter 2: It is not clear why 1.5m was picked as the boundary of unacceptable
water depths for EVE from the results in Chapter 2

* Chapter 3: How critical is the choice of a 20 cm sacrificial layer above the tubes?

* Page 3-7: How were the heat fluxes estimated - what are the assumptions in this
estimate?

* Page 3-9: Where are the 6 pool configurations delineated?

* Agree that there is a large margin to failure of the BiMAC device based on
information presented in Chapter 3.
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Ad.4. Review comments by S. Visweswaran.

ESBWR SA Verification Comments
Review Comments by Vishu Response by Theo and Nam
C-1. It is not clear if we have taken credit for DW
Sprays, specially in coming up with the DCH failure
probabilities. I think we need DCH probabilities with
and without DCH. Also, the document should
clearly state that while the Spray is included in the
design, it is not credited in the Level 2 PRA. It will
then be consistent with the containment event trees.
Currently, in Section B, on the third page, in item 2,
there is a statement that "The timing and the source
term will depend on the availability of drywell spray,
as considered in the Level 2 PRA". The Figure B. 1
also has notes that refer to sprays being available and
sprays failing. Note that Level 2 PRA does not
consider DW spray.

R-1.

C-2. The failure probabilities for DCH and EVE
appear to be based on engineering judgment and not
on a Mote-Carlo type simulation. Please state that it
is based on engineering judgment.

R-2.

C-3. The success criteria for the systems being used R-3.
in the L2 PSA needs to be documented by Theo.
Specifically, we need success criteria for PCCS. Is
the Level 1 success criteria of 4 out of 6 PCCS valid
for L2 PSA also in the presence of aerosols and non-
condensable gases. If so, what is the basis of this
claim? If necessary, references to the past SBWR
tests, which included aerosols and non-condensable,
should be made. Note that the Level 2 PRA does not
include a success criteria discussion.
C-4. The even tree branch for Class I with pre- R-4.
existing water level of > 1.5 m, shows 1.0 probability
of pedestal failure. I think following pedestal failure,
we should just take this event directly to containment
release and not examine the 1% chance of being
transferred to the CSET. This will simplify the CETs
with negligible impact on the results.
C-5. Many Level I PRA results have been stated in R-5.
the report. All these should be based verified input.
C 6. What happened to the likelihood of natural R-6.
depressurization through IC tube failure. This will
result in a containment bypass event. Please include
the event or provide a justification for its exclusion.
Perhaps, we should attribute it to the features that
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isolates the IC on high-temperature.
C -7. Explain why the hydrogen generated y the R-7.
metal water reaction is not an issue - i.e., inerting,
etc.
C-8. Provide a basis for excluding the class II and R-8.
class IV analysis.
C-9. In Section B, second page, line number 11, R-9.
there is a statement "Now turning to containment, we
see that DCH is only relevant to Class I while EVE is
to Class III". The classes are reversed.
C-10. In Section 1, subsection 1.1, Overall R-10.
Considerations, line 6 states that there are six motor-
operated valves available for depressurization. What
are those valves?
C- I. The Ultimate Pressure Capabilities of R- 1.
ESBWR Containment in Table 1.4.4.1 needs to be a
verified input to the report.
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Ad.5. Review comments by R. Wachowiak.
Doc Title: SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT in SUPPORT of the ESBWR
DESIGN CERTIFICATION DOCUMENT

Revision: 0

Resp Engr:Theofanous & Company, Inc.; Theofanous & Dinh

Reviewer: GE; Wachowiak

Section Location Comment
Chapter A 1 st page, last Design changes to make IVR work should be

paragraph characterized as "unworkable" rather than
_ "undesirable"

Several places "(Panlyon, 2005)" is not the correct reference for
the Level 2. It should be NEDC-33201, or (GE,
2005)

Figure A.1 Figure shows DPV, SRV, and BiMAC valves in
open position. The valve icons should be filled in.
Figure shows BiMAC valves as squibs. This has
not yet been decided. It will probably be of mixed
type for diversity
SRVs alone are not capable of depressurizing the
reactor down far enough for GDCS to actuate.
While they may be able to accomplish this with
certain valve designs, the design specification
only says that they must be able to depressurize
down to 60 psid (RPV to suppression pool)
Containment boundary should really contain the
PCCS heat exchanger. We are claiming that this
is part of the primary containment, not a device
that penetrates it.

Chapter B 2n page, 3  Remove DCD as a reference. This document
paragraph supports the DCD, not the other way around
2 nd page, 1 Text has Class I and Class III definitions reversed.
paragraph

Says that EVE is only relevant to LP cases. Later
in the section (#1 for ET clarifications) it says
EVE is common to both. It also comes up later in
Chapter 4. This should be made consistent.

Clarification #3 This section is not clear. It implies that DW
failure mode in DCH can be liner cracking. It
should say that if the energetic portion of the
event does not fail containment, cracking could
still occur.

Chapter I 1.1 There are 8 DPVs and they are squib valves
Figure 1.2.1 6.6m dimension shown on the drawing does not
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have an arrow
1.4.1 a Is the conclusion that natural depressurization is

likely or not likely? The paragraph is not clear.
Several places The units for pressure vary between MPa, Bar,

and Atmosphere. They should be consistently
d_ presented as MPa.

2nd paragraph after This paragraph states that all that needs to be
Table 1.4.3.5 considered is liner failure. The following

paragraphs then discuss the different cases in
Table 1.4.3.5 with no mention of liner failure. I
did not find the discussion of the liner failure.

Last paragraph of Unclear why this paragraph is here. It seems
1.4.3 disconnected with the rest of the section.
1.4.4 The ultimate strength calculation is in NEDC-

33201, Chapter 8
Table 1.4.4.1 Needs to be consistent with corresponding table in

NEDC-33201
General The report needs a way to correlate the Level 1

numbers to the thresholds and conclusions in the
report. We need to know when the LI numbers
are approaching some value that will change the
results of this report.

Chapter 2 2.1 The acronym SE is not used in the report
anywhere except where it is defined. It is
probably not needed as an acronym.

2.2 a As stated earlier, squib valves have not yet been
decided. You should just say valves.

2.3 The last two paragraphs seem out of place. They
need introductory statements.

Chapter 3 3.2 a The angle E is not defined or identified in this
section of the report prior to using it in the text.

3.3 first paragraph What is the consequence of the "focusing effect"?
Why is BiMAC not susceptible?

3.3 last paragraph "Boiling Crisis" is not defined
Figure 3.4.2.1 I don't understand the significance of this figure.

It is presented like a flowchart,' but it really isn't.
3.4.3 Formula for q doesn't follow from previous

equation. Did you mean:
q = Nu (km/di) ATm

Appendix A General Need to state why PWR experiment is applicable
Chapter 4 General It is not clear how the various sections translate

into the numbers used. Each of the previous
chapters should have a conclusion that states how
the evaluation translates into the specific value (or
category)

Chapters I - 3 General What seems to be missing is the demarcation of
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when a phenomenon (what parameters or results)
moves from one category to another (i.e. from
physically unreasonable to out of the spectrum).

There is a discussion of this in 3 that covers how
much margin is in BiMAC, but only using the
base case parameters.

Chapter 3 General Is there some maximum amount of melt that
would make BiMAC fail (not from impingement,
but from burnout)? Analysis uses 160 tons. What
if there is more?
Chapter seems to indicate that there is 100 tons of
core debris. Total mass of core, clad, cans, and
control rods is -280 tons. (U02 is -160 tons)
Where is the discussion of sump protection? A lot
of work was done to locate the sump toward the
wall and show that corium exiting the vessel will
not come into contact with the sump.
Why was the discussion of the likelihood of the
melt mass exiting the vessel left out?
There should be a discussion of how long is
available to actuate BiMAC valves from first
contact of the melt with the floor.
What happens if there is a local penetration of the
melt through one or more of the pipes?

Chapter 1 General What happens to the lower drywell liner during
the DCH event? How about the equipment hatch?
Is there sufficient core material in contact with the
liner/hatch to cause failure?

General Document needs page numbers
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Ad.6. Authors' responses to review comments by F. Moody.

We agree with the summarizations provided by the reviewer and we find that no further
elaboration is necessary.

All corrections indicated in the detailed comments have been implemented, and we are
grateful to the reviewer for the care he took in pointing these out.

Below is our response to a question he raised about the testing of BiMAC.

GE Nuclear Energy
Review and Verification Comments &
Resolutions
Project. ESBWR
Subject: Severe Accident Treatment Report
DRFNo./Section eDRF 0000-0028-6885

4-

Dr. Fred Moody (Reviewer and Verifier)
Comments (Sign and Date)

Dr. Theo Theofanous (Responsible
Engineer) Resolution (Sign & Date)

Pg. 3-19: Additional verification and The experiments would need to address
confirmatory testing was recommended the two failure modes defined in the report,
before finally concluding that failure of the and perhaps more importantly show a model
BiMAC function during a core melt BiMAC actually working to dissipate thermal
accident is "physically unreasonable." Can loads in the range of interest. For up to a few
you recommend the testing and verification BiMAC channels this can be done at full
measures you believe would strongly scale. A multi-channel apparatus would also
support the postponed conclusion? need to be used to address the global

behavior.
F. J. Moody 8/16/05
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Ad.7. Authors' responses to review comments by R. Henry.

I. Direct Containment Heating

Comment:

(1) I agree that the potential for containment overpressure given a High Pressure Melt
Ejection (HPME)/DCH event in a BWR with a pressure suppression containment is
related to the formation o noncondensible gas (hydrogen) and the transport of this
gas and nitrogen to the wetwell gas space. In this regard, one needs to evaluate the
potential over which the vent pipes would be cleared as is done in Appendix B of
this report. This was also the focus of the BWR evaluation performed by myself
and Marty Pilch OECD in the state-of-the-art report, 1996, i.e. "High-Pressure Melt
Ejection (HPME) and Direct Containment Heating (DCH)," NEA/CSNI/R(96)25.
While approached somewhat differently, the assessment in the OECD report was
that the vent pipes would clear during the early part of the blowdown transient.
Hence, the suppression pool heat sink would be available to condense steam that is
discharged to the containment as well as that which would be produced as a result
of debris quenching. It should also be noted that all US plants (PWRs and BWRs)
were required by NRC Generic Letter 88-20 to do individual plant examinations
including assessments of severe accident issues such as DCH. With this history, I
disagree with the statement in the first sentence of the third paragraph in Section 1.3
Previous Work, which says "...the singular prior assessment of DCH for a BWR."
While the focus of the statement is on the oxidation of unreacted metals during the
HPME event, there have been numerous other assessments of DCH for BWR
designs.

Response:

We were familiar with the OECD report. It is a review and summarization report that and
we should have included along with the Pilch et al (1997) review. This is now added
along with the statement that it contains a recognition of the importance of vents and vent
clearing in making available the heat sink in the wet well.

Our statement on the other hand refers to the absence of complete, specific, and fully
documented assessments-and this of course has to be in regards to the open literature.
We cannot speak for the IPE's because these certainly are not open literature. As one can
see in the results of our report, especially after the enhancements made after this review,
the DCH phenomenon in BWRs involves very rich physics, and it would be curious that
any previous work going into these physics in a serious manner would not be introduced
in the open literature (as we were able to find none).

Comment:

(2) The strength of the ROAAM methodology is that it considers a spectrum of
uncertainties in the accident progression, including variations in the melt
progression. This was particularly well done in NUREG/CR-5423, "The
Probability of Liner Failure in a Mark-I Containment," when considering the
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the melt volume released from the
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reactor vessel at the time of vessel breach. The volume of melt release (the initial
mass of corium in the lower drywell in Table 1.4.3.5) needs to be expanded in the
mass of melt that is considered to be consistent with the MAAP4 results as well as
generally consistent with the PDF values considered in NUREG/CR-5423. When
considering the containment pressurizations associated with a larger melt volume,
Cases A through E does not show a strong influence of melt volume, but there is
some influence and this needs to be addressed. Furthermore, since the containment
pressurization is determined by the extent of non-condensable gases in the
containment, the extent of oxidation needs to be discussed more thoroughly.
Considering the difference in peak containment pressure between Cases A and C,
the hydrogen produced during the blowdown and immediately after needs a more
extensive discussion.

Response:

Yes, this is a very important and valid point. The reason these aspects did not come
trough well enough is because at the time we were still lacking a complete understanding
of the DCH dynamics in an open system such as the ESBWR. In the meanwhile, and by
means of many additional calculations we were able to reach this understanding which is
conveyed in the final version of the report, and which addresses this point of the reviewer
completely.

II. Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion

III. Basemat Penetration

(1) In Section 3.4.1(a) at the end of this section several numbers are given to develop a
feel for the downward and sideward heat fluxes. These are attributed to previous
experience as given in the reference Angelini and Theofanous, 1995. It would be
appropriate here to show key figures from this reference or illustrations, such as
Figure D-5 (from Appendix D) or Figure D-2 showing the data of Jahn and
Reineke. Without some set of data or analytical results for foundation, these are
only numbers that the reader may have no feel for the pedigree.

Response:

The purpose of all key physics sections in this report is tutorial, and introductory, to show
the reader how we have approached the problem, rather than to provide specific answers.
We make this more clear in the final version. Also, since there is no previous experience
with geometries such as the one of interest for the BiMAC, we now use and refer to the
results obtained in Section 1.4.3.

Appendix D

I agree with the natural circulation formulations and conclusions derived from this
appendix. However, I would like to see a discussion of the role of the upper radiative
heat flux and the influence this has on crust formation at the upper boundary. Also, how
does this influence the numerical calculations that are produced? Obviously, this only
applies to the calculational results since the experiments quoted here are performed with
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water. Such a discussion of the upper heat flux and its influence on the circulation, etc.
would be beneficial to the reader.

Response:

As long as there is a crust on top the natural convection process is not affected by the
mode of ultimate energy escape process. This is already stated under key physics. We
have combined participation of film boiling, and radiation initially that, given the low
level of fluxes involved (see Table 3.4.3.1) will produce quenching, and elimination of all
irradiative flux at later times. As results show in all cases the upward heat fluxes are low
enough to lead us to expect quenching and the build-up of crusts. So we could confuse
rather than enlighten the reader if we were to get into these details here.
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Ad.8. Authors' responses to review comments by B. Shiralkar.

GE Nuclear Energy
Review and Verification Comments &
Resolutions
Project: ESBWR
Subject: Severe Accident Treatment Report
DRFNo./Section eDRFOOOO-0028-6885

Dr. Bharat Shiralkar's (Reviewer and
Verifier) Comments (Sign and Date)

Dr. Theo Theofanous (Responsible
Engineer) Resolution (Sign & Date)

3. General Comment: Section A: How are 3 As explained in more detail now in Ch 3,
the GDCS deluge lines to the BiMAC the deluge lines come down the pedestal wall
protected during a severe accident? and they offer no significant target to melt

during its relocation. Moreover there also
three lines that discharge directly into the
LDW, and these stop at some elevation well
above the RPV lower head, and are protected
from any melt impingement during a HPME.

4. General Comment: Section B: It would be 4. As explained in the text these
useful to have a flow chart that shows how "connections" are simple enough to not
the ROAAM based treatment interfaces with
L1, L2, L3 and DCD - input and outputs compel us to add new graphics.
from/to these documents.

8. Yes, as already stated. Yes, as already
8. General Comment: Section 1.4.3; The stated. The choice of 12.5% was based on
equation for DCH scale is based on a model
qualified against IET tests? Are the model comparison to experiments and that is quality
parameters qualified over the range of of data representation by the correlation. This
ESBWR parameters? What is the basis of is not used here.
the value of 12.5% for the standard
deviation?

9. General Comment: Table 1.4.3.1: Where They do not. The calculation assumes
does the drop size and interfacial area for the equilibrium, which is bounds the loads.
combustion reaction feed into the equations?

This is a very rough measure, to express
13. Comment Chapter 2: It is not clear why "large amounts" of water, which is also

1.5m was picked as the boundary of
unacceptable water depths for EVE from the subcooled. Clarifications added
results in Chapter 2.

This can be surmised from the penetration
14. Comment Chapter 3: How critical is the depths found in the analysis. This thickness

choice of a 20 cm sacrificial layer above the provides enough margin to claim that
tubes? protection is robust. Larger thickness would

work too. A thinner layer is not worth arguing
about since savings would be minimal, and
probably it would be much harder to apply.
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Ad.9. Authors' responses to review comments by S. Visweswaran.

GE Nuclear Energy
Review and Verification Comments &
Resolutions
Project: ESBWR
Subject: Severe Accident Treatment
Report
DRFNo./Section eDRF0000-0028-
6885

Srinivasa Visweswaran's (Reviewer and Dr. Theo Theofanous (Responsible
Verifier) Comments (Sign and Date) Engineer) Resolution (Sign & Date)

1. It is not clear if we have taken credit for 1. The report was clear enough. With
DW Sprays, specially in coming up with the sprays it is obvious that there is no high
DCH failure probabilities. I think we need temperature issue. The analysis of UDW
DCH probabilities with and without DCH. liner failure was done in the absence of
Also, the document should clearly state that sprays, and it was noted explicitly that
while the Spray is included in the design, it is sprays are not needed to reach our
not credited in the Level 2 PRA. It will then be conclusions. The statement about the
consistent with the containment event trees. source term being affected by sprays
Currently, in Section B, on the third page, in refers to reality, and it is correct. This
item 2, there is a statement that "The timing report does not present a source term
and the source term will depend on the analysis. Level 3 PRA will do it
availability of drywell spray, as considered in according to the rules, which are
the Level 2 PRA". The Figure B. 1 also has unrealistically conservative, and this is
notes that refer to sprays being available and not our problem here.
sprays failing. Note that Level 2 PRA does not
consider DW spray.

2. The failure probabilities for DCH and EVE 2. We strongly disagree with this
appear to be based on engineering judgment comment. It implies that Monte-Carlo type
and not on a Mote-Carlo type simulation. calculations are not based on engineering
Please state that it is based on engineering judgment! This is incorrect. The basis for
judgment. the probabilities given is by bounding loads

and fragilities. Because of the bounding
nature of the analysis there is no need to
track uncertainties-maybe this is what the
reviewer means by Monte Carlo. All this is
clear enough and no further clarification is
needed.

3. The success criteria for the systems being 3. This question is for L2 PRA, as
used in the L2 PSA needs to be documented by we have already noted in the report.
Theo. Specifically, we need success criteria
for PCCS. Are the Level 1 success criteria of 4
out of 6 PCCS valid for L2 PSA also in the
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presence of aerosols and non-condensable
gases. If so, what is the basis of this claim? If
necessary, references to the past SBWR tests,
which included aerosols and non-condensable,
should be made. Note that the Level 2 PRA
does not include a success criteria discussion.

4. The even tree branch for Class I with pre- 4. The event trees are already simple
existing water level of > 1.5 m, shows 1.0 enough!
probability of pedestal failure. I think
following pedestal failure, we should just take
this event directly to containment release and
not examine the 1% chance of being
transferred to the CSET. This will simplify the
CETs with negligible impact on the results.

5. Many Level 1 PRA results have been stated 5. Done by Level 1 PRA (R.
in the report. All these should be based Wachowiak).
verified input.

6. As already stated this pertains to
6. What happened to the likelihood of natural water depletion on the secondary side,

depressurization through IC tube failure. This which is a system event and left to be
will result in a containment bypass event. treated in Level 2 PRA. No change
Please include the event or provide a warranted.
justification for its exclusion. Perhaps, we
should attribute it to the features that isolates
the IC on high-temperature.

7. Explain why the hydrogen generated by the 7. See page 2 on Chapter A. Top of
metal water reaction is not an issue - i.e., second paragraph.
inerting, etc.

8. Provide a basis for excluding the class II 8. All needed explanations are
and class IV analysis. already given.

10. They are the DPVs and actually
10. In Section 1, subsection 1.1, Overall there are 8 of them.

Considerations, line 6 states that there are six
motor-operated valves available for
depressurization. What are those valves?

1 1. The Ultimate Pressure Capabilities of 11. Done, on basis of material
ESBWR Containment in Table 1.4.4.1 needs to available in the ESBWR DCD.
be a verified input to the report. I
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Ad.10. Authors' response to review comments by R. Wachowiak.

Section Location Comments and Responses
General Comment: The report needs a way to correlate the

Level I numbers to the thresholds and conclusions in
the report. We need to know when the Li numbers are
approaching some value that will change the results of
this report.

Response: The results and conclusions of the work
presented in the report do not depend on Level 1
results. The only case excluded from consideration (on
basis of Level 1) is HP scenarios with deeply flooded
LDW.

3.3 first Comment: What is the consequence of the 'focusing
paragraph effect"? Why is BiAMC not susceptible?

Response: Focusing in PWR IVR can fail the vessel if
it is strong enough. It cannot happen in BiMAC
because there is water on top. This was explained
already in the report.

Appendix A General Comment: Need to state why PWR experiment is
applicable

Response: Obvious from the context. Same kinds of
compartments and connections between them, same
level of pressure in the RPV, same kinds of melts and
compositions, similar mechanisms of failure of lower
head.

Chapters 1 - 3 General Comment: What seems to be missing is the
demarcation of when a phenomenon (what parameters
or results) moves from one category to another (i.e.
from physically unreasonable to out of the spectrum).
There is a discussion of this in 3 that covers how much
margin is in BiMAC, but only using the base case
parameters.

Response: This is a valid criticism, and we knew it
ourselves. This information had not yet developed at
the time of Draft preparation because of time
pressures. In the interim we managed to complete the
understanding needed for stating clearly the case, and
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this can be found in the final version of the report.

Chapter 3 General Comment: Is there some maximum amount of melt that
would make BiMACfail (notfrom impingement, but
from burnout)? Analysis uses 160 tons. What if there
is more?

Response: Same response as above. The answer is No.
See chapter 3.

Comment: Where is the discussion of sump
protection? A lot of work was done to locate the sump
toward the wall and show that corium exiting the
vessel will not come into contact with the sump.

Response: This discussion was missed, now it is in
Chapter 3, along with some graphics.

Comment: There should be a discussion of how long is
available to actuate BiMAC valves from first contact
of the melt with the floor.

Response: Yes. This has been added in Chapter 3.

Comment: What happens if there is a local penetration
of the melt through one or more of the pipes?

Response: This is a hypothetical question, as the
BiMAC pipes have very great margins to melt-through
failure. If we postulate such an event, we would expect
that the melt would run in, cooling and freezing along
the way. The failure would be local in that only the
pipe(s) affected would be not coolable any more (due
to the parallel structure of the BiMAC). If sufficient
localized then the impact of such a failure would be
minimal.
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